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17 GARY TURNER, an individual; and DOES 1-)       2.  NEGLIGENT

18
25, inclusive,     MISREPRESENTATION

3.  SLANDER OF TITLE

19 Defendants,  
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23

24
CBGM, LLC, a California limited liability company (" Plaintiff') brings the following action

25
against WAYNE GURALNICK(" GURALNICK"), GURALNICK& GILLILAND (" Law Firm") and

26
GARY TURNER(" TURNER"), ( collectively GURALNICK, the Law Firm and TURNER are referred

27'   
to herein as the" Defendants") as follows:

28
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1 THE PARTIES

2 1.       Plaintiff is a California limited liability company authorized to, and at all times relevant

3 was conducting business in the County of Riverside, State of California as the owner of the legendary La

4 Quinta, California Trilogy Golf Course, its Clubhouse and the accompanying restaurant( collectively the

5    " Trilogy Course"). The Trilogy Golf Course is a championship level golf course that was a frequent host

6 of the PGA Skins Game, a tournament featuring four of the best players in the world and has been

7 considered a" destination" course for many years.

8 2.       Defendant Law Firm is a business entity, form currently known, doing business as a law

9 firm in the County of Riverside, State of California and is, upon information and belief, responsible for

10 and/ or ratified the actions of Defendant GURALNICK.

11 3.       Defendant GURALNICK is an individual acting at all times relevant was acting in his

12 role as counsel for the Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association(" HOA Board") as set forth more

13 fully below and on behalf of Law Firm, in the County of Riverside, State of California. Upon

14 information and belief, GURALNICK was first hired to represent Shea Homes, the developer of the

15 homes and Trilogy Golf Course, and immediately thereafter moved into the position of counsel for the

16 HOA Board and has been counsel for the HOA Board ever since.

17 4.       Defendant TURNER is an individual, at all times relevant was a resident of the County of

18 Riverside, State of California.  TURNER, at all times relevant herein, was the acting president of the

19 HOA Board or on its Board of Directors and has since resigned his position and is being sued herein not

20 in his capacity as member of the HOA Board, but rather for his individual wrongful conduct as set forth

21 herein that is outside the course and scope of any Board or acting President of a company or

22 organization.

23 5.       Plaintiff is ignorant of the true names and capacities of the Defendants sued herein as

24 DOES 1 through 25, inclusive, and therefore sues these Defendants by fictitious names. Plaintiff will

25 amend this Complaint to allege their true names and capacities when ascertained.  Plaintiff alleges on

26 information and belief that each of the fictitiously named Defendants are responsible in some manner for

27 the acts or omissions alleged in this Complaint, and that Plaintiff' s injuries and damages were

28 proximately caused by the acts or omissions of these Defendants.
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1 6.       Plaintiff alleges on information and belief that at all times relevant in this Complaint each

2 of the Defendants herein were at all times relevant the employer, agent, employee, principal, partner,

3 member, affiliate, or alter ego of each of the other Defendants, and at all times relevant and mentioned

4 herein was acting within the course and scope of such agency, employment, member, partnership or alter

5 ego relationship, with the full authority and knowledge of each of the other Defendants. Each of the

6 Defendants has adopted or ratified the actions or conduct of the other Defendants as set forth herein.

7 JURISDICTION AND VENUE

8 7.       This Court has jurisdiction over the subject- matter of this civil action as the conduct

9 alleged herein took place in the County of Riverside, State of California.

10 8.       The amount sought by Plaintiff exceeds the jurisdictional limits of this Court.

11 INTRODUCTION

12 9.       This case is about a continued series of misrepresentations by Defendants to Plaintiff that

13 lasted for over a period of years and continue today. Defendants took advantage of Plaintiff' s capital

14 structure, land and facility ownership and created a web of lies to induce Plaintiff into conveying

15 easements and control of their property to entities that these Defendants represent( ed). In total, Plaintiff

16 was fraudulently induced into transferring control of over 61 acres of its' Trilogy Golf Course property

17 while simultaneously being fraudulently induced into bearing the financial burden of rehabilitating,

18 irrigating and maintaining a property it no longer controls. The deviant actions of Defendants have cost

19 Plaintiff millions, created an excessive annual maintenance and irrigation burden as well as placed

20 onerous easements on Plaintiff' s property in perpetuity.

21 THE HISTORY OF THE PROJECT AND GOLF COURSE

22 10.      Trilogy at La Quinta is a master planned community and is governed by a Master

23 Declarations of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Reservation of Easements for Trilogy La

24 Quinta recorded on March 21, 2003 with the Riverside Recorder' s Office ( Instrument No. 20034) ( the

25    " Master CCRs"). On May 5, 2003 the Home Owners Association for Trilogy at La Quinta( the" HOA")

26 recorded the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Reservation of Easements for

27 the Trilogy Golf Course with the Riverside County Recorder' s Office (Instrument No. 2003- 319840)

28    ( the" Course CCRs"). Both the Master CCRs and Course CCRs state specifically and throughout that
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1 the Trilogy Golf Course must be maintained at a certain level and operated up to or consistent with the

2 high standards of the Trilogy at La Quinta development so as to maintain the prestige and value of the

3 surrounding homes and development.

4 11.      From the outset, the beauty and condition of the Trilogy Golf Course garnered great

5 respect and brought significant value to the Trilogy at La Quinta community. During 2003- 2006, the

6 Trilogy Golf Course played host to several professional competitions in which golfers such as Tiger

7 Woods, Phil Mickelson and other legends of the game played. For the first 5- 6 years of its existence,

8 Shea Homes ( the original Project Declarant and home builder) was the only presence on the HOA Board.

9 By mid-2009 Shea Homes had sold the required number ofhomes and the HOA Board seats were being

10 filled with Trilogy at La Quinta homeowners. GURALNICK, counsel for Trilogy at La Quinta from its

11 inception, remained on as counsel following the transition.

12 12.      Contemplating a sale of the Trilogy Golf Course, the Clubhouse and the clubhouse

13 restaurant(" Restaurant") in 2008, and because of Shea' s transition exit from the development, an

14 inspection of the entire property was performed, including the Trilogy Golf Course, the Clubhouse and

15 the perimeter area, which is the area between the Trilogy Golf Course grass and the homes that align the

16 golf course (" Perimeter Area"). During the inspection it was revealed that" acacia" was planted

17 throughout Perimeter Areas of the entire Trilogy Golf Course property. The approved landscape plan

18 called for" dwarf acacia" not" acacia." The difference is that dwarf acacia will usually only grow to 3- 4

19 feet in height, whereas standard acacia can grow as high as 25 feet. If not trimmed, the acacia in the

20 Perimeter Area would block the surrounding homeowners' views of the Trilogy Golf Course depriving

21 them of their considerable enhanced home values due to the views of this acclaimed golf course property

22 and for which they had paid significant lot premiums. The maintenance of the acacia cost the HOA

23 approximately$ 400,000 to $ 600, 000 per year, just for their trimming and care and as a result the Trilogy

24 Golf Course was not paying to maintain the Perimeter Area . GURALNICK, as counsel was aware of

25 these facts and mistakes, including the improper planting of the acacia and that the cost of maintaining

26 the Perimeter Area was not listed as a liability Trilogy Golf Course' s financials.

27 13.      In early 2009 the Trilogy Golf Course, Clubhouse and Restaurant were sold to the foreign

28 investment group TLQ Partners. The acacia issue and the costs involved werenot disclosed to TLQ
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1 Partners during escrow by GURALNICK or the HOA Board. Instead, GURALNICK advised the HOA

2 Board to amend the Course CCRs to reflect that the HOA Board would have a claim against the Trilogy
3 Golf Course owner for any maintenance deficiencies, including the Perimeter Area.
4 14.      Under TLQ Partner' s management between 2009- 2014, the Trilogy Golf Course rapidly
5 deteriorated and the Restaurant became known for subpar food and service. TLQ Partners closed the
6 Restaurant on or around 2013. The Trilogy at La Quinta homeowners noticed and insisted the HOA

7 Board remove TLQ Partners and litigation was threatened by the HOA Board.

8 15.      In August 2013 Tom Brown' s (" Mr. Brown"— as a known restauranteur having been

9 involved in the design, construction and operation of approximately 400 restaurants) entity was invited
10 in by TLQ Partners to re- open the Restaurant and become its sole operator under a lease with TLQ
11 Partners. Within a year of taking over the Restaurant, and investing$ 500, 000, Mr. Brown had increased

12 its sales, operations and income by performing exterior and interior facelifts, purchasing new furniture,
13 equipment and bringing in culinary talent.

14 16.      Around this same time several Trilogy community leaders encouraged Mr. Brown to

15 purchase the Trilogy Golf Course, Clubhouse and Restaurant in hopes that he could" turn it around" as

16 he had with the Restaurant. As Mr. Brown continued to entertain these discussions and run a successful

17 restaurant, the homes along the Trilogy Golf Course and in the community were beginning to lose value.
18 The Trilogy Golf Course maintenance was terrible and the once famous golf course had become below

19 average. For example, upon one inspection the community realized that one entire irrigation pump was
20 not operational, causing dried out and" baked" playing conditions. Not surprisingly, the home values

21 were suffering.

22 17.      Mr. Brown finally accepted the encouragement to purchase the Trilogy Golf Course,

23 Clubhouse and Restaurant from TLQ Partners at the urgence of many residents, community leaders and
24 including some HOA Board members. To finance the purchase Mr. Brown originally accepted as
25    " membership" joining fees enough capital to make a down payment on the purchase. Realizing he
26 required additional financial assistance and golf course knowledge to make this a profitable endeavor for
27 all involved (including the homeowners and HOA Board), Mr. Brown consulted with Mr. Richard

28 Cushman. Mr. Cushman was the founder/owner of Cushman Engineering, as well as successful
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1 businessman, owning real estate, companies and other ventures. Together Mr. Cushman and Mr. Brown

2 formed CBGM, LLC and closed on the purchase of the Trilogy Golf Course for$ 5. 1 Million in April

3 2015. Almost immediately, Plaintiff began investing large sums of money to make improvements to the

4 Trilogy Golf Course. As a result, the Trilogy Golf Course and Restaurant went from a drain on home

5 values to an asset, a complete and total facelift was under way and the entire property was on the

6 economic rise.

7 18.      Prior to the closing of the purchase of the Trilogy Golf Course and clubhouse Plaintiff

8 and the HOA Board signed an agreement(" Vision Agreement") which among other items relieved

9 Plaintiff temporarily of substantial responsibility for maintenance of the Perimeter Area, The Vision

10 Agreement was recorded after the closing and is attached as Exhibit A.

11 19.      In February of 2016 Plaintiff and the HOA Board began to negotiate the replacement of

12 the Vision Agreement, an overall rehabilitation of the Perimeter Area and maintenance plan as the

13 Vision Agreement was scheduled to expire in April of 2017. During these preliminary discussions it was

14 Plaintiff' s well communicated goal to keep the Perimeter Area annual maintenance costs below

15    $ 225, 000 per year and keep the rehabilitation costs below$ 2M. This was stated over and over again and

16 accepted by the HOA Board and GURALNICK.

17 20.      In late 2016 the HOA Board and Plaintiff, at Plaintiff' s sole expense, established a" beta

18 site" on one small area in the Perimeter Area to test out affordable, durable and controllable vegetation

19 with the goal of remaining within the $2 million rehabilitation cost and$ 225, 000 annual maintenance

20 budget. At that time, all were in agreement to allow the beta site to mature and then make decisions

21 relative to what would be planted in the Perimeter Area.

22 21.      As the discussions continued, they centered around price, timing/ schedule, tree removal,

23 dust control and the " beta site." The" beta site" was maturing as expected but the homeowners were

24 growing restless as they wanted something done with the Perimeter Area almost immediately. TURNER

25 and GURALNICK represented to Plaintiff that they needed an agreement relating to the Perimeter Area

26 improvements and maintenance in place prior to a March 2017 vote of the homeowners. TURNER and

27 GURALNICK further stated to Plaintiff that if an agreement was not reached before then, the entire

28 Perimeter Area improvement plan would likely be voted down at the March 23, 2017 homeowners'
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1 meeting.  Such a vote would leave Plaintiff solely responsible for the" deficiency" claims being made by
2 the HOA and likely solely responsible for financing and improving the Perimeter Area.

3 22.      With the pressure to have an agreement in place from GURALNICK and TURNER the

4 Plaintiff agreed that a document should be prepared.  GURALNICK decided this document should be

5 entitled and come in the form of Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and

6 Reservation of Easements for Golf Course( Trilogy at La Quinta) ( hereinafter the " Restated CCRs").

7 The Restated CCRs would define the project, payment responsibilities, the maximum price and provide a

8 final or negotiated Rehabilitation Project Agreement(" Rehab Project Agreement"). The Rehab Project

9 Agreement would be entered into between Plaintiff, the HOA Board and a third- party contractor and

10 define the scope and costs of the improvements to the Perimeter Area. In so doing, this mutually agreed
11 upon document would also dictate the annual maintenance and irrigation costs moving forward as the

12 location, size and type of vegetation dictates both the cost of the maintenance and irrigation expenses.

13 23.      The Restated CCRs as drafted contemplated that Plaintiff and the HOA Board would each

14 pay 50% of the construction costs and 50% of the annual maintenance costs going forward. Plaintiff

15 would pay its 50% of the construction costs with$ 225, 000 in cash and the remainder in meal credits to

16 the homeowners of Trilogy at La Quinta. ( See Ex. A; page 9, Section 11 ( b)( ii)).

17 24.      After months of discussions relating to the scope, responsibilities, timing, cost and

18 materials the parties met on February 9, 2017. At this meeting, GURALNICK and TURNER told Mr.

19 Cushman' and Mr. Brown that Plaintiff needed to sign the Restated CCRs by 4 pm that day or the entire
20 financial participation from the homeowners and the. HOA Board would be lost. A true and correct copy
21 of the Restated CCRs is attached hereto as Exhibit" B".

22 25.      Plaintiff reviewed the Restated CCRs, noticing many missing material items. Most

23 importantly, the Rehab Project Agreement was missing, the most critical document that defined the time,

24 scope, plant type, water, irrigation, maintenance, cost to the parties and other key items.  Without the

25 Rehab Project Agreement, there was no actual agreement between the Parties as the Rehab Project

26 Agreement is the material element of the incomplete Restated CCRs.

27 26.      In fact, page 9 of the incomplete Restated CCRs presented by GURALNICK and

28 TURNER referenced what should have been the Rehab Project Agreement as being attached as Exhibit
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1 H. The actual Exhibit H to the incomplete Restated CCRs when it was filed by GURALNICK, however,

2 was a completely different document entitled" Letter of Credit". Plaintiff also pointed out to

3 GURALNICK and TURNER that these Restated CCRs created easements in perpetuity to plant

4 vegetation in the Perimeter Area, seek out maintenance contracts or providers, use all of Plaintiff' s water

5 for no charge, dictating irrigation and maintenance costs, and in fact provide legal remedies against

6 Plaintiff if the HOA Board found for any reason that the Plaintiff was not complying with the wishes and

7 demands of the HOA Board. In essence, these Restated CCRs granted the HOA Board complete control

8 over 61 acres of Plaintiff' s golf course, specifically by stating:

9 Course Owner hereby grants Residential Declarant [ HOA Board] an exclusive easement over,
under, above and within the Perimeter Landscape Areas to install, maintain, repair and replace all

10 landscape, vegetation, trees, shrubs, ground cover ( inclusive of all inert material), the irrigation

11
system and all other improvements located within the Perimeter Landscape Areas. . . Course Owner

shall have the right of access in and to the Perimeter Landscape Areas for purposes of maintenance
12 of the Golf Course and its related irrigation system provided, however, that Course Owner may not

13
make any changes to the Perimeter Landscape Area without the prior written consent of Residential
Declarant. ( See Ex. B; at page 8- 9, Section 11).

14
27.      Plaintiff pointed out these issues to GURALNICK and TURNER, initially refusing to

15
sign the incomplete Restated CCRs. In response to these concerns, GURALNICK and TURNER

16

assured Plaintiff over and over that the HOA Board' s control and absolute discretion had to be in the
17

Restated CCRs to pass the homeowners' vote because of the significant affect the Perimeter Area' s
18

appearance has on the home values. GURALNICK and TURNER also represented to Plaintiff that: ( 1)

19
Plaintiff would have a vote as to the costs incurred; ( 2) Plaintiff would have a direct vote as to the

20
vegetation to be planted; ( 3) the HOA Board would not abuse its easement or its authority as allegedly

21
stated in the Restated CCRs; ( 4) Plaintiff would have a vote as to the compliance or adherence to the

22

viability and success of the" beta site area" and that the HOA Board would utilize this area as a means of
23

determining what to utilize within the Perimeter Area; ( 5) that the total annual maintenance cost would
24

not exceed approximately $ 221, 000 ( based upon the" beta test" costs and planting); ( 6) the HOA Board
25

would ensure proper dust control measures to protect the wellbeing of the golf course itself during
26

construction; ( 7) the HOA Board would only allow construction on two golf holes at a time so as to
27

allow the Trilogy Golf Course to continue to earn revenue from golf players; ( 8) that the Restated CCRs
28

would not be recorded without the inclusion of the Rehab Project Agreement once it was approved by
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1 the HOA Board, Plaintiff and the contractor; ( 9) that the actual cost of the improvements were listed as

2    " no more than$ 2. 5 M" but that the parties would coordinate and communicate regularly to keep the cost

3 below the $ 2M amount; ( 10) the maintenance costs would not need to be paid by Plaintiff during the

4 Perimeter Area construction; and, ( 11) that the maintenance costs would not be included in the Rehab

5 Project Agreement as a line item expense. Based on these representations by GURALNICK and

6 TURNER, Plaintiff signed the incomplete Restated CCRs on February 9, 2017 as an act of good faith

7 that the parties would complete the Rehab Project Agreement with the inclusion of Plaintiff and move
8 forward as represented.

9 28.      On February 14, 2017, GURALNICK and TURNER sent a ballot measure relating the

10 Rehab Project' s budget of up to $ 2. 5 Million to the homeowners. However, there was no mention of the

11 maintenance cost during the first four years, no implementation plan, construction contract, and no

12 mention of the need for the Restated CCRs. On March 23, 2017, a homeowners meeting was held where

13 the up to $ 2. 5 Million Rehab Project Ballot Measure was presented, and approved via vote but again, no

14 Restated CCRs were presented to the homeowners.  On April 5, 2017, despite GURALNICK' s and the

15 HOA Board' s promise not to record the Restated CCRs without first completing the Rehab Project

16 Agreement with HOA, Plaintiff and the contractor( PTI); GURALNICK knowingly recorded the

17 fraudulently induced and incomplete Restated CCRs with the Riverside County Recorder' s Office

18    ( Instrument No. 2017- 0135121) without the Rehab Project Agreement and with the incorrect Exhibit H

19 in its place. ( See Exhibit B; at Ex. H).

20 29.      In June of 2017 GURALNICK and TURNER approached Plaintiff and informed Plaintiff

21 that Plaintiff' s first of three payments towards the construction was due in on or before July 15, 2017.

22 Specifically, the Restated CCRs call for Plaintiff to make three$ 75, 000 payments ( once a year for three

23 years totaling$ 225, 000) towards construction costs.  ( See Exhibit B; at page 9, Section 11( b)( i)).

24 GURALNICK and TURNER also informed Plaintiff that the HOA Board was expecting a cash flow

25 issue in 2017 and requested or asked if Plaintiff would be willing to pay the full$ 225, 000 immediately

26 and help the HOA' s financial issues. In exchange for this lump sum payment, GURALNICK and

27 TURNER promised Plaintiff that it would not have to pay any maintenance costs during the duration of

28 the Perimeter Area improvements.
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1 30.     Unbeknownst to Plaintiff, and despite the promises made by GURALNICK and

2 TURNER to the contrary, the HOA Board and GURALNICK had steamed forward with the construction

3 plans and had been excluding Plaintiff from pivotal meetings. Including: ( 1) a May 1, 2017 design

4 discussion with the landscape architect; ( 2) the completion of the construction design package ; ( 3) the

5 August 15, 2017 HOA Board meeting where it decided against a hole by hole construction plan and

6 began negotiating a complete 18 hole comprehensive package— causing damage to the entire Trilogy

7 Golf Course over the entire 18 month duration of the project;  ( 4) discussions relating to a receipt of an

8 entirely new plan by General Contractor Pro- Turf on September 21, 2017; ( 5) the September 22, 2017

9 HOA Board meeting where it approved the new design and proposal from Pro- Turf( 6) receiving drafts

10 of the Rehab Project Agreement; ( 6) the September 28, 2017 HOA Board meeting where it discussed the

11 Rehab Project Agreement and phases relating to the tree clearance; ( 7) the October 4, 2017 signing of the

12 Rehab Project Agreement by the HOA Board( with Pro- Turf as the contractor).

13 31.      In October 2017, Plaintiff' s manager received an email from GURALNICK. with a

14 proposed First Amendment to the Restated CCRs and a draft of the Rehab Project Agreement. The First

15 Amendment to the Restated CCRs required Mr. Brown and Mr. Cushman' s signature to approve and

16 adopt the already executed Rehab Project Agreement. Upon review of the Rehab Project Agreement,

17 Mr. Brown and Mr. Cushman refused to execute the First Amendment to the Restated CCRs as it was a

18 complete deviation from the time, materials and plan previously agreed upon by the parties. The only

19 reasonable or agreed upon term was the fact that the cost of construction was estimated at$ 1. 9M( below

20 the $ 2M number Plaintiff was insisting upon). Attached hereto as Exhibit" C" are true and correct

21 copies of the First Amendment to the Restated CCRs and the Rehab Project Agreement.

22 32.      On or about October 17, 2017 counsel for Plaintiff emailed GURALNICK and asked to

23 set up a meeting between the HOA Board, GURALNICK and Plaintiff to discuss the parameters of the

24 Rehab Project Agreement as it was not in concert with what the parties had discussed previously.

25 GURALNICK and the HOA Board agreed to this meeting and indicated they would listen to Plaintiff' s

26 concerns and issues as they stated they would during the February 9, 2017 meeting.  At the parties'

27 November 2017 meeting, GURALNICK and HOA Board members again agreed that money' s spent on

28 initial maintenance would not be charged to Plaintiff but would not agree to investigate and implement
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1 Plaintiff' s concerns relating to the construction, including: ( 1) timing of each golf hole' s construction;

2    ( 2) dust control measures; ( 3) planting of vegetation; ( 4) beta site vegetation and trees being planted
3 throughout the Perimeter Area; ( 5) acacia/ tree removal; and, ( 6) cost, among other items.

4 33.     Again, and despite the statements made at the November meeting by GURALNICK and

5 TURNER, Plaintiff was left out of all plans and construction continued, causing serious damage to the

6 Trilogy Golf Course as it went forward. For example, on or around January 5, 2018 the HOA Board,

7 GURALNICK and TURNER learned that the City stopped the work at the Perimeter Area for failure to

8 control the dust and failure to have a dust control plan. This is just one of the requirements Plaintiff

9 insisted upon previously.  On or just after a HOA Board meeting on January 12, 2018, and upon

10 information and belief at the express direction of GURLANICK, an HOA Board member sent Plaintiff

11 an email indicating that it had no right to attend meetings or have any say in the construction as it had

12 signed the Restated CCRs. This was the first time the HOA Board and GURALNICK utilized or

13 attempted to enforce the Restated CCRs language that granted them complete control over the property
14 owned by Plaintiff. This is the use of the exact language Plaintiff had objected to in the February 9,

15 2017 meeting but was fraudulently induced to ignore by GURALNICK and TURNER. At this moment,

16 and not until then, did it become clear to Plaintiff that the HOA Board and GURALNICK were not going
17 to honor their agreements, representations and statements made at the February 9, 2017 meeting.

18 34.     Numerous discussions were had between January 12, 2018 and into February 2018 as

19 Plaintiff continued to stress the deficiencies in the Rehab Project Agreement and inform the HOA Board

20 that they were destroying Plaintiff' s property. Essentially, Plaintiff was taking efforts to save its course

21 and revenues.  On February 12, 2018, after one such interaction, TURNER expressed to Mr. Brown that

22 the HOA Board had made a" mistake" and was willing to listen to Plaintiff and include them in the

23 construction process as the original plan( s) were completely failing, causing delays, problems, damage to

24 the Perimeter Area and Trilogy Golf Course.

25 35.      At this same meeting with TURNER, Mr. Brown informed TURNER how unhappy he

26 was and that something needed to be done as the Trilogy Golf Course was unplayable, Plaintiff was

27 losing hundreds of thousands of dollars in golf dues, greens fees, cart fees, events, food and beverage

28 sales and merchandise sales. At this time TURNER begged Mr. Brown to not shut down the
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1 construction or seek court intervention. TURNER again reaffirmed to Plaintiff that the remainder of the

2 project would be done to Plaintiff' s standards and with Plaintiff' s input and involvement.  Specifically,
3 TURNER told Mr. Brown that if he did not shut down construction the HOA Board would follow

4 Plaintiffs instructions relative to the course construction, including implementing limited hole by hole
5 construction, acacia/ tree removal plans, less expensive and more durable vegetation, reduced

6 maintenance fees and other items. However, for the next several months, TURNER and GURALNICK

7 continued to exclude Plaintiff from any meaningful participation.

8 36.      As construction continued, the Trilogy Golf Course incurred significant and impactful

9 damages.  The Trilogy Golf Course and the Restaurant were significantly impacted and financially
10 damaged in an amount in excess of$ 1, 000, 000 per year in lost revenue. Moreover, the Trilogy Golf

11 Course itself required extra, costly maintenance due to the damage being done to the Perimeter Area by
12 the construction and due to the expensive and fragile vegetation chosen by the HOA Board.

13 37.      In or around April of 2018 Plaintiff again voiced their frustration. TURNER agreed to

14 meet with the Plaintiffs representatives on May 4, 2018. At this meeting TURNER made the following
15 reaffirmations of he and GURALNICK' s material misrepresentations, and this time put them in writing:
16    ( 1) The HOA Board and GURALNICK will correct the incomplete Restated CCRs after Plaintiff

17 provides TURNER with their proposed corrections to reflect the agreements made on February 9, 2017;

18    ( 2) The HOA Board will act quickly to understand the status of the Rehab Project, including work

19 completed, to be completed, monies spent, new timelines for completion for remaining phases. This

20 status report will be shared with Plaintiff for review and input; ( 3) the HOA Board will consider the

21 input ofPlaintiff and make amendments accordingly; ( 4) maintenance costs were not to be considered in

22 the Restated CCRs budget; ( 5) any Maintenance Agreement' s costs, terms, conditions and standards

23 have to be agreed upon by the HOA Board and Plaintiff; (6) prior decisions of the HOA Board has

24 caused damage to the Trilogy Golf Course and property, including cart path damage, irrigation system

25 damage, vegetation decay to Eucalyptus and other trees, homeowner pool drainage issues ( causing water
26 issues on the Trilogy Golf Course); ( 7) the HOA Board will determine the extent of the responsibility for

27 this damage and ensure the responsible party pays for the damages to the Trilogy Golf Course, including
28 the Perimeter Area; ( 8) the Rehab Project Agreement is not acceptable in its current form, it must be
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1 agreed to and accepted by all and then filed with the newly drafted Restated CCRs and filed correctly

2 with the true Exhibit H; ( 9) the HOA is in the process of reconciling what the community approved with

3 the Rehab Project Agreement, the work performed thus far and the outstanding work; ( 10) the HOA is

4 committed to working with Plaintiff to work out areas of current and future concern. This is not an all

5 inclusive list as to what was agreed upon at the May 4, 2018 meeting but mirrors, in writing-- in

6 contemporaneous time, what was stated at the February 9, 2017 meeting and is a reaffirmation of the

7 fraud committed from February 9, 2017 through the May 4, 2018 meeting.

8 38.      Unbelievably, even after this May 4, 2018 meeting nothing changed. GURALNICK and

9 TURNER excluded Plaintiff from critical decisions and just kept damaging the Trilogy Golf Course,

10 spending Plaintiff' s money and standing behind what they now have admitted to be inaccurate Restated

11 CCRs. In August of 2019, TURNER and GURALNICK presented an invoice to Plaintiff as part of a

12 proposed First Amendment to the Restated CCRs demanding 50% payment for the Rehab Project initial

13 maintenance and construction. A true and correct copy of this First Amendment to the Restated CCRs is

14 attached hereto as Exhibit C.  The total cost of this invoice was $ 2,499, 376. 28, just$ 623. 72 less than the

15    $ 2. 5M amount and almost$ 600, 000 more than the original Construction Agreement presented in

16 October of 2017.

17 39.      The HOA Board, through GURALNICK, now continues to demand that Plaintiff pay its

18 50% annual Perimeter Area maintenance in the amount of$ 360, 000 annually, rather than the agreed

19 upon amount not exceeding$ 221, 000 This increases Plaintiffs annual maintenance costs by $69, 500

20 and does not include the irrigation expenses for which it is now solely responsible.

21 40.      As soon as Plaintiff again made these points clear to GURALNICK and TURNER, they

22 immediately began slandering Plaintiff in newsletters to all of the homeowners, citing the inaccurate and

23 admittedly defective Restated CCRs, denying any blame or culpability and instead, demanding that

24 Plaintiff cover for their budgetary mistakes in the Perimeter Area rehabilitation costs and the increased

25 annual maintenance costs.

26 41.     As a result of TURNER and GURALNICK' s fraudulent representations, Plaintiff has

27 spent millions of dollars for the overall construction, provided hundreds of thousands of dollars in food

28 allowance as dictated by the false and misleading Restated CCRs and suffered millions of dollars in
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1 losses as a result of the closures, construction delays and damaged goodwill at the hands of
2 GURALNICK and TURNER. Furthermore, their title to the Trilogy Golf Course property has been
3 wrongfully encumbered and slandered by inaccurate and fraudulent Restated CCRs that: ( 1) Creates a

4 maintenance and irrigation obligation in perpetuity that is well in excess of what Plaintiff agreed to; and,

5    ( 2) provides an absolute easement and right of control in perpetuity to the Perimeter Area in favor of the

6 HOA Board. In essence, by being fraudulently induced into the Restated CCRs, Plaintiff has been

7 defrauded into taking on 50% of a maintenance budget it did not require, want or knowingly agree to
8 while simultaneously giving the HOA Board a blank check as to the planting, watering and overall

9 appearance of the Trilogy Golf Course' s 61 acres of Perimeter Area. All of the above, in perpetuity and
10 to the extreme detriment of Plaintiff' s property rights.

11 FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

12 Fraud- Intentional Misrepresentation and Concealment)

13 By Plaintiff Against Defendants GURALNICK, TURNER and DOES 1- 25, Inclusive)

14 42.      Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1- 40 as though fully set forth herein.

15 43.     Defendants GURALNICK and TURNER, in engaging in the actions described below,

16 entered into a conspiracy to defraud and conceal facts from Plaintiff.

17 44.      Throughout 2016 and continuing through today, GURALNICK and TURNER made

18 fraudulent statements and/ or concealed material facts in order to induce Plaintiff into signing the
19 Restated CCRs, concealed expenses and mislead Plaintiff into paying$ 225, 000 for false consideration,

20 created a cloud on title and continue to use their fraud to damage Plaintiff' s goodwill in the desert

21 community. The affirmative misrepresentations and concealed facts set forth herein include but are not

22 limited to:

23 a.  Before during and after February 9, 2017 and for years thereafter, telling Plaintiff that
24 if they executed the Restated CCRs they would be included in the negotiations of the

25 Rehab Project Agreement;

26 b.  At the February 9, 2017 meeting and for years thereafter stating that Plaintiff' s desire

27 to have a" beta test" area to ensure proper planting and irrigation would be utilized

28
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1 and followed so as to reduce costs and expenses incurred during construction and long
2 term maintenance;

3 c.  At the February 9, 2017 meeting stating that they would not record the Restated CCRs

4 until the Rehab Project Agreement was mutually negotiated and entered into;

5 d.  Concealed from Plaintiff at least five meetings with contractor and architect during
6 the spring and summer of 2017 relating to the Rehab Project' s cost, timing and
7 planting, and continued to do so into the summer of 2019;

8 e.  Unilaterally changing the construction plan from a hole by hole project to an all out
9 full golf course construction project and concealing this fact from Plaintiff

10 f.   Before, during and after the February 9, 2017 meeting affirmatively representing that
11 the cost of construction was to be $ 1. 9M (specifically on October 15, 2017), or at a

12 minimum, significantly less than$ 2.5M;

13 g.  On or about June of 2017 telling Plaintiff that if it paid$ 225, 000 Plaintiff would not

14 be responsible for maintenance during construction and that the cost of maintenance

15 during construction would not be a line item Plaintiff is responsible for;

16 h.  GURALNICK and TURNER stating both verbally and in writing on a March 23,

17 2017 ballot measure that the cost of maintenance post construction was going to be
18 221, 000 annually;

19 i.   TURNER informing a manager of Plaintiff in February of 2018 that should Plaintiff

20 not seek to halt construction that Plaintiff would be included in the construction

21 process from that day forward;

22 j.   At a May 4, 2018 meeting TURNER specifically stated and placed in writing that the

23 Restated CCRs needed to be corrected via amendment to reflect all of the monies paid
24 by Plaintiff and Plaintiff' s other concerns as set forth above and as ratified by
25 GURALNICK;

26 k.  At the May 4, 2018 meeting TURNER specifically stated that Plaintiff would be

27 involved in all" current and future" issues relating to the Rehab Project;

28
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1 1.   Concealing from Plaintiff the true cost of construction and increased maintenance

2 through the entire project, only revealing this information on June 19, 2019.

3 45.      These representations were false and Defendants knew or should have known that these

4 representations were false when made as they always intended to control the entire project, milk Plaintiff
5 out of millions of dollars and maximize their personal or business' bottom line at the expense of

6 Plaintiff.

7 46.      GURALNICK as an experienced real estate attorney, entirely involved with the

8 negotiations between the parties and preparer of the Restated CC& R' s' and it' s exhibits knew that he was

9 filing an incomplete and fraudulent document and GURALNICK has refused the request of Plaintiff and

10 perhaps TURNER, at the May 4, 2018 meeting to amend the Restated CCRs and include an

11 appropriately agreed upon Exhibit H, or Rehab Project Agreement.

12 47.      Plaintiff reasonably relied on these representations and concealments to their detriment

13 and was unaware of the true extent of the fraud until June 19, 2019 when the final project billings and

14 maintenance expenses were disclosed. Plaintiff further reasonably relied on TURNER' s representations

15 of February and May of 2018 wherein he stated that Plaintiff would in fact be a part of the construction

16 process and budget approval.

17 48.      As a result of the fraud and Plaintiff' s reasonable reliance thereon, Plaintiff has been

18 damaged in an amount in excess of$ 10M and in an amount to be proven at the time of trial.

19 49.      Defendants' conduct was done intentionally and with the purpose of harming the Plaintiff

20 to the extent that such conduct by Defendants entitles Plaintiff to exemplary and punitive damages in an

21 amount sufficient enough to punish Defendants so that Defendants do not engage in this type of conduct

22 in the future.

23 SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

24 Negligent Misrepresentation)

25 By Plaintiff Against Defendants GURALNICK, TURNER and DOES 1- 25, Inclusive)

26 50.      Plaintiff incorporates by reference Paragraphs 1- 48 as though fully set forth herein.

27 51.      Throughout 2016 and continuing through today, GURALNICK and TURNER made false

28 statements and/ or concealed material facts in order that induced Plaintiff into signing the Restated CCRs,
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1 concealed expenses and mislead Plaintiff into paying$ 225, 000 for false consideration, created a cloud

2 on title and continue to use their fraud to damage Plaintiff' s goodwill in the desert community. The

3 affirmative misrepresentations and concealed facts set forth herein include but are not limited to:

4 a.  Before during and after February 9, 2017, telling Plaintiff that if they executed the

5 Restated CCRs they would be included in the negotiations of the Rehab Project

6 Agreement and that their certain and clearly identified requirements would be made

7 part of same;

8 b.  At the February 9, 2017 meeting specifically stating that Plaintiff' s desire to have a

9 beta" test area to ensure proper planting and irrigation would be utilized and

10 followed so as to reduce costs and expenses incurred during construction and long

11 term maintenance;

12 c.  At the February 9, 2017 meeting stating that they would not record the Restated CCRs

13 until the Rehab Project Agreement was mutually negotiated and entered into;

14 d.  Before, during and after the February 9, 2017 meeting affirmatively representing that

15 the cost of construction was to be $ 1. 9M( specifically on October 15, 2017);

16 e.  Unilaterally changing the construction plan from a hole by hole project to an all-out

17 full golf course construction project and concealing this fact from Plaintiff

18 f.   On or about June of 2017 telling Plaintiff that if it paid$ 225, 000 that Plaintiff would

19 not be responsible for maintenance during construction and that the cost of

20 maintenance during construction would not be a line item Plaintiff is responsible for;

21 g.  GURALNICK and TURNER stating both verbally and in writing on a March 23,.

22 2017 ballot measure that the cost of maintenance post construction was going to be

23 221, 000 annually;

24 h.  TURNER informing a manager of Plaintiff in February of 2018 that should Plaintiff

25 not seek to halt construction that Plaintiff would be included in the construction

26 process from that day forward and that the hole by hole construction would

27 commence and that proper measures to ensure that the golf course did not have to

28 close would be implemented;
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1 i.   At a May 4, 2018 meeting TURNER specifically stated and placed in writing that the

2 Restated CCRs needed to be corrected via amendment to reflect all of the monies paid

3 by Plaintiff and Plaintiffs other concerns;

4 j.   At the May 4, 2018 meeting TURNER specifically stated that Plaintiff would be

5 involved in all" current and future" issues relating to the Rehab Project;

6 k.  GURALNICK and TURNER concealed the true costs and expenses they were

7 incurring on behalf of Plaintiff up and until June 19, 2019.

8 52.      These representations were false and Defendants knew or should have known them to be

9 false, or in the case of concealment believed that they were not worthy of disclosing, Defendants had no

10 reasonable basis for believing the representations were true when they made them. At the time

11 Defendants made these negligent misrepresentations they intended Plaintiff to rely upon them.

12 53.      Plaintiff reasonably relied on these representations and concealments to their detriment

13 and was unaware of the true extent of the fraud until June 19, 2019 when the final project billings and

14 maintenance expenses were disclosed. Plaintiff further reasonably relied on TURNER' s representations

15 of February 2018 wherein he stated that Plaintiff would in fact be a part of the construction process and

16 budget analysis.

17 54.      As a result of the conduct of the Defendants, Plaintiff has been damage in an amount in

18 excess of this Court' s jurisdictional limits that will be proven at the time of trial.

19 THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

20 Slander of Title)

21 By Plaintiff Against Defendants LAW FIRM, GURALNICK, TURNER and DOES 1- 25,

22 Inclusive)

23 55.     Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1- 53 as though fully set forth herein.

24 56.      TURNER, GURALNICK and Law Firm caused to be filed the Restated CCRs that they

25 knew to be fraudulent and based upon false promises. This document flows with the Trilogy Golf

26 Course and causes a cloud on title with reference to the maintenance costs and Perimeter Area control

27 and access.

28
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1 57.      The annual maintenance costs of the Perimeter Area are double the amount that was

2 agreed upon, the Perimeter Area is subject to Easements for Construction that were filed with the

3 Restated CCRs that diminish the value of the Trilogy Golf Course property and allows the HOA Board

4 to control an essential element of the Trilogy Golf Course, 61 acres of Perimeter Area.

5 58.      The filed and recorded Restated CCRs are untrue and misleading in numerous respects,

6 the recorded Exhibit H is not and never has been the Rehab Project Agreement, and the maintenance

7 costs although expressed as a 50% obligation to Plaintiff, are based upon untrue and misleading

8 statements that were made to Plaintiff on numerous occasions.

9 59.      The recording of the Restated CCRs was done with conscious and reckless disregard for

10 the rights ofPlaintiff as they were incomplete and based upon outright falsehoods made to Plaintiff by

11 Defendants.

12 60.      Defendants, and each of them knew that others, including the homeowners and others

13 would act and rely on the statements made in the Restated CCRs to Plaintiff' s detriment, and in fact have

14 utilized the terms of the Restated CCRs against Plaintiff on numerous occasions. Defendants

15 GURALNICK and TURNER have in fact cited to the Restated CCRs in numerous publications to the

16 homeowners and accused Plaintiff ofbreaching numerous terms contained therein, despite knowing that

17 the terms breached were obtained under false pretense and by false representations.

18 61.      Plaintiff has suffered direct and immediate harm as a result of the filing of the Restated

19 CCRs as numerous people, including the HOA Board have acted upon the Restated CCRs and the terms

20 contained therein, including but not limited to demanding that Plaintiff pay maintenance costs, be

21 prohibited from the maintenance plan meetings and agreements, as well as allowing the HOA Board an

22 easement that was fraudulently obtained and is being used to dictate the use of Plaintiff' s Perimeter

23 Area, to the detriment of the Trilogy Golf Course and to the benefit of the homeowners and thus the

24 HOA Board.

25 62.      The conduct ofDefendants as set forth herein was substantial factor in causing Plaintiff's

26 injury and damages in that it places a cloud and burden on title to at least 61 acres of Plaintiff' s property.

27 63.      Plaintiff has been damaged in an amount in excess of this Court' s jurisdictional limits and

28 in amount to be proven at the time of trial.
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1

2 PRAYER FOR RELIEF

3 WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants, and each of them, as follows:

4
a.      For consequential damages according to proof;

5

b.      For rescission on the first and second causes of action;
6

c.      For attorney' s fees and costs on the third causes of action;
7

d.      For compensatory damages according to proof;
8

e.      For punitive and exemplary damages according to proof;
9

f.       For such other relief as the court deems just and proper.
10

11

12
Dated: December 4, 2020 DAWSON& OZANNE

13

By:
14

15
Brendan K. Ozanne

16 Attorney for Plaintiff, CBGM, LLC.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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EXHIBIT A



VISION COMMITTEE AGREEMENT
r_

This Vision Committee Agreement is made this 26th day of February, 2015 by and
between TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION, a California nonprofit
mutual benefit corporation  (" TLQMA")  and TTBGM,  INC.,  a California corporation

TTBGM") with reference to the following facts:

A.      Shea La Quinta LLC, a California limited liability company was the" Declarant"
under the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Recordation of Easements for

Golf Course ( Trilogy at La Quinta) recorded on May 5, 2003 as Instrument.No. 2003- 319840
Original Golf Course CC& Rs"), as amended by that certain First Amendment to Declaration of

Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Recordation of Easements for Golf Course ( Trilogy at
La Quinta) (" First Amendment") recorded on December 31, 2008, as Instrument No. 2008-

0682736,  and as amended by that certain Partial Assignment of Declaration of Covenants,
Conditions and Restrictions and Recordation of Easements for Golf Course (" Assignment")

recorded on August 30, 2010, as Instrument No. 2010-0413413, as amended by that certain Second
Amendment to Declaration of Covenants,  Conditions and Restrictions and Recordation of
Easements for Golf Course ( Trilogy at La Quinta) (" Second Amendment") recorded on July 10,
2014, as Instrument No. 0257376, and as amended by that certain Third Amendment to Declaration
of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Recordation of Easements for Golf Course (" Third

Amendment") recorded on as Instrument No. all in the Official

Records of Riverside County, California ( hereinafter, the Original Golf Course CC& Rs, First
Amendment, Assignment, Second Amendment and Third Amendment shall collectively be referred
to as the " GC CC& Rs").  All capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein shall
have the meanings given to such terms in the Original Golf Course CC& Rs.

B.      Via the Assignment, Declarant conveyed, transferred and assigned to TLQMA all

rights, privileges, exemptions, powers, title, interest, obligations, duties and responsibilities of
Declarant as" Residential Declarant" under the GC CC& Rs.

C.      TTBGM is in escrow to purchase the Golf Course from the current Course Owner
and consistent with authority from the current Course Owner, TLQMA has been authorized to

discuss with TTBGM on- going and future strategic vision of the interrelationship of the Golf
Course and the Benefitted Property  ( the residential homes within the Trilogy at La Quinta
community) to define and create a strategic vision as set forth below:

1.  Formation ofFive( 5) Member Committee. The parties agree to create a five
5) member committee consisting of three ( 3) members appointed by the TLQMA Board of

Directors and two ( 2) members appointed by TTBGM (" Committee").  All Committee members
must be TLQMA members.   Either party has the right to object to ' any Committee member
appointed and request another person be appointed to the five ( 5) member Committee within ten

10) days of the other party' s receipt of the names of the Committee appointees (" Appointee"). If

any Appointee is objected to, the party who made the appointment shall select another person to
serve on the Committee. The three ( 3) Appointees of TLQMA shall also be known by TLQMA as
its Ad Hoc Golf Planning Committee.  The Appointees serve at the pleasure of the appointing
entity and can be replaced at any time by said appointing entity. The chairperson of the Committee
shall be one( 1) of the Appointees designated by TLQMA.
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2.  Primary Committee Goal. The Committee' s primary goal is to review all
existing conditions of the Perimeter Landscape Areas ( as that term is defined in the GC CC& Rs)
and to make recommendations to address the Perimeter Landscape Areas to reduce both
maintenance and its related cost (" Recommendations").   If the Recommendations include an

allocation that requires TLQMA to incur any costs and/ or expenses, such Recommendations must
be approved by the TLQMA members (" TLQMA Membership").   The Recommendations if

approved by the TLQMA Membership shall be referred to herein as the" Approved Retrofit".

3.  Other Secondary Issues. The Committee, once it has made its
Recommendations, may also consider and make recommendations relating to storm water run- off
and drainage to the Golf Course as well as lake maintenance within the Golf Course.   If the

Recommendations include an allocation that requires TLQMA to incur any costs and/ or expenses,
such Recommendations must be approved by the TLQMA Membership.

4.  Consultants. If the Committee believes consultants and/ or other advisors would

be of assistance in meeting the Committee' s goals, any costs for such consultants/ advisors shall be
shared equally between TLQMA and TTBGM provided, however, that any funding must be
approved by TLQMA' s Board of Directors and TTBGM.

5.  Meetings and Notices. The Committee shall meet as needed and provide a
schedule to TLQMA' s Board of Directors and Course Owner. The Committee Chair shall provide
all Committee members ( as well as TLQMA Board of Directors and Course Owner) at least two

2) days' notice of the time and place of all such meetings which notices shall be either by
telephone, in person or by electronic mail.   The Committee shall be responsible to maintain
minutes and attendance records for all Committee meetings.   All recommendations of the

Committee must be in writing with complete details and background supporting the
recommendations.  All recommendations must be supported by a majority of the members of the
Committee which recommendations shall be noted in the minutes of the meeting in which the item
was agendized and discussed.  The Committee is not a committee of TLQMA and is not open to
the TLQMA Membership.  No other attendees are permitted at Committee meetings unless such
attendance has been approved by the Committee.

6.  Homeowner Surveys. To the extent the Committee wishes to submit surveys to

the TLQMA Membership, the Committee shall make such recommendation to TLQMA' s Board of

Directors for review and approval before submitting such survey to the TLQMA Membership.

7.  Use of TLQMA. Staff. To the extent that the Committee has a need to use any
TLQMA staff, the Committee must submit such request in writing to TLQMA' s General Manager
who will then seek approval from TLQMA' s Board of Directors.

8.  Interim Perimeter Landscape Areas Maintenance Standards.  To the extent

TTBGM becomes the owner of the Golf Course, the following additional provisions of this
Agreement shall be operative( in other words, this section shall have no application unless and until
TTBGM closes escrow and becomes the Course Owner of the Golf Course):
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a.  Duration of Interim Perimeter Landscape Area Maintenance

Standards. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the GC CC& Rs, the Course
Owner shall only be responsible for a twice a year trimming ( trimming and pickup of cuttings)
schedule of the plant material located within the Perimeter Landscape Areas and trimming of trees
in the Perimeter Landscape Areas every two ( 2) years (" Interim PLA Maintenance Standards").
Course Owner shall not be responsible for replacing,  weeding,  cleaning and/ or irrigation
maintenance provided, however, if any portion of the irrigation system is broken, Course Owner
shall cap the broken line and ( for any plant material not receiving irrigation water) shall within
fifteen ( 15) days remove any dead plant material as identified by TLQMA and re- grade the area
where dead plant material existed.  The Interim PLA Maintenance Standards shall be tied to the

Approved Retrofit described in Paragraph 2 of this Agreement. To the extent that the parties hereto
have not agreed upon the Recommendations and/ or the TLQMA Membership has not approved the
allocation of costs/ fees related to such Recommendations, then the Interim PLA Maintenance

Standards contained in this Paragraph 8 shall only continue for a period of two ( 2) years from the
date of this Agreement, after which the Maintenance standards for the Perimeter Landscape Areas
shall revert back what is provided in the existing GC CC& Rs  (" CC& R PLA Maintenance

Standards").

b.  Discounted Greens Fees. The GC CC& Rs provide that Designated
Users shall be entitled to preferential green fees ( annual membership rates, if applicable) at least
twenty percent ( 20%) lower than the most favorable regular rate offered by the Course Owner to
the general public (" 20% Discount").   However, the preferential green fees shall not apply on
Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.   In this regard, to the extent that the maintenance

standards for the Perimeter Landscape Areas revert back to the CC& R. PLA Maintenance
Standards, then, in such an event, the 20% Discount shall be reduced five percent ( 5%) per year

unless and until Approved Retrofit.  For example, if by February 26, 2017, the Approved Retrofit
has not been agreed upon by the parties, the 20% Discount will be reduced to fifteen percent(" 15%

Discount").   To the extent the Approved Retrofit has not been agreed upon by the parties by
February 26, 2018, the 15% Discount will be reduced to ten percent (" 10% Discount").  To the

extent the Approved Retrofit has not been agreed upon by the parties by February 26, 2019, the
10% Discount will be reduced to five percent (" 5% Discount").   To the extent the Approved

Retrofit has not been agreed upon by the parties by February 26, 2020, the 5% Discount will be
reduced to zero percent.   Notwithstanding the above,. once there is an Approved Retrofit, the
discount provided to Designated Users shall return to the 20% Discount identified in the GC
CC& RS.

9.   Termination of Agreement. To the extent that TTBGM does not close

escrow and purchase the Golf Course from an existing Course Owner on or before December 31,
2015, then, in such an event, the Vision Agreement shall immediately terminate and have no
further force or effect including, but not limited to, the terms and conditions contained in Paragraph
8.

10.  Assignment. Neither Party may assign all or any portion of its rights
under this Agreement except by means of an express written assignment executed by all Parties
and the assignee of the assignment.
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11. Notices. Any notices to be given hereunder by any party to any other party
shall be in writing and shall be delivered either personally, by e- mail, by facsimile or by United
States mail, registered or certified, postage paid with return receipt requested. Notices shall be
delivered or addressed to the Parties at the addresses listed below or such other address that was
designated as the address for receiving notices pursuant to this Agreement in a notice sent in
accordance with this subsection. Notices not personally served shall be deemed delivered three ( 3)
days after mailing.

To TLQMA:   Board of Directors

Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association
c/ o General Manager

60- 750 Trilogy Parkway

La Quinta, CA 92253

Courtesy copy: Wayne S. Guralnick, Esq.
Guralnick& Gilliland, LLP

40- 004 Cook Street, Suite 3

Palm Desert, CA 92211

TO TTGBM:  TTBGM, INC.

Attention: Tom Brown

60151 Trilogy Parkway

La Quinta, CA 92253

12. Waiver. The waiver by any party of the breach by any other party of any
provision of this Agreement does not waive any subsequent breach of the same or any other
provision of this Agreement.

13. Entire Agreement. This Agreement is the sole agreement between the
parties and supersedes all other agreements concerning the obligations identified herein.   No

representations, inducements, promises, or agreements, have been made by any Party or anyone
acting on behalf of any Party which is not embodied herein, and no other agreement, statement, or
promise not contained in this Agreement regarding the provisions of this Agreement shall be valid
or binding.

14. Relationship of Parties. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be
interpreted as creating a partnership, joint venture or any fiduciary relationship or obligation
between the Parties for any purpose.

15. Language Construction. Headings used in this Agreement are for
convenience only and shall not be controlling in the interpretation of this Agreement.
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The Parties have signed this Agreement as of February 26, 2015.

TLQMA Services Organization

Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance TTBGM, INC. a California
Association, a California Nonprofit Corporation

Mutual Benefit Corporation

BY'  B gl-tr-i---45rY

N oh " Kelly Name: ` 1N.01,.„,, S7 Psc
Ti c:   President Title:      7 c, ee.; 7'
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RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS AND RESERVATION OF EASEMENTS FOR GOLF COURSE

TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA)

THIS RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS AND RESERVATION OF EASEMENTS FOR GOLF COURSE (" Declaration")

is entered into as, of February 9, 2017, by and between CB GM, LLC, a California limited
liability company and TTBGM,  INC.,  a California corporation  ( collectively, " Course

Owner") and TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION, a California
non- profit mutual benefit corporation (" Residential Declarant" and " TLQMA").  Course

Owner and Residential Declarant shall collectively be referred to as the " Parties" or singularly as
Party").

PREAMBLE:

A.      Course Owner owns certain real property located in the City of La Quinta, California,
more fully described in Exhibit A hereto, which is improved, with an 18- hole golf course and
appurtenant improvements located thereon(" Golf Course"). Course Owner and any successor owner

of the Golf Course may also be referred to herein as " Course Owner".

B.     Residential Declarant operates and manages certain real property located in the City
of La Quinta which is adjacent to or in the vicinity of the Golf Course which is/ was developed
with residential housing and related improvements and such property is more particularly described
in Exhibit B attached hereto and made a part hereof by this reference(" Benefitted Property"). The

Benefitted Property is subject to that certain Master Declaration of Covenants,  Conditions,

Restrictions and Reservation of Easements for Trilogy at La Quinta recorded on March 21, 2003
as Instrument No. 200344 in the County Recorder' s Office and all amendments thereto (" Master

CC& Rs").  The Benefited Property and the Golf Course are collectively referred to in this
Declaration as the Properties."

C.     The development and operation of the Golf Course is/was an essential element of
the general plan for the development and sale of all of the Benefited Property. The Properties
were subject to an existing Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Reservation of
Easements for Golf Course ( Trilogy at La Quinta), recorded on May 5, 2003 as Instrument Number
2003- 319840, Records of Riverside County, California and all amendments thereto (" Original

Declaration") and were developed as a master- planned community known as ' Trilogy at La Quinta."
The Parties hereto now desire to amend and restate the Original Declaration and replace it in its entirety
with this Declaration. The Parties hereto further provide that, upon recordation of this Declaration,
the Properties shall be subject to the covenants, conditions, restrictions, rights,  reservation of

easements, equitable servitudes and other provisions contained herein and that this Declaration shall
take the place of and relate back in time to the recording of the Original Declaration. In accordance
with such general plan of development, the Parties subjected the Properties to certain protective
covenants, conditions, restrictions, rights, reservations, easements and equitable servitudes, all
running with the Properties as set forth in the Original Declaration. By recording this Declaration,
the Parties intend to ensure that the Golf Course continues to be maintained and operated in a
manner that is consistent with the Parties' overall scheme of development for the Properties. The
Parties hereby declare that all of the Properties shall be held,  sold, conveyed, encumbered,

hypothecated, leased, used, occupied and improved subject to the following easements, restrictions,
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reservations, rights, covenants, conditions and equitable servitudes, all of which are for the purpose
of uniformly enhancing and protecting the value, attractiveness and desirability of the Properties,
in furtherance of a general plan for the protection, maintenance, subdivision, improvement, sale
and use of the Properties or portions thereof. The covenants, conditions, restrictions, rights,
reservations, easements and equitable servitudes set forth herein shall run with and burden the

Properties and shall be binding upon all persons having or acquiring any right, title or interest in
the Properties or any part thereof, their heirs, successors and assigns; and except as otherwise
expressly set forth in this Declaration, shall inure to the benefit of every portion of the Properties
and any interest therein; and shall inure to the-benefit of and be binding upon, and except as otherwise
expressly set forth in this Declaration, may be enforced by Residential Declarant, Course Owner, or
any-successor of the Parties. The Parties intend that this Declaration be a covenant running with the
land pursuant to Section 1468 of the California Civil Code.

NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties hereby declare as follows:

1.      Channe• in. Benefited Property.  At any time and from time to time, Residential
Declarant in its sole and absolute discretion shall be entitled to expand the Benefited Property or delete
all or any portion of the Benefited Property from coverage hereunder. Such expansion or deletion shall     •
be accomplished by Residential Declarant recording an amendment to this Declaration ( without
signature of consent of,Course Owner being required) deleting property from or adding property
to the Benefited Property.   All references herein to the " Benefited Property" shall refer to the
Benefited Property as altered from time to time by Residential Declarant in accordance with the
provisions hereof.

2.      Terininatian: Amendment. Amendment or termination ofthis Declaration may only be
made by recording a written instrument signed by the Parties.

3.      Use of the Golf Course. The Golf Course shall be used only for a golf course and for
directly related uses, and for no other use, without the prior written consent ofResidential Declarant,
which consent may be granted or withheld in Residential Declarant' s sole discretion.

4.      Lot Line. Adjustments. The Course Owner shalt fully cooperate with Residential
Declarant in the execution of documents,  applications,  instruments and participation in all
governmental processes to accomplish the recording of lot line adjustments required by Residential
Declarant to reflect the actual locations of fences, bridges, cart paths, walkways and planters or
as otherwise required by Residential Declarant in the marketing of residences in the Benefited
Property which abut the Golf Course, so long as such lot line adjustments do not materially interfere
with the customary use of the Golf Course. Residential Declarant shall bear all costs associated
with the preparation, governmental processing and recordation of the above- referenced lot line
adjustments.

5.      Reserved.IEeserilents. Residential Declarant hereby reserves for itself, its successors
and assigns, together with the right( without the consent of Course Owner or any other owner of
an interest in the Golf Course) to grant and transfer all or a portion of the following:

a)     ` Telecommunications.       Nonexclusive easements       ( collectively,

Telecommunications Easements")  over the Golf Course for access and for purposes of

constructing, installing, Iocating, altering, operating, maintaining, inspecting, upgrading, removing
and enhancing equipment, cables, conduits, inner ducts, vaults, connecting hardware, wires, poles,
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transmitters,    towers,    antennae,    and other facilities and structures    ( collectively,

Telecommunications Facilities") necessary for, or used in, the provision of cable television,
communications,.; telecommunications,  high- speed data, services,  telephony,  Internet,  Intranet,
information:  transfer,   transmission of video  : and other similar services   ( collectively,

Telecommunications Services"). Such easements are freely transferable by Residential Declarant to
any. other Person and such Person' s successors and assigns. No one, except for Residential
Declarant and Residential Declarant' s transferees may use the Telecommunications Easements for
Telecommunications Services. All Telecommunications Facilities shall be owned, leased or licensed

by Residential Declarant, as determined by Residential Declarant, in its sole discretion and business
judgment. Transfer of the Golf Course or the Benefited Property does not imply transfer of any
Telecommunications Easements or Telecommunications Facilities.  The holders of the

Telecommunications Easements may not exercise the rights reserved hereunder in any manner which
will unreasonably interfere with the reasonable use and enjoyment of the Golf Course by Course
Owner. If the exercise of any Telecommunications Easement results in damage to the Golf Course,
then the easement holder who caused the damage shall, within a reasonable period oftime, repair such
damage.

b)     Wet and•Dry Utilities.  Nonexclusive easements on, over and under the Golf

Course for the construction, installation, repair, replacement and maintenance of electric, gas, cable,
telephone, water, sewer, drainage, conduit and other facilities and systems serving the Benefited
Property( collectively," Wet and Dry Utilities"), provided that the construction and installation of such
Wet and Dry Utilities shall not unreasonably interfere with Course Owner' s customary use of the Golf
Course.

c)     Construction. Nonexclusive easement for pedestrian and vehicular access,
ingress and egress over, under and across the Golf Course necessary in connection with the
construction, installation or realignment of the Telecommunications Facilities and Wet and Dry
Utilities and for incidental and temporary encroachments during the construction and sale of
residences on the Benefited Property, for access and maintenance required to make certain surface
road, grading, landscaping, and other improvements along the West side of the Golf Course, and for
access and construction required to make certain landscaping and mounding improvements on the Golf
Course, including the planting of trees, to visually screen Well Site 150( Owned by Coachella Valley
Water District), located on the South side of the golf Course along Avenue 62 between the green of
hole 15 and tee of hole 4.

d)     Drainage. Residential Declarant reserves for the benefit of the Properties,

nonexclusive easements over and through the natural water courses and private drainage facilities
constructed on the Golf Course, for drainage of water from the Benefited Property and from
adjacent streets.

e)     ; Recorded , Easements. Nonexclusive easements upon, over and across the

Properties for such existing or proposed purposes and in such locations as are shown in any
recorded subdivision or parcel map covering any part of the Properties.

t)    Encroachments.   Reciprocal nonexclusive easements on, over, under and

across the Properties for minor,  inadvertent encroachment by golf cart paths,  Landscaping,
walkways, perimeter walls and fences and other improvements, including but not limited to an
easement for encroachments and drainage around the perimeter of the Golf Course in favor of the
homes that abut and border the Golf Course. The owner of any encroaching improvement shall
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maintain, at its sole expense, the encroaching improvement, in good condition and repair.

g)     Additional Rights. At the request of Residential Declarant, Course Owner will

grant additional nonexclusive easements or licenses for drainage, pedestrian,  vehicular or

construction equipment access, ingress and egress over the Golf Course necessary in connection with
the construction of improvements on the Benefited Property so long as such licenses or easements do
not materially interfere with the use or enjoyment of the Golf Course by the Course Owner or its
members and, provided further, that such licenses or easements shall be subject to the indemnity set
forth above.

h)     Restaurant Trail. A nonexclusive easement on, over, under and across the Golf

Course for pedestrian and Lot Owner electrical vehicle use over the trail between lots 19 and 20 to the
parking lot of the Restaurant as shown on Exhibit C ( the" Trail"). Course Owner shall not lock any

gate necessary for use of the Trail ( the" Gate") and shall repair and maintain the Gate and Trails' in
good and safe condition. If security issues become a concern, Course Owner may reasonably restrict
access to the Trail and Gate with a card key access or equivalent access, with cards available to all Lot
Owners.

i)      Notice. Before exercising any of the rights granted under this Section, the
Party desiring to exercise such rights ( each, an " Entering Owner") shall provide the owner of the
property to be entered with five( 5) days written notice prior to any such entry ( except in the case
of an emergency when only reasonable notice shall be required). The notice provided under this
Section shall include a thorough written description of the Entering Owner's proposed work,
including plans, specifications, and construction schedules  ( as applicable). The owner of the

entered property may require the Entering Owner to provide evidence of reasonable public liability
insurance in connection with any entry.

j)      Maintenance Yard.  Residential Declarant owns the landscape maintenance

yard as well as has certain rights and obligations all as identified within the Gate and Golf Cart Path
Easement, Covenant and Maintenance Agreement recorded on March 16, 2011 as document number

2011- 0117753, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit F and made a part hereof by this
reference.

6.      Maintenance. of Drainage. Lake and Pumn Station. Facilities.

a)      As part of the development ofTrilogy at La Quinta, Residential Declarant has
constructed drainage facilities, including drainage inlets and piping between TLQMA streets and the
Goff Course, retention basins including sediment manholes, piping, drywells, and/ or pump systems, etc.
collectively," Drainage Facilities"). The Drainage Facilities in the Properties are intended to collect and

direct surface waters from the Benefited Property and adjacent streets to various retention basins
on the Golf Course property, where water is collected in retention basins and dissipates by way of a
system of diywells. By accepting and recording a deed to the Golf Course, Course Owner acknowledges,
understands and agrees as follows:( i) that the Drainage Facilities constructed on the Golf Course are

part of the established drainage for the Properties, ( ii) that the Drainage Facilities collect and retain

surface waters from the Benefited Property and from elsewhere in the Properties, ( iii) that Course

Owner will be solely responsible for the cost of maintaining and repairing the Drainage Facilities in
good condition and in accordance with the Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta Drainage Facilities Standards
attached as Schedule 1 at all times, including keeping the Drainage Facilities free of obstructions, and
cleaning and draining the debris basins on the Golf Course as required to eliminate standing water that
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does not dissipate within seventy-two( 72) hours, and( iv) that Course Owner may not construct or install
any improvement that will obstruct or change the free flow ofwater through the Drainage Facilities
without the prior written consent ofResidential Declarant or its successor. Residential Declarant hereby
reserves from the Benefited Property nonexclusive easements over portions of the Benefited Property for
entry by Course Owner and its employees, agents or contractors as reasonably necessary to perform
required maintenance of those portions of' the Drainage Facilities that are located in the Benefited
Property.

b)     . Lake Facilities. All lakes, ponels and other bodies of water.-on the Golf Course
collectively, the" Lakes")' shall;be continually maintained in good condition and in accordance with

the Trilogy Goif.Clul •at La Quinta.Lake Management standards ettached. as Schedule 2.

c)     All lift station pumps in, on or under the Golf Course and the Restaurant grease
trap( collectively, the" Pump Station_ Facilities"). shall be;continually maintained in good condition and
in accordance with the Trilogy Golf Clubiat La Quinta GreaseTrap, Sewer Lift Station and.Pump
Station Facilities Ma intenance.Standards attached as Schedule 3..

d)     Acceptance of Storm Water. Course Owner must accept storm water overflow

from the Benefited Property. Further, Benefited Property and Course Owner must accept storm water
overflow from a neighboring parcel as described in Exhibit D( the" Uphill Property"). Benefited Property
and Course Owner acknowledge and understand that( a) a nonexclusive easement on, over, under and
across a 10- foot area of the. Golf Course miming along the western boundary of Lots 1— 26, leading

along IV.Madison Street to a basin at the northwest corner of the Golf Course is reserved for storm water
overflow from Benefited Property and the Uphill Property, and ( b) a nonexclusive easement for storm
water overflow on, over, under and across a 10- foot common lot between Lots 41 and 42, the abutting

portion of Living Stone Drive, a 20- foot common lot between Lots 108 and 109, and a basin designed to
accept overflow located adjacent to the sixth hole, is reserved for storm water overflow from Benefited
Property and the Uphill Property as shown on Exhibit E.

7.      Self-Help.  To the extent Course Owner fails to repair and maintain the Restaurant
Trail, the Drainage Facilities, the Lake Facilities, and/ or the Pump Station Facilities in accordance
with Section 5( h), Section 6( a), Section 6( b) and/ or Section 6( c), following written notice from
Residential Declarant, then Residential Declarant shall have the right, but not the obligation, to

perform Course Owner' s maintenance and repair obligations ( the  " Maintenance and Repair

Obligations") at Course Owner' s cost. Except as may otherwise be required, Course Owner shall have
30 days after receiving Residential Declarant' s written notice to cure the failure, or if the nature of
Course Owner' s failure is such that more than 30 days are reasonably required for its cure and Course
Owner commences such cure within said 30 day period and thereafter diligently pursues such cure to
completion, then such time as is reasonably required. If Residential Declarant exercises its self-help
rights under this Section 7, Course Owner shall reimburse Residential Declarant any actual costs and
expenses incurred within 10 days of written demand.

8.      DeveloomentCooneration. By accepting a deed to the Golf Course, Course Owner
acknowledges that the County may form one or more Mello- Roos Community Facilities Districts

CFD") to finance certain public services or facilities serving all or any portion of the Properties.
Course Owner shall not take any action which would in any way interfere with the approval or
adoption of a CFD, the funding of bonds in connection therewith or related to any decisions
made or actions taken by Residential Declarant with respect to a CFD, including, without
limitation, the timing of commencement of special taxes, the amount of special taxes, the spreading
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of special taxes and the use of special taxes so collected by a CFD. Residential Declarant makes
no representations as to the amount of special taxes that may be levied by a CFD, Course Owner
also agrees to fully cooperate with Residential Declarant in its development plan for the Benefited
Property and agrees not to oppose or interfere with, hinder or delay either directly or indirectly any
form of development ofthe Benefited Property which is or may be ( i) approved by the County
and ( ii) consistent with applicable laws, ordinances and statutes.

9.      Archite: Aural Review.  No construction, alteration, removal, relocation, repainting,

addition, modification, decoration, redecoration or reconstruction of any improvement on the Golf
Course shall be commenced or maintained until the plans and specifications therefor showing the
nature, kind, shape, height, width, color, materials and location of same shall have been submitted to

and approved in writing by Residential Declarant, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld
or delayed. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Declaration, any improvement may be
repainted using the same original color, or repaired or replaced with an improvement substantially
similar to the improvement which is being repaired or replaced, without Residential Declarant' s
approval. The provisions ofthis Section may be enforced only by Residential Declarant.

a)    Basis of Review. Residential Declarant shall approve proposals of plans and
specifications submitted for its approval only if it deems that the construction, alterations or additions
contemplated thereby in the locations indicated will not be detrimental to the appearance, use or
enjoyment of the Properties and that such construction will not detract from the beauty,
wholesomeness and attractiveness of the Properties or the enjoyment thereof. Residential Declarant
shall be entitled to condition its approval upon the Course Owner's agreement to complete the proposed
work within a stated period of time or the Course Owner' s submission of additional plans and
specifications or other information deemed necessary by Residential Declarant. Residential Declarant
may require such detail on plans and specifications submitted for its review as it deems proper,
including, without limitation, flow plans, site plans, drainage plans, elevation drawings and
descriptions or samples of exterior materials and colors. Until receipt by Residential Declarant of any
required plans and specifications, Residential Declarant may postpone review of any plan submitted
for approval.

b)   Tiini'n. ofAnnroval. The decision of Residential Declarant and the reasons

for the decision shall be submitted by Residential Declarant to Course Owner within forty-five
45) days after receipt by Residential Declarant of all materials required hereunder. Any application

submitted pursuant to this Section shall be deemed approved, unless written approval or a request
for additional information or materials by.Residential Declarant shall have been transmitted to the
Course Owner within forty-five ( 45) days after the date of receipt by Residential Declarant of
all required materials.

c)    No:Waiver of Future Annrovals. The approval by Residential Declarant of
any proposals or plans and specifications or drawings for any work done or proposed in connection
with any matter requiring the approval or consent of Residential Declarant hereunder, shall not be
deemed to constitute a waiver of any right to withhold approval or consent to any similar
proposals, plans and specifications, drawings or matter subsequently or additionally submitted for
approval or consent.

d)    Correcitiotf of Defects.    Residential Declarant or any duly authorized
representative of Residential Declarant may enter the Golf Course to inspect any improvements
the approval of which is required hereunder by Residential Declarant.   However, Residential
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Declarant' s right of inspection will terminate sixty( 60) days after the work on such improvement
has been completed and the Course Owner has given written notice of such completion to Residential
Declarant. Residential Declarant's rights of inspection shall not terminate if plans for the work of
improvement have not previously been submitted to and approved by Residential Declarant. If,
as a result of such inspection, Residential Declarant finds that the improvement was done without

obtaining approval of the plans therefor or was not done in substantial compliance with the plans
approved therefor, Residential Declarant shall notify the Course Owner in writing of such failure
within sixty( 60) days from the inspection specifying the particulars of noncompliance. Residential
Declarant shall then have the authority to require Course Owner to take such action as may be
deemed necessary to remedy the noncompliance or Residential Declarant, without further notice
to Course Owner shall be entitled to enter onto the Golf Course to perform any and all work
necessary to remedy such noncompliance. Within thirty  ( 30) days after request therefor by
Residential Declarant, Course Owner shall reimburse Residential Declarant for all costs incurred

by Residential Declarant in remedying such noncompliance, and if such amount is not paid within
such thirty( 30) day period, it shall thereafter accrue interest from the date of such note at the rate
of ten percent ( 10%) per annum, unless a lower rate is required by applicable law, in which case
interest shall accrue at such lower rate. If for any reason Residential Declarant fails to notify the
Course Owner of any noncompliance with previously submitted and approved plans within sixty
60) days after receipt ofwritten notice of completion from the Course Owner, the improvements

shall be deemed to be in accordance with such approved plans.

10.     Maintenance: ofGolf Course. Except for the Perimeter Landscape Areas( defined below),
the portion of the, Golf Course that is witbm the" In-Bounds Golf Area"( defined below), along with the
Golf Course Amenities and Golf Course Support Facilities ( as those terms are defined in Schedule 5
referred to below), shall be continually maintained and repaired by Course Owner in accordance with
the maintenance standards and guidelines identified as The Golf Club at La Quinta Maintenance
Guidelines, attached hereto as Schedule 5 and made a part hereof by this reference (" In- Bound

Maintenance Standards"). Additionally, those portions of the Golf Course that are not within the In-
Bounds Golf Area,( but expressly excluding the Perimeter Landscape Areas defined below) which areas
shall be deemed to include, but not be limited to, all other areas within the Exhibit A Legal Description
ofthe Golf Course such as areas where( a) landscaping installed in connection with the construction of
the Golf Course encroaches, to a minor extent, on adjoining property; ( b) landscaped areas located

on the GolfCourse side of any fence bordering the perimeter of the Golf Course; ( c) non- landscaped,
native areas within the Golf Course; and ( d) landscaping adjacent to roadways, parkways and lakes
within the Golf Course shall be maintained in accordance with The Golf Club at La Quinta' s Landscape.
Trim Standards, attached hereto as Schedule 4 and made a part hereof by this reference (" Perimeter

Landscape Maintenance Standards"). The term" Maintenance Standards" shall mean collectively the In-
Bound Maintenance Standards and the Perimeter Landscape.. Maintenance Standards.  The term" In-
Bounds Golf Area" as used in this section is defined to mean the greens, tees, fairways and roughs and
all other grass areas within the GolfCourse( collectively GolfCourse Turf), sand bunkers, driving range,
and trees/ shrubs located within the tee to green areas but does not include the Perimeter Landscape Areas
defined below. The Perimeter Landscape Areas are defined to mean those areas located between the rear

property line of Lots within the Benefited Property adjacent to the Golf Course and the Golf Course Turf
as well as other areas as more particularly identified on Exhibit G attached hereto and made a part hereof
by this reference. Without limiting the foregoing, Course Owner shall not remove any Tamarisk
trees unless such trees are irretrievably diseased. So long as Residential Declarant owns all or any
portion of the Benefited Property, Course Owner shall not deviate in any material way from the
Maintenance Standards without the express written approval of Residential Declarant. Any request for
such deviation shall be submitted to Residential Declarant in writing with a complete description of



the deviation (" Change Notice"). Ifwithin thirty( 30) days after Residential Declarant' s receipt of the
Change Notice, Residential Declarant has not approved or disapproved same, such deviation shall be

deemed to have been approved by Residential Declarant.

Except as otherwise provided above, if Course Owner fails to maintain the Golf
Course in accordance with the Maintenance Standards and such failure continues for fifteen ( 15)
days after written notice by Residential Declarant to Course Owner, then Residential Declarant
shall be entitled( but not obligated) to enter into the Golf Course and to perform any and all necessary
maintenance in accordance with the Maintenance Standards. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the
nature of such failure to maintain is such that the same cannot be reasonably cured within a fifteen

15) day period, ifCourse Owner commences the cure of such maintenance failure within the fifteen
I5) day period and thereafter diligently proceeds with the cure of the maintenance failure,

Residential Declarant shall not have the right to enter the Golf Course and perform such repairs.
Within fifteen( 15) days after request therefor by Residential Declarant, Course Owner shall reimburse
Residential Declarant for all costs incurred by Residential Declarant in remedying such deficiency and
ifsuch amount is not paid within such fifteen day period, it shall thereafter accrue interest from the date
of such notice to the date paid at the rate often percent( 10%) per annum unless a lower rate is required
by applicable law in which case interest shall accrue at such lower rate.

If there is a dispute between the P arties relating to the interpretation of the
Maintenance Standards or an area of maintenance not covered by the Maintenance Standards, such
dispute shall be submitted to and resolved by arbitration before three( 3) independent and impartial
arbitrators(" Panel") of whom each Party shall appoint one( 1) and the Party arbitrators shall appoint
the presiding arbitrator.   The arbitrators selected for the Panel must be existing golf course
superintendents for a golf course within the Coachella Valley for at least five( 5) years. A majority
decision of the Panel shall be final and binding upon the Parties. Any and all costs for the services of
the Panel shall be borne equally by the Residential Declarant and Course Owner. The provisions of
this Section may be enforced only by Residential Declarant, or by any successor, including an
association, to which Residential Declarant assigns such enforcement rights by written assignment
recorded in the Official Records of Riverside County, as well as the Course Owner.

a)    Public Agency Obligations. Course Owner acknowledges that Residential

Declarant has previously granted certain interests to, or has certain obligations encumbering the
Golf Course in favor of, public agencies with jurisdiction over the Properties. Included in these
public interests and obligations are the State Water Resources Control Board, Division of Water
Quality establishes requirements for storm water runoff management. These requirements are
reflected in the Water Quality Management Plans prepared by Residential Declarant and approved
by the County for the Golf Course, Course Owner shall, for the benefit of Residential Declarant
and the Benefited Properties, comply with the Water Quality Management Plans, including the
adoption and implementation of Best Management Practices ( as applicable), and, if Course Owner

fails to do so,  Residential Declarant may enforce Course Owner' s obligations under the Water
Quality Management Plans directly against the Course Owner as though incorporated in this
Declaration. Without limiting the foregoing, Course Owner shall be responsible at its sole cost for
maintaining that certain median and landscaping thereon known as Lot F of Tract No. 30023- 1
pursuant to an easement, license,, encroachment permit or other agreement acceptable to the County or
other applicable governmental entity.

11.     PerimeterLandss¢an& Areas:  Course Owner hereby grants to Residential Declarant an
exclusive easement over, under, above and within the Perimeter Landscape Areas to install, maintain,
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repair and replace all landscape, vegetation, trees, shrubs, ground cover( inclusive of inert material), the
irrigation system and all other improvements located within the Perimeter Landscape Areas (" PLA

Easement"). The PLA Easement granted herein by Couse Owner to Residential Declarant is for open
space and landscape purposes and not as a recreational amenity. Owners ofLots shall not be permitted
to make any changes whatsoever to the Perimeter Landscape Area without obtaining Residential
Declarant' s prior written approval consistent with the design review and approval process contained in
the Master CC& Rs. Course Owner shall have right of access in and to the Perimeter Landscape Areas

for purposes of maintenance of the Golf Course and its related irrigation system provided, however, that
Course Owner may not make any changes to the Perimeter Landscape Area without the prior written
consent of Residential Declarant.  Course Owner and its invitees shall have the right to access the

Perimeter Landscape Areas for golf ball retrieval. Additionally, Course Owner and Residential Declarant
hereby covenant and agree as follows:

a)     Perimeter Landscape Attea. Rehabiiitation Project: Residential Declarant agrees

to facilitate installation and rehabilitation of the landscape and irrigation system located within the
Perimeter Landscape Area(" Rehab Project") with said Rehab Project to commence during the first half
of calendar year 2017 with completion to be facilitated within twenty- four ( 24) months of

commencement of the Rehab Project. The scope of work for the Rehab Project shall be in accordance

with the Rehab Project Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit.H and made a part hereof by this reference
Rehab Project Agreement").  Residential Declarant shall be the contracting Party entering into the

Rehab Project Agreement with a California licensed contractor and will have total control over
installation and implementation of all improvements to be facilitated within the Perimeter Landscape

Area as part of the Rehab Project.

b)     Fnndiaa-for Rehab Project: Residential Declarant agrees to pay an amount not
to exceed $ 2,500, 000. 00 for the Rehab Project (" Rehab Project Cost") and, as indicated above, will

execute the Rehab Project Agreement for performance of the Rehab Project with the contractor to
facilitate installation and rehabilitation of the landscape and irrigation system located within the

Perimeter Landscape Area. Course Owner agrees to pay one- half( 1/ 2) of the Rehab Project Cost or
1, 250,000. 00, as follows:

i)      ' Ca'sli°Pavment. Course Owner shall pay$ 225, 000. 00 hi cash directly to
the Residential Declarant in three ( 3) equal annual installments of$ 75, 000. 00 each("$ 75, 000 Annual

Payments") with the' first payment of$ 75, 000. 00 due on July 15, 2017(" First Payment Due Date") with

the second payment of$75,000.00 due twelve( 12) months after the First Payment Due Date and the third
final payment of$ 75, 000. 00 due twenty four( 24) months after the First Payment Due Date.

ii)     Credits to Owners of Lots (" Credits" l The balance of monies due by
Course Owner to the Residential Declarant in the amount of$1, 025,000.00 shall be paid in the form of
credits to Owners ( defined below) of Lots ( also defined below) within the Benefitted Property,  The

Credits will take the form of an account set up for each and every Owner and a credit shall be issued
monthly to each Owner in the amount of$14.00 per month for fifty-nine( 59) months. Credits issued to
each Owner will start when Residential Declarant increases the monthly regular assessments to Owners
to facilitate the Rehab Project and shall continue for fifty-nine( 59) consecutive months thereafter or until
such time that the cash payments made by Course Owner to Residential Declarant pursuant to this
Paragraph 11( b) and the Credits issued total$ 1250, 000. 00(" Credit Period"). Except for the Maximum

Accrual defined below, the Credits can be used at any time during the Credit Period but will expire if not
used within ninety( 90) days of expiration of the Credit Period. Additionally, no Owner can accrue more
than$ 336 unused Credits during the Credit Period(" Maximum Accrual"). For example, once an Owner

has reached the Maximum Accrual for unused Credits, no further Credits will accrue during the Credit
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Period until the Owner at issue uses his/her/ its Credits such that the Owner' s unused Credits is below the

Maximum Accrual( at which point, Credits will again accrue to that Owner during the Credit Period up
to the Maximum Accrual). Credits are non- transferrable to new Owners provided, however, that a new
Owner who purchases during the Credit Period will be entitled to a credit prospectively from the date of
close of escrow( i. e. the date the grant deed was recorded conveying the Lot to the new Owner). The

Credits may be used at the Golf Course, Bistro 60 ( or any successor name of the restaurant), any
delicatessen or convenience store located within the Golf Course as well as Residential Declarant'§Cafe
Solaz. Owners that rent or lease their homes in compliance with Residential Declarant' s governing
documents, may assign Credits to their tenants; similarly, Owners may assign their Credits to residents
or guests staying at the Owner' s home located within Benefitted Property.  If at any time Course Owner
fails to provide any ofthe Credits for two( 2) successive months to an Owner it shall constitute a material
breach of this Declaration and the Residential Declarant shall have standing to sue on behalf of the
Owners to enforce the payment provisions contained in this Paragraph I1( b)( ii).  The obligations of

Course Owner contained in this Declaration shall run with the land including, but not limited to, the
obligations of Course Owner for the Credits contained herein.

iii)    Irrevocable Standby.Letter:ofCredit In order to ensure performance of
Course Owner' s obligations to remit the$ 75, 000 Annual Payments. totaling$ 225, 000. 00, Course Owner
shall provide to the Residential Declarant an irrevocable standby letter of credit in favor of Residential
Declarant in the amount of$ 225, 000. 00 (" ISLOC") within sixty( 60) days of TLQMA' s Affirmative
Vote Notice as provided in Paragraph 16 below. The ISLOC shall be issued by a California chartered
commercial bank licensed by the California Department of Business Oversight(" Financial Institution")
and shall be in a form substantially similar to ISLOC attached hereto as Exhibit Ii and made a part hereof
by this reference. Provided Course Owner is not in default of obligations under Paragraph 11( b)( i) above
is current in the payment of the$ 75, 000 Annual Payments due under Paragraph 11( b)( i), Residential

Declarant shall, within ten( 10) days of receipt ofany Annual Payment, execute an amendment to the
ISLOC to reflect the amount then due and owning under Paragraph 11( b)( i).

c),    Maintenance.

i)      As.part of the Rehab Project Agreement, the contractor has agreed to
maintain the Perimeter Landscape Area for a period of time of twelve( 12) months from completion of
the respective hole contained within the Perimeter Landscape Area (" 12- Month Maintenance Period").

After expiration of the 12- Month Maintenance Period, Course Owner and Residential Declarant will each

pay fifty percent ( 50%) of the maintenance costs for the Perimeter Landscape Area, all as more

particularly identified in the Rehab Project Agreement(" Initial Maintenance Period"). After expiration

of the Initial Maintenance Period, Course Owner and Residential Declarant will pay for the subsequent
maintenance period  (" Subsequent Maintenance Period")  the same, amount paid for the Initial
Maintenance Period plus an amount equal to any increase, if any, in the Consumer Price Index(" CPI

Change"). The CPI Change shall be calculated using the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners
and Clerical Workers, Los Angeles- Anaheim- Riverside Index ( hereinafter " CPI") as of the date of

commencement of the Initial Maintenance Agreement in comparison with the CPI on the date of
commencement of the agreement for maintenance of the Perimeter Landscape Areas for the Subsequent

Maintenance Period(" Subsequent Maintenance Agreement") entered into by Residential Declarant and
the landscape maintenance contractor provided, however, that Course Owner' s and the Residential
Declarant' s contribution for maintenance of the Perimeter Landscape Area for the Subsequent
Maintenance Period shall not exceed fifty-percent( 50%) of the total maintenance costs for the Perimeter

Landscape Areas during the Subsequent Maintenance Period ( in other words, Course Owner and
Residential Declarant shall be obligated to pay fifty percent ( 50%) of the Initial Maintenance Costs

identified within the Rehab Project Agreement and, after the Initial Maintenance Period expires, Course
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Owner and Residential Declarant will each pay the. saiiie. an ount=as identified in. the Rehab: Project
Agreement.for the Initial Maintenance Period plus the CPI Change for the Subsequent.Maintenance
Period(" Maximum Party Contribution") but in any;event, no more than fifty-percent(50%). ofthe total

contract price identified in the Subsequent Maintenance Agreement. Notwithstanding the above, either
Party canpay.,morerthan its Maximum Party Contribution to provide. the same, level of maintenance
and/ or increased level of maintenance for the Perimeter 1andscapeAreas (" Increased Contribution")

provided any such additional costs over and above: the Niaximurii, Party Contribution- shall be the
responsibility of the Party seeking to make the Increased Contribution, unless otherwise agreed to by the
Parties.

ii)     Tree Trimming.   In addition to the foregoing, ,Course Owner and
Residential Declarant Will each pay fifty: percent( 50%); of the costfor: the trimming of trees located
within the Perimeter Landscape Areas. with the scope of work to be, consistent withLthe. Residential
Declarant' s arborist recommendations, on a two( 2) year interval such that every tree will be trimmed
every two ( 2) years ( unless the Residential Declarant' s arborist recommends a different timeframe, in
which case the tree trimming shall be performed in accordance with the Residential Declarant' s arborist' s
recommended timefratne). All tree. trimming expenses for trees located on the Golf Course( other than
the Perimeter LandscapeArea) shall be the sole responsibility ofCourse Owner.

d)     Irrigation Water.  Course Owner shall supply/ provide irrigation water to the
irrigation system installed within the Perimeter Landscape Area at no cost to Residential Declarant during
installation/ facilitation ofthe Rehab Project and thereafter during the period of time that this Declaration
is in effect.

e)      Cost Sharing Contract with Adiacent Property Owners,  For purposes of this
Section 11, the Parties hereto agree that this Section 11 is a cost sharing contract with an adjacent property
owner as those terms are used within Section 5.2.7( e) and( d) ofthe Master CC& Rs.

12.     Promotional Considerations.  The Golf Course is anticipated to operate as a public.
course.  However, Course Owner has the unilateral right to provide the special considerations to
residents of the Benefited Property, subject to limitations set forth in this Section 12.

a) Definitions: Except as otherwise defined in this Declaration, capitalized terms

used in Sections 11 and 12 herein shall have the following definitions:

i)      " Credentialing/ Transfer Prorani" shall mean nondiscriminatory rules
and regulations established from time to time by the Course: Owner to confirm and ensure that the
individuals: utilizing the Golf Privileges are the actual individuals who are entitled to utilize the
Golf Privileges, and ( ii) provide for the orderly transfer of the Golf Privileges upon the sale of a Lot
and between Lot Owners and other occupants of the Benefited Property, as applicable. Such
Credentialing/ Transfer Program may provide for a dispute resolution mechanism between Owners
and/ or between occupants, or both, in the event that disputes arise concerning the entitlement to the Golf
Privileges or the selection ofaDesignated User.

ii)     ' Desiatiated User" means the Owners or other occupants of a Lot in the

Benefited Property who are designated to use the Golf Privileges pursuant to this Declaration, In no
event shall more than two individuals, whether Owners or occupants, be designated as the Designated

Users for any Lot at any time during the term of this Declaration. The Owner of each Lot in the
Benefited Property shall designate the one or two Designated Users for such Lot from time to time.

11
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The designation of a new Designated User shalt automatically revoke the Golf Privileges of prior
Designated Users. Any disputes concerning the entitlement to such designation will be resolved by the
Credentialing/ Transfer Program.  The Designated Users for any Lot may not be changed more
frequently than every six:(6) months, unless a change in the,.fee ownership ofthe Lot has been recorded
in the Official Records:ofRiverside County, California, Ifthe fee title. Owner of a Lot is' a trust,, a
partnership,  a limited liability company or a corporation, no more than two of the trustees, general
partners, members or officers, respectively, may be designated as Designated Users, Upon the sale
of a:Lot Owner's fee titl6 interest in a Lot, such person or entity and any persons designated by such
selling Lot Owner as the Designated User for such Lot, shall no longer be entitled to the GolfPrivileges
with respect to such Lot ( unless such person becomes an Occupant and is then designated asthe
designated User ofthe Golf privileges by asuccessive Lot Owner).

iii)    " Golf Priv.ilefes" means the rights to be provided to Designated Users
pursuant to this Article.

iv)    " Lot" means a single- family residential Lot in the Benefited Property.

v)      " Owner" means, the record Owner of a Lot inthe Benefited Property.

b)  Golf Privileges.

i)      Discounts on; Greens Fees. Designated Users shall be entitled to

preferential green fees( and annual membership rates, if applicable) at least twenty percent ( 20%) lower

than the most favorable regular rate offered by the Course Owner to the general public; however, the
preferential green fees shall not apply on Fridays,.Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. Such preferential rate
shall not apply to golf cart rentals, nor may such preferential rate be used in conjunction with any other
discount orpromotion.

ii)     Discounts on CaitFees. Designated Users shall be entitled to use

their own motorized golf carts on the Golf Course subject to payment of a " trail fee" not to exceed
thirty- three percent( 33%) of the cart fee generally charged to the public for per round play on the
Golf Course. Designated Users shall be entitled to use their own pull carts on the GolfCourse, unless
pull carts are prohibited to all users ofthe GolfCourse.

iii)    Priority Tee Times. Designated Users shall be entitled to an

advance exclusive reservation period whereby Designated Users and their guests( notto exceed a foursome
on any one day for the Designated Users), subject to availability, may reserve teetimes on the Golf Course
beginning two ( 2) days in advance of the time when the general public is permitted to reserve tee
times.

iv)    Other Discounts. Other charges, such as golf club rental fees, golf
lessons, food service charges, golf club charges and charges for other services provided by the
Course Owner will be the responsibility of the Designated Users and their guests who make use
of the Golf Course, but will not exceed the fees for such items then being charged to the general
public.

v)     ' Recibroeity. For purposes of the Golf Course privileges set forth
herein, any owner of' a residence in another ' Trilogy" community owned or developed by Shea
Homes or any affiliate thereof shall be deemed a Designated User as long as the Trilogy community
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such owner lives in also has reciprocal golf playing privileges; provided, however, the Course
Owner may adopt reasonable rules regarding play from reciprocal Trilogy communities.

c)     Transfer Notification. Upon the initial sale and close of escrow of each
Lot from Residential Declarant (or its assigns) to an Owner, the Course Owner shall be notified of
the Lot number, the date of closing, and the name and address of the one or two Designated Users
for the Lot. On each subsequent transfer of the Golf Privileges by an Owner, or on the resale of
a Lot ( which shall automatically include the transfer of the Golf Privileges to the new Owner), it
shall be the responsibility of the Owner to notify the Course Owner in writing of such transfer, at
which time the Course Owner shall make available the Golf Privileges to the new Owner,
pursuant to and subject to the Credentialing/ Transfer Program.

d)     Rues and Regulations. Each Designated User shall be required to comply
with the rules and regulations concerning the Golf Course that may be adopted from time to time
by Course Owner. Failure to comply with such rules and regulations may result in the revocation
of the Golf Privileges for that Designated User, although it will not affect the rights of other
Designated Users or future Owners of the Lot.

e)     Assignment: The Golf Privileges shall run with each Lot in the Benefited

Property and shall not otherwise be sold, assigned or transferred, by any Owner or Designated
User, except as expressly set forth in this Declaration. Any attempted sale, assignment or transfer
of such Golf Privileges shall be void. Tenants, guests, family members or other third parties
occupying a Lot who are not Designated Users shall not be permitted to utilize the GolfPrivileges.

t) ,   [ Intentionally left blank]

g)     Executive Use. The Residential Declarant and Course Owner shall at any
time have the perpetual right to name up to four ( 4) designated individuals (" Executive Users')

who shall be entitled to invite up to three ( 3) guests to play the Golf Course. The Executive
Users and their guests shall be entitled to make advanced tee times at any time of the year and
shall not be charged a green fee or cart fee for use of the Golf Course. In no event shall any of
the Executive Users be allowed to play more than two hundred fifty ( 250) rounds on the Golf
Course in any calendar year.

h)     Enforcement. Designated User shall be entitled to enforce the covenants,
terms and conditions of this Section 11.

i)      Additional Discounts..   For the first year after the Golf Course is first
transferred to Course Owner, Course Owner shall honor up to 10 free golf rounds per month by
Residential Declarant or Residential Declarant' s designees, on a non- cumulative basis, and sell
additional golf rounds at 50% ofretail cost to any potential future Owner, as designated by Residential
Declarant.

13.   Residentia1Dealaratit Morava].  Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, all
approvals ofResidential Declarant required in this Declaration shall be deemed to have been given
by Residential Declarant if Residential Declarant does not disapprove any requested item within
thirty( 30) calendar days after receipt of request for approval ( which request shall include a detailed
description of the matter to be approved and any other materials required herein) from Course
Owner.
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14.   Eouitalle. Servitudes.  The covenants, conditions, and restrictions of the Residential
Declarant are imposed as equitable servitudes on the Properties, as a servient tenement, for the
benefit of all other portions of the Properties, as a dominant tenement.

15.     Miscellaneous.

a)      :. Enforcement.. This Declaration may be enforced by Residential Declarant
as follows:

i)      Breach of any of the provisions contained in this Declaration and
the continuation of any such breach may be enjoined, abated or remedied by appropriate legal
proceedings instituted by Residential Declarant. Any arbitration and/or judgment rendered in any
action or proceeding pursuant hereto shall include a sum for attorneys' fees in an amount as the
court may deem reasonable, in favor of the prevailing P arty, as well as the amount of any delinquent
payment, interest thereon, costs of collection and court costs.

ii)     The result of every act or omission whereby any of the provisions
contained in this Declaration are violated in whole or in part is hereby declared to be and constitutes
a nuisance, and every remedy allowed by law or equity against a nuisance either public or private
shall be applicable against every such result and may be exercised by Residential Declarant.

iii)    The remedies herein provided for breach of the provisions contained
in this Declaration shall be deemed cumulative, and none of such remedies shall be deemed
exclusive.

iv)    The failure of Residential Declarant to enforce any of the provisions
contained in this Declaration shall not constitute a waiver of the right to enforce the same thereafter.

v)     Any breach or amendments of the provisions contained in this
Declaration shall not affect or impair the lien or charge of any first mortgage or deed of trust
made in good faith and for value affecting the Properties, provided that any subsequent owner of
such property shall be bound by such provisions of this Declaration, whether such owner' s title
was acquired by foreclosure in a trustee' s sale or otherwise.

b)     Indemnity From Residential Declarant. Residential Declarant shall indemnify

and hold Course Owner from and against any and all claims arising from Residential Declarant's
entry onto the Golf Course in the exercise of the easements granted under this Declaration,
including all damages, costs, attorneys fees, expenses and liabilities incurred in the defense of any
claim or action arising therefrom; except to the extent caused by Course Owner's willful or grossly
negligent conduct of Course Owner or its affiliates,  officers,  directors, employees, agents,

contractors, guests, or invitees.

c)     Indemnity from Course Owner:   Course Owner shall protect, indemnify,
defend, and hold Residential Declarant, the Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association and
their respective affiliates,   officers,  partners,   directors,   members,   employees, and agents

Residential Declarant Indemnified Parties") and the Owners and occupants of the Benefited

Property harmless from and against all claims, expenses, liabilities, loss, damage, and costs,
including without limitation any actions or proceedings in connection therewith and reasonable
attorneys' fees, incurred in connection with, or arising from the use or operation of, the Golf
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Course.

d)     Golf Course Liability Tnsurance.. Course Owner shall, from and after the date

hereof, carry or cause to be carried commercial general liability, insurance naming theResidential
Declarant Indemnified Parties as additional insureds, providing protection against claims and liability
arising out of in connection with, or arising front the use or Operation of, the Golf Course, said
insurance to be written by one or more insurance companies with a Best's rating of at least Ai,
X, with limits of liability of at least Three Million Drillers ($ 3,000000) combined single hint.

The insurance; shall ' include contractually assumed liability endorsements. Such policy shall be
primary : and not in excess of, or contributory with, other insurance carried by the Residential
Declarant Indemnified Parties. The liability limits, of the liability insurance required pursuant to
this: Section . shall_ be periodically increased, as reasonably determined by Residential Declarant,
based on relevant factors including, without limitation, inflation, increased liability awards, and the
advice of professional insurance advisors.

e)     Restrictions Severable. Each of the provisions of this Declaration shall be
deemed independent and severable. The invalidity or partial invalidity of any provisions or portions
thereof shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provisions,

f)      Gender and Name. In this Declaration( unless the context requires otherwise),

the masculine, feminine and neuter genders and the singular and the plural shail be deemed to
include one another, as appropriate.

g)     Cautions. The captions, used herein are for convenience only and are not a
part of this Declaration,and do not in any way limit or amplify the terms and provisions hereof.

h)     Time° ofEssence.  Time is of the essence of every provision of this Declaration
in which time is an element.

i)      Governing La-wand Forum. This Declaration and the exhibits attached hereto

have been negotiated and executed in the State of California and shall be governed by and construed
in accordance with the laws ofthe State ofCalifornia. Any action brought relating to the enforcement
or interpretation of this Declaration or any provision hereof shall be brought and maintained in the
Superior Court ofRiverside County, Indio Branch, California.

j)    Tnvaliditv=bf-Provision. If any provision of this Declaration as applied to either
Party or to any circumstance shall be adjudged by a court of competent jurisdiction to be void or
unenforceable for any reason, the same shall in no way affect ( to the maximum extent permissible
by law) any other provision of this Declaration, the application of any such provision under
cir'cunistances different- from those adjudicated by the court, or the validity or enforceability of
the Declaration asawhole.

k)     Exhibits. All Exhibits to this Declaration are incorporated herein by this
reference as though fully set forth in the body hereof.

I)      TitneReferences. Any references in this Declaration to time for performance
of obligations or elapsed time shall mean consecutive calendar days, months, or years, as applicable,
unless otherwise explicitly indicated herein. If the date (" Performance Date") on which any action
is to be taken, any obligation is to be performed, or any notice is to be given under this Declaration
falls on a Saturday, Sunday or holiday, such Performance Date shall be automatically extended to the
immediately following business day.

m)    Further Assiirances.  At any time before or after title to the Golf Course is
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conveyed to the Course Owner, Course Owner and Residential Declarant shall cooperate to grant any

access or other easements ( including easements related to or for similar purposes to the easements
granted or reserved in this Declaration) over, across and under the Benefited Property or the Golf
Course as may be required for the compatible uses of the Golf Course and the balance of the Benefited
Properties, including the property owned by Owners of Lots adjacent to the Golf Course.

n)     Arbitration/` Mediatiion.

i)      Except for disputes related to maintenance standards which shall be
resolved pursuant to Section 10 herein(" Maintenance Dispute"), any other controversy, claim or dispute
arising out of or relating to this Declaration or the breach, termination, enforcement, interpretation or
validity thereof, including determination of the scope or applicability of this Declaration to mediate/
arbitrate (" Dispute"), the Parties hereto shall use their best efforts to resolve their differences. To this

effect, they shall consult and negotiate with each other in good faith and, recognizing their mutual
interests, attempt to reach a just and equitable solution satisfactory to both Parties.

ii)     In the event the Dispute is not resolved by informal negotiation within
thirty( 30) days ( or any mutually agreed extension of time) of the first meeting between the Parties, the
Dispute shall be referred to the nearest office of Judicial Arbitration& Mediation Services(" JAMS") for

mediation.

iii)    The Parties are free to select any mutually acceptable panel member
from the list of mediators at JAMS. If the Parties cannot agree or have no particular choice of mediator
and simply request that JAMS assign one to the Dispute, a list and resumes of available mediators
numbering one( 1) more than there are Parties will be sent to the Parties, each of whom may strike one

1) name, leaving the remaining name as the mediator. If more than one( 1) name remains, JAMS will
make the selection.

iv)    The mediation process shall continue until the Dispute is resolved or until
the mediator provides the Parties with a writing signed by the mediator stating that the mediation is
terminated or words to that effect, or a Party provides the mediator and the other Parties with a similar
writing, or for ten ( 10) calendar days there is no communication between the mediator and any of the
Parties relating to the Dispute.

v)     Except for a Maintenance Dispute, if mediation is terminated for any
reason without resolution of the Dispute, such Dispute shall be determined by binding arbitration in
Coachella Valley, California, before a sole arbitrator, in accordance with the laws of the State of California
for agreements made in and to be performed in California. The arbitration shall be administered by JAMS
pursuant to its streamlined Arbitration Rules. The arbitrator' s award shall be final and binding on the
Parties. Judgment on the award may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.

16.     TLQMA. Membership Vote/Ballot Measure.    Notwithstanding anything in this
Declaration to the contrary, the proposed changes to the Original Declaration shall have no force or effect
unless the members ofTLQMA approve a ballot measure approving the Rehab Project and cost sharing
for the Rehab Project and related maintenance for the Perimeter Landscape Areas (" Ballot Measure").

TLQMA shall submit the Ballot Measure to its membership within the time period mutually agreed upon
by the Residential Declarant and Course Owner.  If the Ballot Measure is approved by TLQMA' s

membership(" Affirmative Vote Notice"), this Declaration shall be recorded against the Properties, take

effect immediately and upon recordation of this Declaration, the Properties shall be subject to the
covenants, conditions, restrictions, rights, reservation of easements and equitable servitudes contained
herein and this,Declaration shall take the place of relate back in time to the recording of the Original
Declaration. If the Ballot Measure is not approved by TLQMA' s membership, then in such an event, the
proposed changes contained within this Declaration shall have no force oreffect and, as such, the Original
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Declaration shall be binding on the Properties and shall have full force and effect.

17.     Lensder' Poreelosure. Notwithstanding anything in the above to the contrary, if any lender
that has a monetary encumbrance on the Golf Course which was ( a) recorded prior in time to this
Declaration(" Senior Encumbrance"); and( b) the lender/ beneficiary of that Senior Encumbrance(" Senior
Lender") forecloses becoming an owner ofany. portion of the Golf Course and, further, ( c) the Senior
Lender takes the position that it extinguished. this Declaration, then in such an event, the Original
Declaration shall be binding on the Properties and shall have full force and effect on any suck Senior
Lender.

18.     Counterbarts. This Declaration may be executed in counterparts and when each Party has
signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart shall be deemed an original and all
counterparts taken' together shall constitute one and the same Declaration, which shall be binding in
effectiveness to all Parties.

Executed on this  ' , dayof 1 b(`   2017, in La Quinta, California.

Residential Declarant"

TRILOGY AT LA QIJINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION
A California NonProfit Mutual Benefit Corporation

By:   A.,ouff f!

Gall Turner, President

See attached CalformaAllPurpose Acknowledgement]
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CALIFORNIA ALL- PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT CIViL CODE§ 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the individual who signed the
document to which this certificate Is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.

State of California

County of A.INCri' Ae
On ' e (O Q . c rx before me,  t• GI GR r z\ UC1   + n.n 9.i)Y,   ;G

Date Here insert Name and l4 of the Officer

personally appeared Inn\  —V\) 01.l fs-
A. Name( s) of Signer(s)

r.

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personb$Y whose narrieg 1s( atr
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowiedged to me that he/eheethey executed the same in
his/ Irerftheir authorized capacity( iesj, and that by his/ henhelrsignature( s) on the.Instrument the person(s),
or the entity upon behalf of which the person( s) acted,' executed the instrument.

i certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws
of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph

rOagoimitiodhaideamotiosbiboilis
true and correct.

S FA3AN0 WITNESS rn han •"' ie d oft'"   i s   .
i`,.    Notitii Public- Colffernis y

1,       giverstde County
P ryj

My

CCommmmiEo #: 2Ju& 1t6290SignatureQ
f!. 

j uxe a Diary Public

Place Notary Seal Above
OPTIONAL

Though this section Is optional, completing this Information can deter alteration of the document or
fraudulent reattachment of this form to an unintended document.

Description of Attached Document

Title or Type of Document: Document Date:

Number of Pages:    Signer( s) Other Than Named Above:

Capacity( ies) Claimed by Signer( s)
Signer' s Name:    Signer' s Name:,

Corporate Officer— Title( s):-- Cl Corporate Officer— Title( s):

Partner— 0 Limited 0 General 0 Partner— 0 Limited 0 General

individual 0 Attorney In Fact 0 Individual 0 Attorney in Fact
O Trustee 0 Guardian or Conservator 0 Trustee 0 Guardian or Conservator

Other:     0 Other.

Signer Is Representing:  Signer Is Representing:   ---

@2014 National Notary Association• www.NationalNotary. org• 1- 800- US NOTARY( 1- 800- 876- 6827)  item# 5007



Course Owner"

CBGM, LLC

A.Ca ora i i i+  `, pp

See attached California All-Purpose Acknowledgement]

GM, INC.

A Californi , Corporation

By:  L' r7 S   --

Seesattached California All-Purpose Acknowledgement]
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CALIFORNIA ALL- PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT CIVIL CODE§ 1189

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the individual who signed the
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document

State of California

County of      . V YID.S L1'g   . 
n

On o . q. ' ) 011 before me,.    k25L 1     . 4J4.1.    , tUi111 e.M ("' itAi. l'(

Date Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared R1 Q:)       1 if 1! Gti1.)'
Names) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person( s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/ she/ they executed the same in
his/ her/ their authorized capacity( ies), and that by his/ her/ their slgnature( s) on the instrument the person( s),
or the entity upon behalf of which the person( s) acted, executed the instrument.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws
of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph .

ANNA ROSA CALKINS is true and correct.

t Commission# 21fornirdbaisididuimai.
6.646164. 46,0464

x WITNESS myhand and official seal.
re Notary Public California Z
z Riverside CountyVc.,

MV Comm, Expires Mar 12, 2020 y

Signatur i..://,4ti

Signature ofNofamy Public

Place Notary Seal Above
OPTIONAL

Though this section is optional, completing this information can deter alteration of the document or
fraudulent reattachment of this form to an unintended document.

Description of Attached Document ettti y Ji'rAiQuinjtmt)
Title or Type of Document 1 hU f11e Document Date    " Fe72 9 ZD17
Number of Pages: .  / r Signer( s) Other Than Named Above:  ' A' 7+- ten)

Capaoity( ies) Claimed by Signer( s)
Signer' s Name: •  Signer' s Name:

0 Corporate Officer— Title(s): .  0 Corporate Officer— Title( s):

0 Partner— 0 Limited 0 General 0 Partner— 0 Limited 0 General

0 Individual 0 Attorney in Fact 0 Individual 0 Attorney in Fact
Trustee 0 Guardian or Conservator 0 Trustee 0 Guardian or Conservator

Other:      — - 0 Other.

Signer Is Representing:  Signer Is Representing:

ewv te, r4* v  . y.w. via    — w+     w   : v  .•. 1.-   vim v wesarw.    y , a

2014 National Notary Association• www. NationalNotary. org. 1- 800- US NOTARY( 1- 800- 876- 6827)  Item# 5907
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CALIFORNIA•ALL- PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT CIVIL CODE§ 1189

7',1 i3w tie st + ae%

1 A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the Identity of the individual who signed the
document to which this certificate is attached, and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validiity of that document.

State of California

County of KA.Ve SO) 6'      

On ----1' 07) .° I, 7i01 `?. before me,_ A psi.) A t-psik CA it piil&,  k) U' R4 eg r Lc,    ,
Date Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared    '!- h M A S r,  
c

1)1( J )

Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are
subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/ she/ they executed the same in
his/ her/ their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/ her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s),
or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.

certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws
of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph

u,,
a„

U .      
ANNA ROSA C214 965 is true and correct.

Commission n

Notary Public- California z' WITNESS my hand and official se
E. i f Riverside County

My Comm. Rolfes Mar:12, 2020 k
Signature

Signature of Notary Public

Place! Votary Seal Above
OPTIONAL

Though this section is optional, completing this information can deter alteration of the document or
fraudulent reattachment of this form to an unintended document.

Description of Attached Document fee   ! emits e(—m t t r AT LA' S' f+ t)

Title or Type of Document 9 ' Jt Vi1.1 F1'(;, 49,A 1?   L'F 5 Document Date: q. ZQ ii
Number of Pages:  1 a,      Signer( s) Other Than Named Above:,  1- 1Cttl1Pb  (' tJ' 14-M AO

Capacity( ies) Claimed by Signer( s)
Signers Name Signer' s Name:

0 Corporate Officer"- Title( s):  L7 Corporate Officer— Title(s):

Partner— 0 Limited El General     —    0 Partner— 0 Limited 0 General
T

O Individual 0 Attorney in Fact O Individual 0 Attorney In Fact.
Trustee Guardian or Conservator Trustee Guardian or Conservator

Other:   .--  0 Other:

Signer Is Representing:   Signer Is Representing:

F+44 a-*  a: y w 0,   wi wWv, -, w.v ram.-:.. ug-...    r

102014 National Notary Association• www. NatlonalNotary. org• 1- 800- US NOTARY( 1- 800- 876- 6827)  Item# 5907



EXHIBIT " A"

LEGAL DESCRIPTION OP GOLT COURSE

That certain real property situated in the unincorporated area of the County of Riverside,
California, consisting of Lots 136 and 138 through 148, inclusive, of Tract 30023- 1 filed in Book
329 Pages 87 to 102 of Maps, Records ofRiverside County, California.
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EXHIBIT "B"

LEGAL DESCRIPTION' OPBENEPITED
PROPERTY

That certain real Property in an unincorporated area of Riverside County, California, more
particularly described as follows:

PARCEL. 1

Lots 1 through 123 and. all common area private street lots depicted on Tract 30023- 1

PARCEL 2

Lots I through 192 and all common area private street lots depicted on Tract 30023- 2

PARCEL 3

Lots I through 157 and all common area private street Iots depicted on Tract 30023- 3

PARCEL 4

Lots I through 167 and all common area private street lots depicted on Tract 30023- 4

PARCEL 5

fr
Lots I through 172 and all common area private street lots depicted on Tract 30023- 5

PARCEL 6

Lots I through 206 and all common area private street Iots depicted on Tract 30023- 6

PARCEL 7

Lots 1 through 145 and all common area private street lots depicted on Tract 30023-7

Excluding from all Parcels any Lots conveyed to the Coachella Valley Water District.  .   •

PARCEL 8( 3O ACRE PARCEL

The East half of Section 34, Township 6 South, Range 7 East, San Bernardino Meridian,
according to the official plat thereof.

EXCEPT the West half of the Southeast quarter and the Southeast quarter of the
Southeast quarter, and the South three- quarters of the Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter
of said Section.

ALSO EXCEPT the West half ofthe Northeast quarter ofsaid Section.

L
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ALSO EXCEPT the Northeast quarter of the Northeast quarter of said Section.

ALSO EXCEPT the North half ofthe Southeast quarter of the Northeast quarter of said
Section.

21
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Restaurant Trail
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r

RESTAURANT TRAIL EASEMENT)

PARCEL." A":

IN THE CITY OF LA QUINTA, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, THAT PORTION OF LOT 140 OF TRACT MAP NO. 30023- 1,
AS SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 329. AT PAGES 87 THROUGH 102,
INCLUSIVE. OF MAPS, RIVERSIDE COUNTY RECORDS, BEING 1N
SECTION 34. TOWNSHIP 6 SOUTH, RANGE 7 EAST, S.B. M.

BEGINNING AT MOST EASTERLY CORNER OF LOT 20. OF TRACT MAP
NO. 300023- 3 AS SHOWN BY MAP ON FILE IN BOOK 352, AT PAGES 97
THROUGH 111;

THENCE NORTH OB' 52'25" EASTA DISTANCE OF 74. 52 FEET;

THENCE SOUTH 80' 0735" EAST A DISTANCE OF33A0 FEET TO A POINT
ON THE SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY UNE OF SAID LOT 140;

THENCE ALONG THE SOUTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID LOT 140  •
THROUGH THE FOLLOWING FIVE( 5) COURSES:

1) THENCE SOUTH 63° 58! 00' WEST A DISTANCE OF 16. 13 FEET;

2) THENCE SOUTH 13019' 50' WEST A DISTANCE OF 77.90 FEET;

3) THENCE SOUTH 571402" WEST A DISTANCE OF 120.65 FEET TO THE
ti4.y BEGINNING OF A NONTANGENT CURVE, CONCAVE SOUTHWESTERLY,

HAVING A RADIUS OF 218. 50 FEET, A RADIAL LINE PASSING THROUGH
SAID POINT BEARS NORTH 47 23'25" EAST;

4) THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE,
THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 05' 22' 28", AN ARC DISTANCE OF 20.50
FEET, A RADIAL EINE PASSING THROUGH SAID POINT BEARS NORTH
42' 00' 57' EAST;      

f

5) THENCE NORTH 87' 14'02" EAST A DISTANCE OF 122.26 FEET TO THE
POINT OF BEGINNING.

SUEJECT TO EXISTING EASEMENTS, COVENANTS, RIGHTS AND
RIGHTS- 0E- WAY OF RECORD.

CONTAINING 3,980 SQUARE FEET
OR 0.091 ACRES, MORE OR LESS.

PAGE 1 OF 1
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UPTIELL PROPLitTY LEGAL DEgCRIPTION
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Uphill Property

r
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UPHILL PROPERTY
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I. •

DPH11. 1. PROPERTY LEGAL DESCRIPTION

Real property In the City of La Quin% County of! livered°, State of Caftfomle,
described as follows:

THE NORTH 20 ACRES OF THE NORTH 60 ACRES OF THE WEST ONEIHALF OF
THE a OUTHI/ gEst ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 24, TOWNSHIP, 0 SOMA
RANGE 7 EAST. aAN BERNARDINO SASE AND MERIDIAN.

EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PORTION GRANTED 70 THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA IN DEED RECORDED OCTOBER 21. 1065 AS INSTRUMENT NO.
120' 152 OF OFFICIAL RECORDS OF RIVERSIDE, COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.

APN: 764-2110-004 and 704- 280. 00i i

c
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EXHIBIT ' V'

STOUISI VVATtR EASSIVIENT.

2- Pages)
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Storm Water Easement

EXHIBIT ' C- 1" STOFIMWATER EASEMENT
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EXHIBIT" F"

GATE AND GOLF CART PATH EASEMENT. COVENANTS
AND MAINTENANCE' AGREEMENT

14- Pages)
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PLEASE COMPLETE THIS INFORMATION
DOC  #  2011- 0117753
03/ 16inii ,08

RECORDING REQUESTED BY: Acne. 1. of 14Fets:
54 00

fledoVde4 . tn Official Rieopds
CoUnty of R.tvers1de

Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association       • 
LArry 1./ ard

Assessor, County Clerk & Recorder

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
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q.

GATE AND GOLF CART PATH EASEMENT, COVENANTS
AND MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT

THIS GATE AND . GOLF CART PAT EASEMENT,  COVE ANTS AND MAINTENANCE

AGREEMENT`(" Agree nerst°) Ts made as of this 5-"'day of ' A A 2011, by and
amongthe TRILOGY° AT LA QUINTA MAiNTENAI'CE ASSOCIAT t)       .N, a California non- profit mutual benefit
corporation (" TLQMA") and TLQ PARTNERS, INC., a California Corporation and RONALD MINiL LEE,

collectively doing business as THE GOLF CLUB AT LA QUINTA( hereinafter, collectively referred to as the
Golf Course Owner").

i.

RECITALS:

WHEREAS, the TLQMA. Is a non-profit. mutual benefit corporation named in the Restated and
Amended MasterDecleration ofCovenants, Conditions, Restrictions and Reservation of Easements, recorded
on March'21 2003 as instrut ientNo. 200344, In the Official Records of Riverside County, California. and the
amendments thereto,(" TLQMA Declaration") which provides, among other things, thatTLQMAAshall maintain,
repair, replace and make necessary improvements to common area that is now owned by TLQMAin fee or
by easement for such purposes, orthat which: may be acquired byTLQMA pursuant to the provisions of the
TLQMA Declaration;

WHEREAS; the Golf Course Owner is the owner of Lots 145 and 149, of Tract Map No. 30023- 1, as
per Map recorded in Book 329, Pages 87 to 102, inclusive, of Maps in the Office' of the County.Recerderof
Riverside County, California.(" Golf Course Lots');

WHEREAS, TLQMA' s landscape maintenance yard(" TLQMA Lot") is located adjacent to the Golf
Course. Lots;

WHEREAS, TLQMA desires. to install two ( 2) automatic gate operators, mechanical apparatus,•
transponder and other related improvements on the Golf Course Lots adjacent to the TLQMA Lot (" Gate

improvers tints");:

WHEREAS, TLQMA seeks an easementoverthe area wliere the Gate Improvements will be installed,

all as more particularly identified as the gate area easementwithin Exhibit attached hereto and made a part
hereof by this reference(" Gate Area"), to facilitate construction, maintenance, repair, replacement and use
of the Gate Improvements; and

WHEREAS, TLQMA seeks an easement over the golf cart path located adjacent to the Gate Area,
all es,more particularly identified as the golf cart path easement within Exhibit B attachedhereto and made
a part hereof by this reference, to provide access to.the TLQMA Lot by TLQMA's gate. and landscape
maintenance staff and vendors(" TLQMA Vendors"); and

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, the

parties hereto covenant and agree as follows:

1.       Grant of Easement forGate improvements, Golf Course Owner hereby grants to TLQMA
a construction and maintenance. easement for the purposes of installing the Gate Improvements-within the
Gate Area,and, tiereafter,maintenance and use ofsaid Gate Improvements(" Construction/MaintenancetUse
Easemenr)...Altcosts related to the Gate' Improvements shali be`the sole cost TLQMA and GolfCourse
Ovrner slali have no responsibility whatsoever to pay forthe cost0smile,. AU Gate Improvements shall be
Bleated within the:Gate Area.on the: Golf Course tots.as moreparticularly. identified`in Exhibit A. The
technology used to open the gate located in the Gate Area shall be a gate operated by transponders. TLQMA

C
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will provide GolfCeurse Owneruvitltte initial transponders forthe subject gate_provtded,.however, that Golf
Course Ownerwill thereafter be responsible to obtain/ purchase anyreplacernent; transpondi rs, Except for
emergencies, when the gate will default to open, operation will be solely via transponder use.

2.       Grarrtof, Golf Cart; Path• Easerr eat.  Golf Course Owner hereby grants to TLQMA an
easement to use the golf cart path located adjacent to the Gate Area and on the Golf Course Lots as more
particularly shown in exhibit B as the golf cart path easement attached hereto and made a part hereofby this
reference (" Golf Cart Path Easement') provided, however, that use of the Golf Cart Path Easement is
expressly limited, as follows:

A.      Shall only be used by TLQMA's Vendors to-facilitate construction and maintenance
associated with the Gate improvements as well as to provide access to and from the TLQMA Lot for TLQMA
Vendors.

B.      Shall only be operational for the period of time beginning one hour prior to the time
that the golf course Is open and ending when the golf course Is closed.

3.       Operational and Maintenance Costs of Gate: improvements and,Gcitf Cart Path. All
maintenance, operational and replacement Reserve costs related to the operation, maintenance, repair and
replacement of the Gate Improvements;• Including but not limited to mechanical apparatus, maintenance and
operation of the gate itself and other related improvements shalt be the responsibility of TLQMA and not that
of the Golf Course Owner(" Gate Costs").       

4.       Construction indemnification,  TLQMA will Indemnify and hold harmless Golf Course
Owner, its directors, officers, property managers, and all of personnel from and against all claims, damages,
losses and expenses( including reasonable attorney fees in defense of any such claims), arising out of or
resulting from the construction activities white installing the Gate Improvements, excepting only such injury
or harm as may be caused by the negligence of Golf Course Owner. Such indemnification shall extend to
claims, demands, expenses and/ or liabilities occurring up to one ( 1) year after completion of the Gate
improvements, as well as during the time of installation and construction. Any and all improvements located
within Golf Course Ownes-propertywhichare damaged as a result-ofTLQMA's construction activities related
to the Gate Improvements, shall be repaired or replaced•as soon as is reasonably possible by TLQMA at no
cost to Golf Course Owner.  •

5.       Use of.Easement Indemnification. TLQMA shall indemnify and hold Golf Course Owner
harmless from all claims,demands, liability and/or expense( inciuding,Withautlrmitation, reesonableafterneys
fees) arising out ofor in connection with the Construction/ Maintenance/ Use Easerrient•end the Golf'Cart Path
Easement granted to TLQMA pursuant to this;Agreement, excepting only such injury or harm as maybe
caused by the negligence of the Golrcpurse Owner.

6.       Insurance by TLQMA.• in connection with the construction of the Gate improvements, and
for one( 1) year after completion of the Gate Improvements, TLQMA shall secure or cause to be secured and
keep in force, adequate insurance as provided below.  Such insurance is to include liability assumed by
TLQMA under this Agreement and particularly:

A.      Comprehensive general liability insurance with limits of not less than$ 1, 000, 000 for    •
each person and$ 2,000, 000 for each accident

B.     • Workers compensation insurance for all TLQMA employees that are required by law
to be so insured.-

C.      All policies for liability protection, bodily injury or property damage shall include an
endorsement listing Golf Course Owner as an additional insured with respect to operations under this
Agreement.

S:\ 04- 174\ Agreements\ Easement\ 04- 179. GateEasmtWAd
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7.       General Provisions.

A.       No Waiver: Failure to eriforee anycavenant, condition: orrestriction: contained' in the
Agreement in any certain, instance or on any particular occasion shall not be deemed a waiver tf such right
on any such future breach of the same or any other covenant condition and restriction.

B.       Resolution of Disautes. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this
Agreement, or the breach thereof, shall be resolved by final and binding arbitration in Riverside County,
California, before a singlearbitrator, according to the Judicial Arbitration and Mediation ServicesiEndlspute
JAMS) Rules of Practice and Procedure then in effect, except that the parties shall be entitled to only such

discovery as Is permitted by Code of-Civil Procedure§ 1283. 05 and any amendment thereto or successor
statutes. Judgment on the arbitrator' s award may be entered in any court having Jurisdiction thereof. Should
any party refuse or neglect appear or participate in arbitration proceedings, the.arbitrator is empowered to
decide the controversy in accordance with whatever evidence: is presented. The arbitratoris authorizedto
award any party or parties such sums as he/ she shall deem proper for the time, expense, including but not
limited to costs and reasonable attomey's fees. The arbitration shall be binding on the parties. Any party to
this Agreement may, without inconsistency to this Agreement, seek from the Superior Court of Riverside
County,, Indio Branch, California, any interim or provisional relief that is necessary to protect the rights:or
property of that party, pending the arbitral tribunal' s detertnination of the merits of the controversy. orctaim.

C.       Cumulative Remedies. All rights, options and remedies of the parties hereto are  ,
cumulative, and no: one of them shall be exclusive of any other, and TLQMA and Golf Course Owner shalt
have the•right to pursue any one or all of such rights,' options and remedies orany other remedy orreliefwhich
may be provided by law, whether or not stated in this Agreement.

D.      Bevevability. Invalidation of any one or a portion of,these covenants, conditions,
restrictions or reservations byjudgment or court order shall in no way affect any other previsions which shall
remain in full force and effect.

L
Y

E.      . Construction.  The provisions of this Agreement shall be liberally construed to
effectuate•-the-- purposes set- forth- herein.  The Article and Section headings- have been inserted- for

convenience only, and shall not be considered or referred to in resolving questions of interpretation or
construction.

F.       Singular Includes Plural. Whenever the context of this Agreement requires the

same, the singular shall include the plural and the masculine shall include the feminine and the neuter.

G.      Attorney' s Fees. In the event action is instituted to enforce any of the provisions
contained in this Agreement, the party prevailing in such action shall be entitled to recover from the otherparty
thereto reasonable attorneys' fees, and costs of such suit as determined by the court 6r by the arbitrator, as .
applicable.

H.      Notices. Any notice to be given to the parties under the provisions of this Agreement
shall be in writing and shall be directed as follows:

If to TLQMA:

Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association
60- 750 Trilogy Parkway•
La Quinta, CA

Telephone: 760- 777- 6059/ Facsimile: 760-777-6097

5: 104- 179Wgreements1Easemant\ D4- 179. GateEasmtwpd 3
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With copy to:
r

Wayne Gurainick, Esq.     
Guralnick& Gilliland, UP

40- 004 Cook Street, Suite 3
Palm Desert, CA 92211

Telephone:( 760) 340- 1515/ Facsimile No.( 760) 568- 3053

If to Golf Course Owner:

TLQ PARTNERS, INC. and RONALD MINIL LEE
c/ o Larry Taylor
60- 151 Trilogy Parkway
La Quinta, CA 92253

With copy to:

TLQ PARTNERS, INC. and RONALD MINIL LEE   .
1600 North La Habra Hills Drive

La Habra, CA 90631

Each notice and other communication required or permitted to be given under this Agreement(" Notice") must
be in writing. Notice is duly given to another party upon: ( a) hand delivery to the other party; ( b) receipt
by the other party when sent by facsimile to the address and number for such parties set forth above
provided, however, that the Notice is not effective unless and until a duplicate copy of the facsirriile Notice

is promptly given by one of the other methods permitted under this paragraph);( c) three( 3) business days

after the Notice has been deposited with the United States Postal Service as first- class, certified mail,

return- receipt requested, postage prepaid and addressed to the party as set forth above; or( d) the next
business day after the Notice has been deposited with a reputable over-night delivery service, postage
prepaid; addressed to the party asset-forth above withnext-busifc s-day delivery guaranteed, provided that
the sending party receives a confirmation of delivery from the delivery service provider.

I.       CovenantsRunnina• with the Land. The easements, rights, equitable servitudes,

covenants, conditions and restrictions contained herein shall be easements, covenants, conditions and
restrictions running with the Golf Course Lots( collectively the" Subject Properties"), and shall inure to the

benefit of, and be binding upon, the parties hereto and the respective successors and assigns for a term of
sixty( 60) years: from the date of.recording of this Agreement, after which the same shall be automatically:
extended for successive periods of ten;( 10). years each unless, within six( 6) months prior to the*** ion

of the initial sixty. 00) year term or any such ten'( 10) year extension, a recordable written instrument,
approved by both TLQMA and the Golf Course Owner terminates the effectiveness of this Agreement and is
filed for record in the office of the County Recorder' s Office, Riverside County, California.

3.       Priioritv: of Morteratte. Liert: No breach of the covenants, conditions or restrictions

contained in this Agreement shall affect, defeat or render invalid the lien or charge of any Mortgage made
in good faith and for value encumbering any portion of the real property described in this Agreement but all
of said covenants, conditions and restrictions shall be binding upon and effective against any owner whose
title is derived through foreclosure or trustee sale, or otherwise, with respect to the Subject Properties.

K.      . Recordation. The parties hereto covenant and agree that this Agreement shall be
recorded with the Recorder' s Office of the County of Riverside against the Subject Properties.
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L.       Counterparts. This Agreement maybe executed in counterparts and when each
i party has signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart shall be deemed an original

and all counterparts taken together shall constitute one and the same Agreement, which shall be binding in
effectiveness to all parties.

TLQMA:

TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION,
A California Non- Profit Mutual Benefit Corporation

By t119444ADated.
PresI ' exit

GOLF COURSE OWNER;

TI.Q PARTNERS,
A California Corporation

By Dated:
Name:
Title:

RONALD MINIL LEE dba THE GOLF CLUB AT LA QUINTA

Dated:
Title;
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L.      Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and when each
party has signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart shall tie deemed an original
and all counterparts taken together shall constitute one and the same Agreement, which shall be binding in
effectiveness to all parties.   

TLOMA: 

TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION,     
A California. Non- Profit Mutual* Benefit Corporation

By Dated:
President

GOLF COURSE OWNER:    

TLQ PARTNERS, f y1C,
A California Corporation

By Dated;.     3/ 74/
i-       

Name.  l };Lut tt    '`   y i   •
Title:   •   We-a Pa°  r'i, r

RONALD MINIL LEE dba THE GOLF CLUB AT' LA QUINTA

f/ jf Dated•,    2L  / I../   
Title:      191, J A 8,r Dta,W+   • 6
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17.       EXHIBIT A— Gate Area

See Attached]
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EXHIBIT A  -   GATE AREA
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EXHIBIT B-- Depiction Identifying
Golf Cart Path Easement over Lot 145 of Tract 230023- 1

See Attached]
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EXHIBIT B  —  DEPICTION IDENTIFYING

r---   GOLF CART PATH EASEMENT , OVER LOT 145 OF TRACT 30023- 1
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State of California

County of Los Angeles

On 147 1A,      t 1 before me, Samantha Kang, a notary public, personally appeared

Zbt•JAL- 17

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to'be the person® whose name()

is/ale subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that hefsheffitay

executed the same in hiS/hPrIthe-kauthorized capacity(ios), and that by his/heattlxi;

signature® on the instrument the person( s), or the entity upon behalf of which the

person(0 acted, executed the instrument

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State ofCalifornia that
the foregoing paragraph is true and correct

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

SignaturevC- 30A14.40`)CriVAAO( sea!)

5AMANIKKANG
Commleslun# 1872506

0,0 Notary public california E

v47;O:..
11,101 Los Angeles County

My Centro. Explref Deo 2013(:

I 1111111111111116111111111111111111  ''''' 81,71.P1144zA
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CAl. 1FO1 NYA ALL PU OSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
t   • r. H,.. t

State of California

County of ef, n Aitfie

on 7 i A l/ l/     before me,    CEP/  , iresi AA/ ''% 9 -    jll      . •'    #      
OA18 Hare Watt HammelTim of tee ottiecr

personally appeared      / Aref.d:l '  i.& .
tame(c)of 6tgnoi( c)

a

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to
be the person( s) whose name( s) is/are subscribed to the
within instrument and acknowledged to me that

he/ she/ they executed the same in his/ her/ their authorized
OFFICIAL SEAL capacity( ies), and that by his/her/their signature( s) on the

SE.TH ES ENF LD.
Sti,"  NOTARY FUlitIGGAUFORNlA instrument the person( s), or the entity upon behalf of

CCONo NO.C7924 which the person( s) acted, executed the instrument.
rm

MY Comm. EXP. FEB. 20, 23M
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws
of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is
true and correct.

WITNESS my hand and official seal.
i-      

Signature  ,
Moe Notary Seal Above

4i ' Stan; ureot Notary Publb

OPTIONAL

Though the information below is not required by law, it may prove valuable to persons relying on the document
and could prevent fraudulent removal and reattachment o/ this form to another document.

Description of Attached Document

rTitle or Type of Document:     e/  P4lft;.-

Document Date:       Number of Pages:

Signer(s) Other Than Named Above:

Capacity( ies) Claimed by Signer(s)

Signer' s Name:   Signet' s Name'

O Individual 0 individual

O Corporate Officer--- Title( s):  0 Corporate Officer— Title( s):

0 Partner— 0 Limited 0 General  „     ., _:, ,•    Partner— 0 Limited 0 General

0 Attorney In Fact of SIGNER 0 Attorney in Fact T ' SIGNER

O Trustee
Top of thumb here

0 Trustee
or of leumb here;

O Guardian or Conservator 0 Guardian or Conservator

O Other:   C] Other:     

Signer Is Representin!+'  Signer Is Representing:

creo  : x.:,•   - —     . .  tia, dp•, yy; .... yy X  .    by ay r

2007NarmaatNotaryMtedeEon• 9350GeSotoAve.. P.aBsi2402• Chatseadti, CA OS313. 2402• verNiNeVonatUotatyotg itemt5907 Raotder. Co Toknee1. 69f3876. 6027

I I II11I1IIlIIIi( 1111 IIi1-IIIIIIIO 1111111111111111111111 v3, = j 43R
l3 of 74
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7.       CALIFORNIA ALL PURPOSE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
6zic e-4  . t2ar ci.   , '..       r,rrcr   ., T itrrac.; 6-44,47-atr. cOcr... t r &. 2%•.   rk• nxi& e:

State of California

County of4147Paz...0k"

On t  .. 5, it0. -     //  before me(    ,/ A/ Ye e, (     lr SiL 67Ry/ fit d ,
Date HerolnsadNorm aod1itttet MOlicer

personally appeared / 1/lizt.,)/2, 
e

JGSi V. r.PQlfja.,  /
mimeo) oi.Signetts)(..

3t0/4774,4'.02 tee iiik'7-'1441.,C)      

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to
be the persan( j whose name( ) istaf : subscribed to the
within instrument 440 acknowledged to me that
h/ sj1e/ tJ y executed the same In hisiller/ ti it authorized
capacity(0),and that by hisilritl} Ir signature(,] on the

instrument the person(p), or the entity upon behalf of
which the person( V) acted, executed the instrument.   

PENNYEC. GRIFFIN
Commission# 1912829I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws

a 14i Notary Public- Calitornla z

z,    of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph isv 4 Riverside Couniy
My Comm,. Expires Novi t, 2014

true and correct.

WITNESS

rrpi
d and official seal.

G/ JSignature      •     J
Place Notary Seal AbovC sonaogo woolly• •/

OPTIONAL   / .

Though the information below is not required by taw, It may prove valuable to persons relying on the document
and could prevent fraudulent removal and reattachment of this form to another document.

Description of Attached Document
ry

Title or Type of Document rAr'
r atIz.'`/ 2,   

7 4 k X/ o?rt i''c' ' v"

r.r e40,44*, '      , 2&       Ir
Document Date: Number of Pages:.     .

Signer( s) Other Than Named Above;

Capacity( ies) Claimed by Sigrier( s)

Signer' s Name:    Signer' s Name::

individual 0 Individual

Corporate Officer-- Title( s):   0 Corporate Officer— Titte(s):

O Partner-- Limited 0 Generallimam 0 Partner— 0Limited El General
O AttorneyIn Pact

Topb
El Attorney in Fact

Top of thumb hue::O Trustee Trustee

O Guardian or Conservator 0 Guardian or Conservator
r

Others i 0 Othei ..

Signer is Representing:   Signer is Representing:',  • 
r.

n..    . ev s t sa:. v   ..,. krsV.w:  r*ti.. s e,,  ......- V. 3 s s sesw. .   

02007NalionalNotaryAssoda0on• 9350Oe Soto Am, P.O. eox2402iciittw,wTh. CA 91313. 2402-  w.Na6onolNolayorg• Ham N5901 Reorder: CatTo0• Frea1400. 876. 68Z7

1 limilimimultelommEN e3, f  °YR:41.
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EDIT«  "

IRREVOCABLE STANDBY LETTER Ol+emir
Bank Name and 4ddres4J

Must be shown on Bank's Letterhead

TO:    Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association DATE:
C/ o General Manager LETTER OF CREDIT NO.:
60- 750 Trilogy Parkway AMOUNT:

La Quinta, CA 92253

At the requirement of the" Customer"), the" Bank') hereby
establishes in favor ofTrilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association(" TLQMA") an Irrevocable Standby
Letter of Credit( the " Letter of Credit') for a total amount of S225, 000. 00 available by your sight draft,
drawn on the Bank expiring.      unless automatically renewed as provided herein.

This LetterofCreditahall be automatically extended for additional periods ofone( l) year front the present
of future expiration date, unless TLQMA notifies you and the Customer via courier or certified mail at
least 120( one hundred twenty) calendar days prior to the then expiration date that we have elected not to
renew this Letter of Credit

This Letter ofCredit is issued in connection with the obligation ofthe Customer pursuant to the Customer' s
obligations to remit payment of$ 225, 000. 00 as set forth in Paragraph 11( b)( i) of that certain Restated
Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions and Reservation of Easements for Golf Course

Trilogy at La Quinta), Recorded on as Instrument Number records of

Riverside County, California(" Declaration"). A drawing under this Letter of Credit shall be made by
TLQMA presenting to us this Letter ofCredit, and a demand in writing signed by a person who has been
duly authorized to sign on TLQMA's behalf(" Demand").

Said Demand shall refer to this Letter of Credit by the above number, shall state the amount demanded
and shall certify thatthe Customer has failed.to remitpayment ofany ofthe$ 75,000 Annual Payments( as
that term is used under Paragraph 11( b)( i) of the above-referenced Declaration.

Upon receipt;of the said documents, we shall pay to TLQMA the amount stated in the said Demand to be
payable to TLQMA without inquiring whether TLQMA has a right to such amount as between TLQMA
and the Customer, provided that such amount,'together with the other amounts paid to TLQMA under this
Letter of Credit, ifany, do not exceed the amount of the Letter of Credit. This Letter of Credit shall be
terminated upon receipt of TLQMA' s letter certifying that Customer has paid all amounts due under
Paragraph"11( b)( i) ofthe Declaration.

Must be at least 3( three) years from date of issuance.

BANK:

By:
Notary Acknowledgment Attached)       Authorized Representative)
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Schedule 1

Drainage Facilities Maintenance Standards

Tr i logy Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Dryweli and Stormwater Basin Maintenance

General Operations:

Overview

The Trilogy at La Quinta golf course contains a series of stormwater basins which Include storm
Inlet structures, sediment manholes and infiltration( Torrent) drywells. These facilities receive
water from golf course turf and landscape areas, developed areas including community streets
and common areas, residential roof tops, hard and landscape areas and from offsite street and
landscape areas. These basins have been designed and constructed to contain stormwater
ranging from nuisance flows to 100 year storm events and are critical to the protection of golf
course property and adjoining private and Association owned properties.

In addition to water storage, these areas have been provided with lnfiltratlon drywelis, which are
installed to percolate stormwater into subsurface soils. These drywells, when properly
maintained, will generally percolate water within a 72 hour period of time. Actual performance will
be based on site location, the number and depth of drywells installed and the size and length of
storm events.

Critical to the performance of these areas is the on going maintenance of turf and landscaping,
scheduled inspections of stormwater facilities, cleaning and maintenance of inlet structures,
collection piping, sediment manholes and infiltration drywalls.

Mafntenanco Recommendations

The following documentation is an outline of a minimum set of recommendations for the
continued inspection and maintenance of the facilities located in these areas.

Storm Basin Cleanliness:

1.  Course Superintendent or assistant shall visually inspect each stormwater basin weekly
or following a rain event, Visual inspection Includes:

a.  Check storm piping at locations for debris and obstructions. Clean as necessary.
b.  Check storm drain inlets for debris and obstructions. Clean as necessary.
c.  Check sediment manhole grates for debris and obstructions. Clean as necessary.

Turf and Landscape Maintenance;

1.  Course superintendent or assistant shall be responsible for the on going maintenance of
storm basins to include sdhedule mowing of turf areas within basins. Mowing schedules
shall be similar to those of rough•areas and shall be to MCA standards. Seasonal
adjustments to mowing and fertilizing schedules may be necessary.

2.  Course superintendent or assistant shall be responsible for turf trimming around drainage
facilities, which shall be performed on scheduled mowing Intervals and may be adjusted

C



I as necessary to adjust for seasonal growth variations. Drainage facilities shad be kept
free of turf and root intrusion,

3.  Course superintendent or assistant shall be responsible for the on going maintenance of
storm basins to include schedule trimming of landscape planting areas within basins.
Landscape schedules shall be similar to those developed under" Landscape Trim
Standards" as adopted for Trilogy at La Quinta. Seasonal adjustments to landscape
trimming and maintenance may be necessary. At no time shall landscape plantings be
allowed to block the free flow of water through and around the storm drainage facilities.

Drainage Facility Inspections and Cleanings:

Performance within this subsection shalt be based on visual quarterly and post rainfall inspections
of facilities.

1.  Course superintendent or assistant shall remove grates from storm inlet structures and
Inspect for sediment and debris build up. Inlet structures have been installed with sumps
to trap debris from entering pipe collection systems, Sumps with 50% or more debris
levels should be cleaned. Debris shall removed arid placed in a suitable location.

2.  Course superintendent or assistant shall remove slotted grates on sediment manholes
and perform visual inspections of sediment chambers for sediment and debris build up.
Sediment chambers with 25%( approximately 3') or more debris levels should be
scheduled for pumping and cleaning by a qualified pumping contractor.

Performance within this subsection shall be based an visual annual and post rainfall inspections
of facilities.

1.  Course superintendent or assistant shall remove wafer tight drywall lids and perform
visual inspections of sediment chambers for sediment and debris build up. Sediment
chamberswith 25%( approximately 3') or more debris levels should be scheduled far
pumping and cleaning by a qualified pumping contractor.
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Schedule 2

Trilogy Goff Club at La Quinta Lake Management Standards

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
c><  y Lake Management

Genera! Operations:

Course Superintendent or assistant shall visually Inspect each lake daily. Visual
inspection includes:

a.  Check aeration pumps to assure proper working order
b.  Check for debris, pull debris on sides If small enough to do so, if not, schedule crew

to come to lake and clean day of recognizing issue. Identify source of Issue, if
construction materials, contact Shea land development.

c.  Lake levels

d.  Filtration

e.  Biological agents, any unwanted plant life, have removed. If algae specifio, check fog
of copper sulfate application and amend. If floating material, have lake skimmed and
treat with Reward.

f.   Pests, If mosquitoes are identified, contact Vector control.

ti.      Summer algae control( night time temperatures at or above 75 degrees)
a.  Since water source comes Into Hole# 6 and irrigation Is taken from# 2117/ 18 lee,

these lakes circulate regularly, therefore visual inspection and treatment are
necessary.

b.  Hole# 9- Cutrine, copper sulfate, once a week as labeled.
c.  Hole#f10- Cuttine, capper sulfate, once a week as labeled.
d.  Hole# 13- Cutrine, copper sulfate, once a week as labeled.

Ill.     Continual lake transfer plan
a.  Transfer pumps can pump 200 gallons per minute; therefore It takes 4 days to reduce

the lake level 3 to 4 feel

b.  Lake# 13 pumps back to# 2/ 17118 tee
c.  Lake# 10 pumps back to# 2/ 17/ 18 tee
d.  Lake# 9 pumps back to# 2/ 17/ 18 tee
e.  Each lake has a two week cycle time between them and the rotation moves in order,

9, 13, 10 and returns to 9, therefore every 6 weeks.
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Schedule 3

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta Grease Trap, Sewer Lift Station and
Pump Station Facilities Maintenance Standards

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Tri I ogy Grease Trap, Sewer Lift Station,# 11 Pump Preventative
rr,,, rdni.

Q,,;     Maintenance

1,       Grease Trap for Azui
a.  Chef/ Food and Beverage Manager does a weekly visual check on grease trap every

Monday. if trap is showing a high accumulation of debris and/ or an unpleasant
scent, a scheduled cleaning that week shall be done.     

b.  Quarterly Grease Trap cleaning to be done March, June, September, December
c.  Vendor that does cleaning: ASAP Plumbing, PO Box 2318, Cathedral City, CA,

92235, 760- 328- 7887

11.      Comfort Station-- lift station

a.  General Manager conducts a weekly check for any scent associated with a non
functioning lift pump. If scent is identified, a scheduled system check is done
Immediately,

b.  Quarterly lift station cleaning and preventative maintenance to be done March, June,
September, December

c.  Vendor that dogs cleaning and preventative station on pump: Valley Plumbing,
46780 Clinton St, Indio, CA, 92201, 760- 346- 4695

Ill.     Hole# 11 lift station t pump
a.  Golf course superintendent or assistant shall do a visual inspection daily to identify if

any nuisance or standing water exists. Daily inspection to include checking circuit
breaker. If standing water exists, superintendent to manually start lift station pump to
eradicate all standing water. if pump does not function, schedule vendor to
immediately fix. Trash pump may be used to pump water from to allow for golf
traffic in the interim.

b.  Lift station shall be cleaned and preventative maintenance to be done every 6
months, October and April.

c.  Vendor to do work on pump is: Cloudburst Engineering, 71- 825 Cholla Way, Palm
Desert, CA, 92260, 760. 674. 3046
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta

Trimming Standards

Cassia:

1 Always allow plant to bloom during season.
2 Height shall not exceed 6' high at any time during the year.
3 Width shall not exceed 5' wide at any time during the year ( although pruning will occur at any width as

soon as plant starts to encroach into other varieties of plant material.
4 Each plant will be shaped into a" V" when pruning does occur.
5 Prune to the base in the spring to remove frost damage.
6 Remove bean pods as soon as they turn brown( cut them off the plant)
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Lantana/ Rosemary:

1 Always allow plant to bloom during season.
2 Height shall not exceed 3' 6" high at any time during the year.
3 Width shall not exceed 3' 6" wide when growing as an individual plant. No width restrictions when used a

groundcover

4 Prune to the base in the spring to remove frost damage.

5 Plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but will not be allowed to encroach into other plant
material.
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BlueStar

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Acacia Rodolens:

I Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high at any time during the year.
2 Shoots should not exceed 5' high.

2 Plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but will not be allowed to encroach into other plant
material.

3 Edge plant with curb line not allowing plant to encroach onto the cart path or turf line.
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BlueStar
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Acacia Rodolens( lowboy)

1 Height shall not exceed 4" high at any time during the year.
2 Plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but will not be allowed to encroach into other plant

material.

3 Edge plant with curb line not allowing plant to encroach onto the cart path or turf line.
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta

Trimming Standards

Deer Grass/ Regal Mist:

I Do not allow grass to grow into or encroach any other plant material
2 Trim grass I times per year to allow new growth. Times of trimming will be March- July
3 Trim all deer grass uniformly not to allow for growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills- out
4 Height shall not exceed 3'6" high at any time during the year,
5 Width shall not exceed 3' 6" wide when growing as an individual plant.
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Red Fountain Grasses:

1 Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high

2 Width shall not exceed 3' 6" wide

3 Trim all grasses uniformly not to allow for growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills-out
4 Trim grass 2 times per year to allow new growth. Times of trimming will be March- August
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Bougainville (Individual/ Hedge Plant)

1 Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high( All)

2 Shoots should not exceed 6' high.

3 Width shall not exceed 4' 6" wide( Individual)

4 Dormant( December- March)

5 As a Hedge, let plant grow horizontally

6 As a Hedge, plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but not other plant material.

7 Edge( sides of plant) shall never encroach other plant material and should be cut at least 1' away
8 Trim all plants uniformly not to allow for growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills- out
9 Let plant bloom in season
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BlueStar

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quints
Trimming Standards

Oleander

1 Height shall not exceed 4'6" high

2 Width shall not exceed 4' wide

3 As a Hedge, let plant grow horizontally

4 As a Hedge, plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but not other plant material.

5 Edge( sides of plant) shall never encroach other plant material and should be cut at least 1' away
6 Trim all plants uniformly not to allow for growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills-out
7 Each plant shall be individually shaped oval.
8 Let plant bloom in season
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Date Palms:

i Trim Palms During" fruiting" season- May- July and trim fruit, and any damaged fronds
2 Maintain look of Palms Full- trimmed 3- 9 vs. 11- 1

3 Remove skins as needed

4 Fertilize twice a year

5 Trim any frost damaged fronds March- April
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BlueStar

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Mesquite:

I Allow Mesquite to bloom in season

2 Maintain a raised Canopy to clearly see turf areas
3

Maintain a clear 8- 12 foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow access of vehicles.
4 Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit
5 Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May- June)
6 Blow and clean any debris( beans) during every scheduled visit
7 When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should be cut at least. 5"

from the trunk.

8 Always cut a notch on the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This will prevent the bark
from tearing as the branch falls.
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Sweet Acacia:

1 Allow Sweet Acacia to bloom in season

2 Maintain a raised Canopy to clearly see turf areas
3

Maintain a clear 8- 12 foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow access of vehicles.
4 Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit
5 Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May-June)
6 Blow and clean any debris( beans) during every scheduled visit
7 When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should be cut at least. 5"

from the trunk.

8 Always cut a notch on the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This will prevent the bark
from tearing as the branch falls.
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Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Southern Live Oak:

1 Maintain a raised Canopy to clearly see turf areas
2

Maintain a clear 8- 12 foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow access of vehicles.
3 Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit

4 Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May- June)

5 Blow and clean any debris during every scheduled visit
6 When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should be cut at least. 5"

from the trunk.

7 Always cut a notch on the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This will prevent the bark
from tearing as the branch falls.
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BlueStar

Trilogy Golf Club at La Quinta
Trimming Standards

Eucalyptus:

I Maintain a raised Canopy to clearly see turf areas
2

Maintain a clear 8- 12 foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow access of vehicles.
3 Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit

4 Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May-June)
5 Blow and clean any debris during every scheduled visit
6 When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should be cut at least. 5"

from the trunk.

7 Always cut a notch on the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This will prevent the bark

from tearing as the branch falls.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This QUALITY STANDARDS MANUAL was created to make the important connection

between the golf course operating budget and actual field operations.. Outcome measures
were created for safety, attractiveness and•usability that relate to tangible golf course features.
These measures for VISUALALITY AND USABILITY were the framework for this manual.

The QUALITY STANDARDS" contained in this manual define the desired conditions of-those

same golf course features fiat are, a• natural expansion of the budgetary outcome measures.
Broad division goals and d13jectives are translated into very simple and specific outcome
standards that all employees pan identify with.

This' rnanual also provides a framework for periodically inspecting the tangible' features of each
golf course and evaluating existing conditions. Staff can evaluate the golf courses and
complete their facility audits by answering a series of" yes" and" no" questions. The findings of
these inspections are then noted and compared to the planned levels of achievement as
deta€led in the budget.     

Clear expectations relative to the maintenance of those physical features for which they are
held responsible provide staff with basic information' an& direction related to the provision of
service levels expected by management.

I1. GOLF CCO_URSE LANDSCAPE. ELEMENTS      .

Golf Course Turf

There - are a wide variety of turfgrasses found on KGM Of cour4es. Each tuif•-type is
s.     maintained to serve a specific purpose in a particular area of the-golf criurse such as' a• greeh,

tie, fairway,- or rough. Therefore it' is important that we make wire we evaluate each- tUrfarea   •
relative to the purpose for-which lifts intended. Higher maintenance standards are held for our
turfgrasses in the most critical areas such as greens and tees. These are the areas that have
the greatest impact on both the players' perceptions and the actual playing of the game of golf.
For this reason we have divided these standards into the two specific areas listed below.      -

S '

Attractiveness

Attractiveness of the turf can be best be measured• by looking- at the following factors-- color,

mowing height and texture:' •   -    

Color is one of the most commonly used Indicators of turf quality. It can also be one of The
most misunderstood characteristics: of turf quality:;When we aret' evaluating turf color we need
to be aware of the expected color that would normally be' seen in a' healthy sample of the
species we are evaluating based upon its location, time of year and use.

Uniform mowing height is also an..important factor when determining qalily of turf' areas. The
height of cut' can have serious efects on the overall quality of the golf course experience.

1 Uneven mowing Mill clisrupt the playability of the various turf surfaces:  :   .    

3
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The importance of uniform- texture . is another-•factor in ' determining turf quality. Different
textures will make the surface-appear uneven•and-unsightly.   

Usability

Usability is a very important factor in golf course turf. The two main factors affecting usability- in
golf course turf are performance and density. It is important that we' maintain turf that-niecis      .
these performance and density standards if we want our customers to play our facilities.

The density of the turf is every imliortarit factor in determining gtiallty gaff course fur€:A dense
stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is important for the game of gplf. Dense
tcirf will also he more resistant to cjisease and weed infestation and will' have a better_
appearance:       

Perla-mance is the measure of hdy well the turf performs the Specific function fdr which it is
intended. We }lave different- performance expectations for different- turf areas on the golf
course. 

GREENS

From a player' s perspective, the greens are the most important area of-turf on the golf course
t: e-   and putting green conditions can be huge determining factor when players make choices about

A where they like to play._ For this reason, it is important that we focus major attention on our
greens when maintaining the golf courses.  Greens are to be mowed deify unless unforeseen
weather conditions arise.,.:(

I

VISUAL

Color-   - .       - 

Quality Standard: All green quality turfgrasses, be if•benfgrass, laermudagrass,  -
fescue, paspaluin orPoa annue, will have appropriate green color for its species
during the part of the season it is being evaluated.      

Quality Standard: There is limited discoloration clue •£o .water stress or disease .
pressure.

liltowinci Heiiht

Uniform mowing height is a critical factor when determining quality of putting green- surfaces.
The height of cut can haveserious. effects on.the overall quallty• af the putting surface. .,. •

Quality Standard:-The.turf is kept at a height between 420" encl..185" wit!t no ridges
or clipping-debris-left aster mowing, depending on turf tYpe and time ofyear

Texture

t

f'   The importance of uniform texture is also important on putting greens. Different textures will
make the surface appear uneven end unsightly,

4  _     
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i
0r.aiffy Standard: Texture variations are minimized through propel' cultural practices
such as aeration, topdr..esing,.de€tratefiing, anclgrooming,` ..     

USABLE
l..__'

Performancd

Performance of putting green, surfaces is probably the-biggestfantor used to determine overall
quality of-golf cdurse turfs.`There ure several importanffactors th evaluate when determining
the usability of turfs on golf putting greens.       ,

Quality Standard: Turf is smooth and uniform and ball roll is smooth and of an

appropriate speed for the location, Green speed should range between 9' and 1Q5'.

Quality Standard: Greens are of•an appropriate firmness- le holdshots hit'inio them.

Qualify Standard: 90% of putting green surface areas are stnooili arid-Hari.    '

Density

The' density. ofthe turf is a' very important factor-imeletermining quality golf course turf. A dense
k=stand Of turf allows the- hall to•have uniform lies, which' is important for the game of golf. Dense

turf will also he more resistant to disease and wee.d infestation and will have a better overall      •

1,   -     : 
appearance.   

t. •••^    s- aality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
1•• u•    areas ofsoil surface,are.evident.upon closer" inspection:„  

e- sue-   Quality Standard: Tuif is dense enough to exhibit a minimal disruption ofdhe overall
sitrlace so ball will roll smoothly across the feefsurfaces.

Quality Standard: Cut turf is free of visible; lifferences ir,+ cutting heights that would
affect ball roll by causing the ball to•bot•incd ii,IIeriprltfed,._-   

Quality Standard: Tun' is of sufficient density to support a golf Aa11 above the giound
surface.

c witty Standard: Less than 5% of the total green surface is void of turf

Qualify Standard: There is less than 2% weed; pecies 9n, ray pu titg surface,

TEES::-     

Tees: are normally maintained less intensive) thari.greens hut more than:fairways and. roughs.
The. main goal in,wee. rnaintepange is to.:try and maintain: strona regeneration of turf in areas
where turf is damaged from player activity.  : Tees. should be mowed 2-3 times per week

r•---     dependent.on g owih conditions.._:  

5
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VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard:   All tee qualify furfgrasses be it-.hentgrass,  bermudagrass,
ryegrass, fescue, bluegrass, and Pea annue, will have appropriate green color for its
species during the part of the season it is being evaluated

Quality Standard: There is limited discoloration due to water stress ordisease
pressure.•.  • .  .    .  •  -  

Mowing' height L:.:'  

Uniform mowing height is-a critical factor when determining quality of tee.surfaces. The height
of cut can affect the playability of the tee.       

Quality Standard: The turf is kept at a uniform height of. 400" - 750" with no

visible ridges left after mowing.

Texture

The irriportanceof uniform texture is less important on tees than on greens. Differenttexlures
A r. will make tits surface appear uneven and unsightly.

1-.. Quality- tandard: Texture varxatlons are mi ik ized through,proper.culturafprachces
such asaera€ion,,det, atribing, anct topdressing.

USABLE

Performance

Usable and level tee surfaces are a big factor used to. determine the overall quality of golf
course turfs. There are several important factors to evaluate when determining the usability of
turfs on golf' course tees. .

Quality Standard: Turf is dense enough to exhibit a minimal disruption of the •
surface, so a hall willlie srnoe€hly on the leaf surfaces-.     

Quality Standard: Tee surfaces allow firm footing for the player.

Qual/ty Standard:. Tee surface is smooth and uniform ano?players can take   ' •
a lerrelstance when teeing up the ball.. •.

Quality Standard: There- is-sufficient turf on'-tees to aliov : markgrs to be rotated daily
to a new healthy turfarea. r     -

Density •  

t   The density of the turf is a very important factor in determining- quality•golf course turf. A dense
stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is important for the game of-golf. Dense



1      -

turf will also be More rasistinf to disease and• Ureed' infestation•and will have a better••overa!!
appearance.      

Quality standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas ofsoil surface are evident upon closer Inspection,

Quality standard., Less than 10% of the tee surface is void, of turf.  •• .     •

Qualitystandard:; There is less than 3% weed infestation in any fee surface,

FAIRWAYS

Fairways- are large turf area that are- subjected to more cart and vehicle traffic than greens
and tees. Because of this, the standard for turf quality Is lower- because they have a lower   .
concentration- of play and are intended- to be the best avenue td access; the green.' Fairways--
should be mowed 2- 3 times per week based on growing conditions.    

VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard: Fairway tur.fgrasses that include bentgrass, lermudagrass, fescue,
3:;:    bluegrass, - arid ryegr'ass,• and' Pea anrtua cir• fairways• will have apprdpria( e green

color for-its species during the part of the.season- it is being evaltrafdd,

Quality Standard: There• is less than 10%. discoloration dose to water stress or disease
t:     pressure on fairways.

Miowina Height

Uniform mowing height is important for maintaining quality fairway end rough turfs. The height    •
of cut can have serious effects on the overall quality of playa    ..    .  ..       

Quality Standard: Fairway turf is kept at a.-uniform height of-:400" - . 760" with no

ridges left after mowing:

Texture

Uniform - texture is less important on fairways than on greens and tees. Different textures will
make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Qualify.-S€andard: . Uniform ; texture- will be maintained...by. minimizing weed and
un-tdesirahfe turfs in fat .ray areas fo less ffl.e-p ri°% of the to€al area.

USABLE

Performance

Performance of fairway turf is important to the ovcs•ail quality of golf course turfs. There are
several• imriportant factors to•evaluate when determi ing the usability of turfs on fairways:

7 -   -
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Quality Standard: Cut turf is free of visible differences In cutting heights,

Quality Standard: Turf is uniform and ball will roll an appropriate distance after
larding in fairways.

Quality Standard: Turf is dense enough' to exhibit a minimal disruption of the overall

surface so ball will set on top of leaf surfaces to allow for good lies,

Density

The density of the fairway turf is a very-imporlant factor in determining quality golf course turf.
A dense stand of Turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is important for ihe' game of.
golf. Dense- turf will also tie" more• resistant to disease and weed infestation and will have a
better overall appearance.  •

Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas of soil swface are evident upon closer inspection.

Quality Standard: Fairways will have no more than 5% of total area with bare ground
exposed

ROUGHS

Roughs are huge turf areas that are subjected to more cart and vehicle traffic than greens,
tees and fairways. Because of this, the standard for. turf quality- is lowey. because they have aLs,

i--  lower concentration of play and. are intended. to penalize players who. sre errant in their shot
43   .:- making. Roughs are maintained to their turf type, landscape, season; golfing event andtor

player ability. Roughs should be mowed 1- 2 times per week based. on growing conditions.     

Color

Quality Standard:: Rough turfgrasses that include bentgrass, hermudagrass, fescue,
bluegrass,- and ryearass, will have appropriate green color for its species during the

fpartof the season it is being evaluated-•.     -   .    -      •
Quality Standard: Thep- is less than 20% discoloration die to Waterstressor•disease
pressure on roughs

Mowing Height

Uniform. mowing height is important for maintaining quality rough turfs. The height- of cut can
have serious effects on the overall quality of play.   • .     

Quality Standard: Rough- turf is kept at a uniform height of 971/ 2" to 2-1/ 2's. with no
ridges left after mowing.

s
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Texture
r

i Uniform texture is less important on Toughs than in other areas of the golf course. Different     ,
textures will make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Qruality Standard:  Uniform texture will be maintained by minimizing weed and
undesirable turfs in rough areas to less than 10% of the total area;

USABLE

Performance

Performance of rough turfs is important to the overall quality of golf course turfs. There are    -
several important factors to evaluate when determining the usability of turfs en roughs.

Qualify Standard: Cut turf is free of visible differences in cutting heighfs,

Quality Standard: Turf is uniform and a ball' will roll are appropriate distance after
landing in the rough. 

Quality Standard: Turf is dense enough to exhibit a minimal disruption of the overall
t1.• surface: sp a ball will set on top- of leaf surfaces to allow for good lies.   -.

f-       •      
tensity

r.:,_>:•

r The densityfof:the rough turf.is a very' importantfacter in determining q tality golf courselurf. A
am,••    dense stand- of turf allows the ball- to have uniform lies, which is• important for the gameofgolf.

Dense turf-twill also be more resistant to disease and weed infestation and will have a better
overall appearance.     

Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas of soil surface are evident upon closer. inspection, ;      

Wally Standard: Roughs will have no more than 5% of total area with bare ground
exposed In watered areas, 15% exposed in non- watered areas. `

Quality Standard: Roughs are- kept at -q uniform hefght, of '1412" It? 2-1/2'. with no
ridges! eft after mowing.

DRIV PG RANGE  .

Driving range turf is maintained with minimal inputs since players are not actually playing off
the surface and therefore lower quality is acceptable. The main goal is to maintain as dense a
turf gover as possible to allow for balls to be easily picked from the area.. The landing area will
be mowed once a week and the-driving range tee will be-moweh•2- 3 tidies per Week. - •     •



is

VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard: Bentgrass, bermudagrass, . ryegrass, fescue, and bluegrass on a

driving range will have appropriate green color for its species daring the par of the
season it is beingeValuafed       ..   

V

QUafItjTStancderd; Thei4 is less than 25% discoloration due to water stress or disease  '

pressure,

Mowing Height

Ur iforin mowing' height is important for maintaining quality driving range•turf. The' height of cut
can have- teribus effects on the overall quality of play.

Quality standard: The teeing area height is kept as found in- the FAIRWAY standard,
The Range area height will be kept as found in the ROUGH standard.

Texture

Aft iJriiform texture is less important on the driving range. Different texture will make the surface
r appear uneven and unsightly.
t Quali y ,Staridard:... Ong-ono.. texture - will be.- malntainec,;. by, triaumizing . 4." eed. and

i'    undesirable. tw1s on the driving range, 
K t

USABLE
Performance

Performance of driving range turf is of less importance to the overall quality of the facility than
the other turfs. There are several important factors to evaluate when determining the usability
of the driving range turf.

Quality Standard: Cut-turf is free- of visible differences in cuttingg heights,   

Quality Siam and:, Turf is uniform and ball• will roil an.: appropriate distance after
landing.

Density - •  

The density of the turf is a less important factor in determining quality driving range turf since
the teeing area is in•a constant state of.reppir.and; the range is of rrormaliy 4ised, as a playing
surface. Dense. turf will be-•more resistant to disease and weed infestation and will. hay.e a
better overall appearance.

Qualify Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas of'soil surface are evident.

io



QualltyStandarck Delving Range• will have no more than 20% of the total eras with      •
bare ground t  •

SAND BUNKERS

Sand Bunkers have become an integral part of the golf course for strategic Play, course
hazards; and aeathefics.  Because of these, the standards for bunkers are set to Create a
ha4rd while still providing- for eas4-of maintenance 4nd golfer playabilitY:    .• '

VISUAL

Sand Color,

Quality Standard: Sand bunkers may have any one of a multitude of colom
from. white, to brown, to. even black depending on budgets, local vendor supplies
and specifications:    •       • I•  

Quality Standard; There Is less than 5% discoloration clue to sand contamination,

Saild•Denth A•

A

6      •

Unifoitn sand is important, for maintaining, duality bunkers. The depth may vary
r•    depending on the.Severity and constryotidn otttie-Nnker.

1f 111,k!?      Atict0I14r.:Stalfdard:. Bunker sand is kept at a7.uniform delgh of 4 mcileswrih no
2-

ty • -...fildgesiettaVer. raking..;%•. -      .  
s. . 

4.   . ,.      .

T6rture

Uniform texture is important in bunkers for golfer playability. Different textures will cause
difficult•shctmaking and make the surface appear uneven and Unsightly.

Quality$ tprrifarcir Uniform.textyrawll lat,o74.1rgained by-utilizing a bunkersaidnfthe
same quality each time. the bunker is..rewoi:04 or sand addeff.. tOirwaY1),Ilnkers

hogigheffrniefthan green side hunkers to allow forprefier slikselection.

USABLE
cr.

Peri:wale:nos

Perfonj- iertce: of send bunkers UV irripqttint to the overall quality of' the facility,  There are
several important factors to evaluate when. determining the usability and desirability of the
sand licsAkers. '     •      : ve•- i%

tatatitytandaid: gunkers have minimal amounts of stones, rocks, debris, weeds
bncl intects,  

quality Standard: Sand is uniform and ball• will- hot plug when proper USGA
specification sandls used

11



rTh\:    

cltialitir Standard:  There will he a nithirturri Of:two qualfijr bunker ralretrper. unkeri  •     •
for:Offer-asp; gore rakes maYbe addedorOargerbunkers forgolfer convenierm!

GOLF COURSE TREES r

Trees are an important component to tits overall quality of our& if courses. Trees provide us
with various colors, ehapeeandlextures and, help• define the golf holes.

Trees also contribute to caw quality of life by providing oxygen and absorbing carhondioxide
produced by care and induetry. Tree leaves also trap and filter dust and.pollen. They provide
shade in the summer and help block-the wind on the courses. They also provide protection to
surrounding homes and businesses from stray golf bells. They can also shield unsightly views
Trees on the golf courses, also provide essential habitat** birds ind° that- Wildlife.

The large number of trees on the golf-courses makes itdifficultto pedant a detailed eppraisai
of each tree on an annual basis, Routine annual inspections are done mostly from the ground .
level and further, more detailed inspections are carried out if there are any concerns.

VISUAL
4       •   •    •       

OkftY! ip frees should display at least some seriztalancepf the form common
to the sPeoks. Some allowance shall be riratie for natural " character", but grossly

sit misshapen trees will not pass fnapeciton

Qtrafilk Siamfarck Dead trees will be removed unless lheXare irkqpe9ted asbeing Safe
end may ,yikovide 4dlite habitat or.:ke a significant,. conteguling factor to the.

14;      •  playability of a hole. There shall be no silks,. dead ' liege or other unsightly

r '   -•  •  I •   1' 7

Qydlify.StanddrrA Silo& should not be Visible.' Theyshc, ufd& fit& be removcltolt

least twialvelaches below,grognd,orhidden.by existing Kegetati6,17.

USABLE

quaWSiandard: Trees planted fora speollio.reason.(foe example. to serve esvisuel
S'areens, noise barriers, orprovide shdej should serve the Intgaded purpose.

Quality Standard: Tree limbs should nottrifetfere with bulk:fit*, ut?Iffy wires, etc.

Quality Standard: Tree:branchesshould be high enougIrdbovedhe ground surface to
allow safe operation - of mowers,--golf-.carts". and other- equipment beneatfr their
canopy.. The only exception would•be a free specie, such ara blue spruce, where the
tree canopy stretches upward from the ground.

Quality Standard Tree branches should be trimmer; . as ; needed to minimize
interfprencevithpropor irrigation. syslem operailonArimMedforproper specie form,
anal trinirne44.elfininate depd, brekewor hazardous

k‘
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o'   

f    ;     
Quality Standard Maths and/or foliage should not ,obstruct Coarse signago or •     •
pathvirays. Tree roots should not interfere with pathways oP other features-of the golf•
course that may interfere with the game ofgolf.      

EDGES AROUND THE GOLF COURSE- LAKES, PONDS•eand-STREAIVIS

USABLE'  •       

ttadlity Standdth Lake astreanteciggs; sheirbe inaintatiied arid trimmed    "
e• •   •  

apprepliae for ge focal bondittons andior refgationsl' of!a regale? basis;

Qbality' Sfan der& Lake, porid; and strawy edges shall be free of erosion damage.      •

GOLF COURSE GROUND COVERS:AND SHRUBS     •

Golf•doutse grotind coV0:0"erid shrubs vary.in height, leaf fektur& and-form. Most ofthe ground
covers on the golf course are low-growing evergreen plant materials, vohleh are encouraged to
form dense' mate where they are used.

Shrubs-are generally definedias• woody perennial plants, which are relatively low growing. On
the VOlkotriselheY are: gefierally lets than tix,feet=in height.    9, 

Rioth. the grofttid covers. and shrubs can serve several landscape funblions. They can help
suppress weeds alid rdIn toil reenter): They can aiscr-be used to hide certain 1511411Y
objects in th • landsdape such as poles,-valve boxes etc. They also provide•visual contrasts in    •
the landscap4o the' large expanses of turf.bymroyiding varying heights, shapes and colors.

VISUAL

v.,. •      •

Qu'alify Standard: The.re are no inappropriate bare areas in ground cover areas. One
ntay see bare ground in a close Pa" butifhe ptanfing! preseigts an overall dense
appearance.   

Qualify Standdar'  Flowering ground covers or shrubs display good distriimflou of -
fio.wers in apprepriate seasons across the entire Planting;      ••       •  •  • ••   -•

Quality Standard No evidence ofpests or debris from normal viewing distances,
rose inspeotion. revaals minor signs apestsIdisease.

I:,  • -  USABLE

Quality Standard:. Plants conform to height. consistent.,with. species and intended
function.    • 

Quality Standard: Groupcicovers will he In areas wave they do not interfece-with •
play.

CL . 1
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C.: .•.     • GOLF COURSE AMENITIES

001f course amenities inelude the various items That are part of the course•set••up orfealtireA    ,
f that add to the oomfort. This would...Ira:de such things as flagsticks, benclies,

washers t fee markers) eignage yardage Markers, hazard stakes, water coolers; spinkler
heads, valve boxes; etc. Though they may seem like small, insignificant items thess,small
rietaii items areofteri.thedifference when players Judge the overall course preeentationp

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Flags, flag:sticks, cups, tee markers, benches, wastebaskets, water
qu.olemitgunialos, and ball Wasliers shalt be clean,.       -     •     

QualityStandard: Fldgr flegstioke, cup., tee Markers, benches,•wasfebaskefs, water .

oodrorefountOM end•bell washers shall be foe of damage.     - I-

Quality Standard: Tee towels will be clean and fresh. eall washer fluids wilt be
changed weekly or when offensive odors or lack of fluid exists.

Quality Standard: Trap rakes shall he free ofdambge:

I'.       •
c' s•     Qualit4tandarpk:Sprinkler heads and yalveboxei shall be free ofdamage  ,

c-, Quality, terlda    . Spunislar& ads ancf.t,141,10,P0xes..shall fie.leyekand trartmed(...
1•• 

USABLE

Quality S• tandard: Cup liners will be undamaged and support flagstioks properly.

Ouality Stands Ball, washers, spike..brushes and benches shall, aff.t.k.iti pod
w.Okkingiorder.       r

Quality Standard: Course signage will located properly and bp free.of damage.

Quality Standard: hazard and Out-of Bounds stakes will be, located in proper
locafibris;where.aPProPt

GO.LF COURSE SUPVORT. FACILITIES

GOLF COURSE PARKING LOTS

Golf ceurse..parking lots also coniribute to the first impression our plaYart have when they
visit our altea, Golf maintenance staff is responsible for coordinating In-houses or mother
agency, to assure the lots are maintained in The proper manner-for the safe Use by ciuri,

f customers. Opir maintenance staff is responeible. fmrnairitaining; p1sritt04 areas in the lets and:
assuring That fii6I6t6, are attractive for our users.

f.
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4 VISUAL.

Quality. Standard: Parking lots will be free of trash and other debris.

Quality Standard: Crews will sweep parking lots on a bi-weekly basis or as needed

Quality Standard; Plant material in parking lot islands will be regularly maintained
anc4free ofWeeds.       . 

USABLE

Qualify Sfarldarth: Aff Signage• in parking, Ms will ke maintained so it is visible and
easily readable for visitors.

GOLF COURSE CART VATH8

Golf course cart paths assure the efficient movement of players throughout. the gamma and
are important for controlling wear patterns aropncjgreens and tees Well- maintained paths also
add to the overall positive experiencefor ofgcps:totper.      2

VISUAL•

QUallty0andard: Cart paths ere: free of turf growth on top of surface• and aaneatly

k  .•    edger!: 

CtualltwAtandard: Cart path surfaces are clean and free of dirt, leaves and grass
cliPPIP101

5* 5 USABLE 0     •

Quality Standard: Cart paths will have less than 5% potholes or cracking.

Qualliy Standard: Cart paths vie'have less thae 5% raised.areas caused byfree root•   

001, COURSE RETROOMS

While course' conditiobi afe the' most important ccinsicleration in& et-n* 11401[ 1e overall quality
of our facilities, the conditions of the recta:/ ow:can often be a negative factor affecting the
perception of our customers regarding overall 064ditions Customers will notice if resirooms
are well maintained or if they are poorly Mainfairied. The resfroom quality standqrds are as

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Toilets, urinals, slake, partitions and mirrors are clean.

Quality Standard; Toilets, urinals, sinksi. parlitions and mirrors era free ofgraffiti.

15



r•-•••.      QUality Standard; Restrooms are free of odors.

USABLE

n Qua,* Standard; Restrooms are clean.       

Camay Standard: Restrooms are odorfree,  

Quality Standard.qiestroonislve functional..  s'   • .-   • '
4

I

IV: ENVIRONMENTAL•STANDARDS  ••  • 

Goff Coattee AmlioatiOns   .  

Directors of golf arid golf coursesuperintendents Will develop arid Implement a Golf  •
Course Environmental Management( OEM) plan that, at a minimum addresses the
flowing Issues: 
0 Creates document, and impleTerian ecosystem-based overall golf course

inahagtiment Phliesophy:     - — • •'•.
4'

Promote environmental safety, education, and awareness
Comply with all applicable environiTienterstenciards and regulations

o Minimize pollution through an active and comprehensive prevention program
c•  A.., 0 Employ state of the art conservation• practices throughout all golf course facilities

EMplby best maintenance practices that include an integrated peat rnanagement
aPpr9abh that reduces pesticide use
PrapliCe. proacjive cUstonier relations and education on environmentalissues

The GEM Plan will enable Key Golf Management golf courses to attain the following
goals:   r.'   1,.     

o To enhance installations ecologically and economically
To develop environmentally responsible golf puma that are economically viable
To improve, gest%and protect habitatfor wildlife and plant species in concertviith
the TOM mission

o • - Tb-reotignizithat every golf course muStbe developed add niana:gbd With

consideration forfor the lanique conditions of the ecosysteni ofwhichit is:a part  '
a ' to provide: important green spacebenefits

70 Tutise natural reeNrces' effiolOniV
O To respect adjecentiand use when planning, constructing, maintaining, or operating

golf courses
o to create destable playing cOnditiOfis through practice. that t4reserve environmental

quality
a To support ongoing, research to scientlileally establish new anti better ways to

iielf.'elop anti manage KGM golf courses inlharrnolly with the environment • •  •
To' document Outstanding developrrient and management practices to promote more
widesprekt implementation of enfilronmdntally sound golf '-•     ,

o To educate golfers, managers, commanders, and the local comrritinityi, abetitthe
PrincipleSefi'enVirOnmentel responsibiliVend to promote the underistAnding that
environmentally sound golf courses are quality golf courses

16  .,.,.



USABLE

Quaffty Standard: The initial GEM Plan should be accomplished no later than 3 years.

Qualfty S.fandard: The GEM Plan should then be updated at leadt everythreeyears
thereafter.

1.• 
a

C)•4

r

77
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GURALNICK & GILLILAND, LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

A FULL SERVICE COMMUNITY 40- 004 COOK STREET, SUITE 3

ASSOCIATION LAW FIRM PALM DESERT, CALIFORNIA 92211

TELEPHONE: ( 760) 340- 1515

FACSIMILE: ( 760) 568- 3053

E- MAIL: WayneG@GGHOALAW. COM

PLEASE REFER TO FILE: 04- 179

June 19, 2019

SENT VIA EMAIL

Vincent Whittaker, Esq.
LEWIS BRISBOIS BISGAARD& SMITH LLP

74- 830 Highway 111, Suite 200
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Re:       First Amendment to Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and
Restrictions and Reservation of Easements for Golf Course( Trilogy at La
Quinta)

Your Clients:  CBGM, LLC( Richard I. Cushman) and TTBGM, INC.( Thomas T. Brown)

Our Client:    Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association (" TLQMA")

Dear Vince:

Please find attached the First Amendment to Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and
Restrictions and Reservation of Easements(" First Amendment") for your clients' review and execution.
If you have any questions or if your clients believe there is a need to meet to discuss the First
Amendment, please feel free to contact the undersigned and we will facilitate same.

Sincerely,

GURALNICK& GILLILAND, LLP

IO4q se Gtcv a rccl¢

Wayne Guralnick

lid—Attachment

cc via email: Board of Directors, Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association do G. Turner, President and E.
Angle, General Manager
01. 177, 0C. 1 tNm1CCR.. 617. u7d



RECORDING REQUESTED BY:
Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association

AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:
Trilogy at La Quinta Maintenance Association
do GURALNICK& GILLILAND, LLP

Attn: Wayne S. Guralnick, Esq.
40- 004 Cook Street, Suite 3

Palm Desert, CA 92211

Space Above For Recorder' s Use)

FIRST AMENDMENT TO

RESTATED DECLARATION OF COVENANTS, CONDITIONS AND
RESTRICTIONS AND RESERVATION OF EASEMENTS FOR GOLF COURSE

TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA)

This First Amendment to Restated Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions
and Reservation of Easements for Golf Course ( Trilogy at La Quinta) (" First Amendment") is
made this day of June, 2019, by and between CBGM, LLC, a California limited liability
company and TTBGM,  INC.,  a California corporation  ( collectively,  " Course Owner")  and

TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION, a California non-profit mutual
benefit corporation (" Residential Declarant" and " TLQMA").  Unless otherwise specified within

this First Amendment, the definitions set forth within the Restated Declaration of Covenants,
Conditions and Restrictions and Reservation of Easements for Golf Course ( Trilogy at La Quinta)
recorded on April 3, 2017 as Instrument Number 2017- 0135121 (" Declaration") shall apply to the
capitalized terms contained within this First Amendment.

WHEREAS, the Parties hereto entered into and executed the Declaration;

WHEREAS, the Declaration provided that the Residential Declarant agreed to facilitate
the Rehab Project;

WHEREAS, the Parties hereto wish to clarify and amend the Declaration as it relates to
the Rehab Project and the Perimeter Landscape Areas (" PLAs").

NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties hereto covenant and agree as follows:

1.       The scope of the work for the Rehab Project within the PLAs has been completed
and approved by the parties hereto. Any reference to an Exhibit H-- Rehab Project Agreement
within the Declaration is hereby deleted.  The accounting for the Rehab Project, as set forth within
Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof by this reference, is approved by the Parties
hereinafter, collectively referred to as the" Rehab Project Expenditures"). TLQMA also expended

550, 000. 00 to add decomposed granite and other inert material as ground cover for the PLAs.

1



2.       The Landscape Maintenance Specifications attached hereto as Exhibit B and made
a part hereof by this reference, shall be the standard for the landscape maintenance specifications
agreed to between the Parties to maintain the PLAs for both the Initial Maintenance Period and
Subsequent Maintenance Period(s) as identified within Paragraph 11( c)( i) of the Declaration.  The
Parties have estimated, at a minimum, that four ( 4) full time employees will be required to

facilitate Phase 1 Area and Phase 3 Area maintenance within the PLAs and three ( 3) full time
employees to facilitate Phase 2 Area maintenance within the PLAs in accordance with the
Landscape Maintenance Specifications ( hereinafter, collectively referred to as the " Required
Employees"); provided, however, if the Required Employees are insufficient to maintain and
repair said areas in accordance with the Landscape Maintenance Specifications ( as determined by
TLQMA) then, in such an event, TLQMA may add employees to facilitate said maintenance for
any portion of the PLAs and the cost of same shall be split fifty percent ( 50%) to TLQMA and

fifty percent  ( 50%)  to Course Owner  (" Additional Employee Costs").  Additionally,  any

maintenance/ repair cost identified as an extra within the Landscape Maintenance Specifications
shall be split fifty percent  ( 50%)  to TLQMA and fifty percent  ( 50%)  to Course Owner

Additional Maintenance Costs").

3.       TLQMA' s 12- Month Maintenance Period. TLQMA' s responsibility to pay for
the 12-Month Maintenance Period shall be from twelve ( 12) months from the completion of each
phase and not twelve ( 12) months from the completion of any respective hole contained within the
PLAs.  The parties hereto further confirm that the 12- Month Maintenance Period for the Phase 1
Area and Phase 3 Area commenced as of August 1, 2018 and shall end on July 31, 2019; the Initial
Maintenance Period for the Phase 2 Area commenced as of November 1, 2018 and shall end as of
October 31, 2019. A map identifying the location within the PLAs for Phase 1 Area, Phase 2 Area
and Phase 3 Area is attached hereto as Exhibit C and made a part hereof by this reference (" PLA

Map").

4.       Initial Maintenance Period.  The parties hereto agree that the maintenance costs for
the PLA for the Initial Maintenance Period in accordance with the Exhibit B Landscape
Maintenance Specifications shall be as follows:

a)      Phase 1 and Phase 3 Areas (based on a 12-month period commencing
August 1. 2019):

Initial Maintenance Period Monthly Cost Total

August 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019 j  $ 17, 889. 50 j  $  89, 447. 50

January 1, 2020 to July 31, 2020 j  $ 19, 058. 50    $ 133, 409. 50
j Rodent Control—August 1, 2019— July 31, 2020 j  $    450.00 j  $    5, 400. 00

j Dump Fees—August 1, 2019— July 31, 2020 1, 192. 00 j $   14, 304. 00
j Total for Phase 1 and Phase 3 Areas I I   $ 242, 561. 00

2



b)      Phase 2 Areas( based on a 12- month period commencing November 1.
2019):

Initial Maintenance Period Monthly Cost Total
November 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019 7, 180. 50 I  $ 14, 361. 00

January 1, 2020 to October 31, 2020 7, 649. 50 j  $ 76, 495. 00
Rodent Control—Nov. 1, 2019— October 31, 2020 I   $  1, 800. 00 j  $ 21, 600. 00

Dump Fees—Nov. 1, 2019 to October 31, 2020       (   $  1, 192. 00 ( $  14, 304. 00
Total for Phase 2 Areas I I $ 126,760.00 I
hereinafter, collectively referred to as the" Initial Maintenance Costs")

TLQMA and Course Owner will each pay fifty percent( 50%) of the Initial Maintenance Costs and

any Additional Employee Costs and/ or Additional Maintenance Costs. After expiration of the
Initial Maintenance Period, TLQMA and Course Owner will pay for the Subsequent Maintenance
Period an amount equal to fifty percent ( 50%) of the Initial Maintenance Costs plus the CPI
Change or increases in labor costs passed through by TLQMA' s contractor based on state
mandated increases for the hourly minimum wage, whichever is greater, fifty percent( 50%) of any
Additional Employee Costs and fifty percent  ( 50%)  of any Additional Maintenance Costs
hereinafter, collectively referred to as " 50% Party Contribution").  The 50% Party Contribution

shall be paid within fifteen( 15) days of receipt of an invoice for same and, if not paid within thirty
30) days of receipt of an invoice for same, TLQMA may levy a late charge in an amount not to

exceed ten percent( 10%) of the delinquent monthly payment.

Additionally, any damage to the PLAs beyond the control of TLQMA ( such as acts of God) which
are not covered under the contract with the Iandscape contractor defined herein, shall be borne
equally between TLQMA and Course Owner.    Similarly, any loss of plant life or any other
expense not covered by the landscape maintenance agreement  (" Landscape Maintenance
Agreement")  by and between TLQMA and a contractor selected by TLQMA (" Landscape
Contractor") and/or not caused by the Landscape Contractor shall be shared equally between
TQLMA and Course Owner.

5.       The access points on the Golf Course (" Access Points") to be used by TLQMA' s
Landscape Contractor to provide landscape maintenance of the PLAs during the 12- Month
Maintenance Period, the Initial Maintenance Period and Subsequent Maintenance Period shall be
those Access Points used by TLQMA' s Landscape Contractor for the Rehab Project.

6.       TLQMA shall obtain Course Owner' s approval prior to removing any healthy tree
within the PLAs; TLQMA shall have the right, without Course Owner' s approval, to remove any
dead or dying trees within the PLAs ( provided TLQMA obtains an arborist' s report that confirms
such tree is dead or dying) and provides same to the Course Owner.

7.       The maintenance during the 12-Month Maintenance Period, Initial Maintenance
Period and the Subsequent Maintenance Period was, is and will be performed by a Landscape
Contractor selected by TLQMA and not the contractor who performed the work for the Rehab
Project.   TLQMA shall provide a copy of the Landscape Maintenance Agreement with the
Landscape Contractor within ten ( 10) days of full execution of same by TLQMA and the
Landscape Contractor.

3



8.       In order to provide an all- inclusive map which identifies the PLAs and the Turf
Areas, the map attached as Exhibit G to the Declaration shall be replaced and superseded by the
attached Exhibit C-- PLA Map.

9.       TLQMA' s Landscape Contractor shall have access to any time clock( s)/ irrigation

clock(s) that is/are controlling the irrigation system for the PLAs to facilitate increase and/ or
decrease of station times within the time/irrigation clock(s) to provide the proper water coverage
for the PLAs.

10.      Golf Course Maintenance Standards shall remain the same as identified within the
Declaration, a copy of which are attached hereto as Exhibit D for ease of reference.

11.      In the event of any inconsistencies between this First Amendment and the
Declaration, the terms of this First Amendment shall control.

12.      Except as set forth in this First Amendment, the Declaration shall remain in full
force and effect.

13.      Counterparts.  This First Amendment may be executed in counterparts and when
each Party has signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart shall be
deemed an original and all counterparts taken together shall constitute one and the same First
Amendment, which shall be binding in effectiveness to all Parties.

signatures on next page]



Executed on this day of 2019, in La Quinta, California.

Residential Declarant"

TRILOGY AT LA QUINTA MAINTENANCE ASSOCIATION
A California Non-Profit Mutual Benefit Corporation

By:
Gary Turner, President

See attached California All- Purpose Acknowledgement]

Course Owner"

CBGM, LLC

A California Limited Liability Company

By:
Richard I. Cushman

See attached California All-Purpose Acknowledgement]

TTBGM, INC.

A California Corporation

By:
Thomas T. Brown

See attached California All-Purpose Acknowledgement]
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EXHIBIT A

REHAB PROJECT EXPENDITURES

Landscape Contractor I Gross To be Paid

I Total Project Links I $   70,200. 60

PTI Golf Trilogy Park Way I $   11, 000.00

PTI Golf Phase 1 I $ 937, 600. 00 I
I PTI Golf Phase 3 85, 525. 00

PTI Golf Phase 2 718, 447. 30

I

PTI Golf Phase Dust Control 275, 899. 00

Total PTI Expenses 2, 028, 471. 30

PLA Maintenance

Sunshine Maintenance— Phases 1 and 3 147, 187. 00

Sunshine Maintenance— Phase 2 144,441. 00

Western Exterminator 5, 400. 00 1

PLA— Filters 1, 562. 90

298, 590. 90

Other Expenses

I Irrigation Plan 8 & 9 4, 000. 00

Sunshine Plant Removal 9& 10 23, 500. 00 I

I City of La Quinta 5, 237. 61

I Demboyz, InterAccess 828. 63

I Discount Tree Service( DITRE)  53, 340. 00

MSA Consultant 1, 100. 00

Petra Geosciences ( PEGEO)       1, 200. 00

I Signarama 557. 24

I AEA Plumbing 1, 475. 00

I Sunshine Debris Removal 2, 375. 00

I Sunshine Debris Removal 6, 500. 00 I
Sunshine Landscape- Hole 7 2, 000. 00

Total Other Expense 102, 113. 48

Committed Total 2,499,376.28

IProject
Total 2, 500, 000. 00

Uncommitted 623. 72 I
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EXHIBIT B

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE SPECIFICATIONS
FOR PERIMETER LANDSCAPE AREAS

A.  STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE. Landscape Contractor shall use due care, skill, and
diligence in the performance of its obligations. As more particularly described in the Scope
of Work Specifications, attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and made a part hereof by this
reference(" Specifications").

B.  SCOPE OF SERVICES. Landscape Contractor shall use its best efforts to ensure that all

plant material be in a healthy, growing condition. Complete landscape maintenance shall
include: pruning, shaping and training of trees, shrubs; fertilization; weed control; control of
all plant diseases and pests; maintenance and repairs of irrigation systems down- stream of
the drip zone control valves and drainage systems; and all other maintenance required to      .

maintain the PLAs in a safe, attractive and useable condition and maintain all plant material
in good condition with acceptable growth and color. Landscape Contractor shall maintain
the PLAs as enumerated in Exhibit 5 — Perimeter Landscape Maintenance Areas, attached
hereto and made a part hereof by this reference,  in accordance with the Exhibit 1
Specifications.  Except as noted all labor,  equipment and material to accomplish the

Specifications enumerated in Exhibit 1 for the PLAs shall be performed as part of the
contract price.

C.  LANDSCAPE PERSONNEL. Landscape Contractor shall furnish enough supervisory and
working personnel capable of promptly accomplishing all work required under the
Landscape Maintenance Agreement, as more specifically described in Exhibit 3 -- Required

Employees,  attached hereto and made a part hereof by this reference. The Landscape
Contractor shall accomplish all normal landscape maintenance required under the Landscape
Maintenance Agreement during Monday through Friday.    Landscape Contractor shall

comply with all state and federal requirements for the safety and protection of Landscape
Contractor' s employees including, but not limited to, Cal/ OSHA requirements adopted from
time to time by the California Department of Industrial Relations.

D.  SCHEDULES.  Work requiring motorized equipment such lawnmowers,  gas operated
utility carts or tractors shall begin no earlier than permitted by City of La Quinta ordinance.
Work may take place every day of the year within the PLAs and GolfCourse.

E.  EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS. Landscape Contractor shall provide and maintain all
its own equipment. Landscape Contractor may store some of its equipment and materials
at the Benefitted Property within the facility provided for this purpose and as expressly
agreed to in writing by TLQMA. Under no condition shall such equipment and material be

maintained on the grounds within the Benefitted Property or in a building within the
Benefitted Property unless otherwise approved in writing by TLQMA. Any extras for
equipment and materials shall be billed to TLQMA and Course Owner at Landscape

Contractor' s actual cost and shall be Additional Maintenance Costs. Landscape Contractor
shall provide, upon request,  any direct billing to Landscape Contractor to establish
Landscape Contractor' s actual cost.
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F.  ONE YEAR REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE. Landscape Contractor agrees to replace

any plant material that is not in good condition within one ( 1) year from the date of its
original installation.

G. DEBRIS. All areas in the Perimeter Landscape Area shall be kept free of all debris

including, but not limited to, the following items: bottles, glass, ponding water, rodent
mounds, cans, paper, cardboard, metallic items and other debris. Those areas that may on
occasion be exceptionally littered shall be cleared the day after the litter occurs, unless that
day shall fall on a weekend or holiday. This is particularly important on the outside
perimeter and entrance areas.

EXHIBIT 1

SCOPE OF WORK SPECIFICATIONS

1.  SCOPE OF WORK

Landscape Contractor shall provide,  at own risk and cost,  all labor,  supervision,

materials, tools, equipment, transportation, hauling, dumping, permits, insurance, taxes,
and all other applicable items needed in order to perform the landscape maintenance
work within the PLAs on a five ( 5) days per week basis, those days being Monday
through Friday, and shall use its best efforts to ensure that all plant material shall be in a
healthy, lush and attractive growing condition. Complete landscape maintenance which
shall include:  pruning,  shaping and training of trees,  shrubs,  and ground cover;

fertilization; weed control; control of all plant diseases; notification of rodent activity;
maintenance and repairs of irrigation systems down- stream of the drip zone control
valves and drainage systems; thinning of overcrowded planter beds;  and all other
maintenance required to maintain the PLAs in a safe, attractive and useable condition

and all plant material in good condition with acceptable growth and color at all times in
accordance with TLQMA' s standards.

Landscape Contractor shall always have on site during the work period at least one ( 1)
fulltime English-speaking supervisor. Landscape Contractor shall also provide regularly;
and no less than monthly, to TLQMA' s representative a " crew strength"  schedule.

Anytime the crew strength changes appreciably a new schedule shall be submitted.

Crew strength be in accordance with Exhibit 3 - Required Employees.

2.  TURF MAINTENANCE( CUTTING/ EDGING/ BLOWING)

All turf areas maintained by TLQMA within the PLAs shall be mowed at least one ( 1)
time per week, ( except when mowing is delayed due to inclement weather or during
over seeding ofwinter rye grass), to maintain a neat and manicured appearance.

Mower blades shall be sharp and balanced.

Trim edges by use of a power edger, string trimmer or hand edger adjacent to walks,
curbs, paving, headers, and shrub areas on the same day the mowing is performed. All
edging must be in a clean line and ifnot, the vendor is responsible to repair. Depending
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on the type of trees, except palms, all trees are to be protected at the base by a collar to
protect the bark.

A buffer zone shall be maintained around all trees, buildings and raised fixtures in turf. A
neat detail well of 11- 18 inches( based on size of tree trunk) from the base of all trees and
drip zones of shrubs shall always be maintained.

Mower height shall be adjusted in accordance with seasonal temperature changes, and
grass variety, to avoid burn- out of grass. Rutting of turf areas is unacceptable. Any
rutting must be repaired by Landscape Contractor.

All sprinkler heads are to be cleaned within forty- eight ( 48) hours after mowing so all
are visible and functional.

All lawn clippings, leaves, and other debris are to be blown off drives and walkways

placed on a tarp in the street curb areas and are to be removed from the Benefitted
Property by the end of the work day.

It is understood by all parties that all mowing, edging and blowing shall be done by a
separate mowing crew and that the regular maintenance crew in the Benefitted Property
will not be allowed to be pulled away from their " cycling" schedule to assist in the

mowing/ edging/ blowing/ sweeping effort.

The entire cost of either replacing or repairing light fixtures, sprinkler heads, meter box
covers, drain covers, shrubs, flowers, trees and any property damaged by the mowing
crew will be back charged to the Landscape Contractor by TLQMA on a monthly basis
at the sole discretion of TLQMA' s General Manager.

All turf areas will be aerated at the appropriate time once a year at no cost to
TLQMA.

3.  ANNUAL TURF OVERSEEDING

Landscape Contractor will supply all labor and equipment as necessary to prepare all turf
areas for winter perennial rye grass reseeding, with no additional cost to TLQMA.

Adherence to the Low Desert Golf Course Superintendent Association standard of dry
and short cut will apply.

Landscape Contractor shall provide a written schedule to TLQMA' s representative. The
turf over seeding shall be completed no later than October 30th or as directed by
TLQMA' s General Manager. Perennial rye grass shall be planted on turf not to exceed
one-half ( 1/ 2) inches in height and in enough quantities to assure a full and complete
green rye growth. Landscape Contractor will supply all labor, equipment and material as
necessary, to reseed all turf areas with perennial Rye grass, at an application rate of at
least 16 lbs. per 1, 000 square feet, ( with mulch as required), or as requested by TLQMA,
at no additional cost.  The Rye grass seed shall be a blend of at least ninety- eight ( 98)
percent fine- leaf perennial, high quality Rye grass such as, Sundown. The new Rye grass
will be mowed when it reaches an overall height of 1 1/ 2 inches.
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4.  GROUND COVER, VINES AND SHRUB BED MAINTENANCE

All shrubs, bushes, large plants, etc., are to be kept appropriately pruned and trimmed as
described in the current plant list: Pruning and/ or thinning shall be performed to enhance
natural plant structure and conform to the original landscape architectural design intent.

Pruning frequency may vary with both the type of shrub and the season of the year. Dead
or dying branches and limbs shall be removed when detected. All trimmings are to be

removed from the plants and the ground beneath them to an offsite location daily.
Header board that is lifted or damaged is to be re- set regularly to ensure that the planter
beds and turf areas are separated. The replacement cost of the header board is included as

part of the contact price.

Shrubs are to be pruned by undercutting woody and dead growth to prevent intrusion
onto lawn areas, sidewalks, walkways, streets and drainage areas. Special attention
shall be given to assure that plants and shrubs do not block sprinkler heads.

Plant material is to be removed at once when judged to be dead by the Landscape
Contractor or TLQMA' s representatives. Landscape Contractor shall notify TLQMA' s
representative of all plant removals by providing the specific locations.  Routine
replacement plant material due to circumstances beyond the Landscape Contractor' s

control, shall be an extra to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner. All
incidental replacement of plant material shall be installed by the Landscape Contractor as
specified in the Landscape Maintenance Agreement. Replacement of plant material
required through negligence of Landscape Contractor shall be at Landscape Contractor' s
expense for labor and plant material.    See Exhibit 4 for additional maintenance

specifications for plants and shrubs.

5.  PEST AND RODENT CONTROL

a. Pest Control

Landscape Contractor employees and/ or sub- contractors that are engaged in pest
control activities shall be licensed Chemical Applicator or PCO, properly trained
and experienced. All applications are to be in response to an infestation.

Labor and material for pest control activities ( i.e. aphids, spider mites, etc.) shall be

included within and a part of the contract price.

Insecticide applications shall be rendered to turf, ground cover, shrubs and trees as
needed.

Treatment for disease in turf, ground cover, shrubs and trees shall be rendered as
needed.

Spider mite treatment on all affected shrubs ( i.e. Lantana, Rosemary, etc.) shall be

performed as needed.
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b. Rodent Control

TLQMA shall contract either with the Landscape Contractor or enter into a

separate contract with a licensed local pest control expert to provide rodent/gopher
control and prevention within the PLAs (" Rodent Control").  Treatments for such

Rodent Control shall include, but not be limited to, carbon monoxide treatment for
the infested areas and monthly rotational maintenance service to control and
prevent future infestations. If necessary and appropriate, such Rodent Control shall
also include baiting and use of chemicals but only with the prior written approval
of TLQMA.   Any rodent control costs and expenses shall be shared equally
between the parties.

6.  WEED, INSECT AND DISEASE CONTROL

Landscape Contractor may use herbicides to control any desirable vegetation as well as
hand and mechanical methods. Herbicides shall include selective, nonselective and
preemergent materials as determined by Landscape Contractor. Landscape Contractor
shall control broad- leaf weeds with selective herbicides. In areas where crabgrass, water

grass or spurge grass have infested lawn areas or planter beds, apply a selective post-
emergent herbicide as soon as possible. Preemergent herbicides can be applied prior to
crabgrass germination. Landscape Contractor will provide labor and equipment to apply
herbicides as part of the contract price. The cost of the herbicides shall be part of and
included within the contract price.

Landscape Contractor shall provide all labor,  equipment and material,  as may be
required, to keep all trees, shrubs and flowers in a healthy condition, free from insects
and disease by applying approved insecticides and fungicides at manufacturer' s
specified rates in areas designated by TLQMA. Landscape Contractor shall exercise
every precaution to protect animals and humans from possible toxic effects of materials
used.

If Landscape Contractor ascertains that chemical weed abatement is necessary and
appropriate for use within the Benefitted Property; the cost of said material, as well as
labor and equipment to apply shall be a part of the contract price.

Landscape Contractor to ensure water is turned off and on properly prior to and
following the applications of herbicides, insecticides or fungicides.   Landscape

Contractor will provide all labor, equipment and material to control weeds, pests and
diseases.

Landscape Contractor shall apply herbicide, for the control and eradication ofNutsedge
Nut Grass). Application shall be consistent with manufacturer recommendations. The

cost of chemicals and the labor and equipment shall be a part of the contract price.

Landscape Contractor shall submit a written report of herbicide usage.
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7.  DECOMPOSED GRANITE( DG) and BIRDSEYE MAINTENANCE

Landscape Contractor shall top dress all open bed areas with DG and/ or Birdseye as
necessary. DG shall be maintained at a minimum thickness of 2. 0 inches and smoothed
as necessary. Birdseye shall be maintained- at a minimum thickness of 4.0 inches and
smoothed as necessary.  The labor to install DG and Birdseye shall be a part of the
contract price; the cost of the DG and Birdseye materials shall be an extra shared equally
by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs. Landscape Contractor
shall always furnish labor and equipment for maintenance of DG and Birdseye at a level

to provide adequate coverage. Labor necessary to maintain an adequate level of DG

coverage shall be included within and part of the contract price.

8.  TREE AND PALM ROUTINE MAINTENANCE/ TREE REMOVAL

Landscape Contractor, as part of the Landscape Maintenance Agreement shall prune,
thin, shape and open up all trees consistent with the Tree Trimming Standards attached
hereto as Exhibit 2 and made a part hereof by this reference. All tree pruning is included
as part of the contract price except trees exceeding twenty feet( 20') in height which shall
be handled under separate contract with either Landscape Contractor or another

contractor and said costs shall be shared equally between TLQMA and Course Owner as
Additional Maintenance Costs. As a part of the Landscape Maintenance Agreement,
Landscape Contractor is to remove all leaves, trimmings and clippings from the PLAs

the same day the trees are trimmed. Landscape Contractor shall routinely maintain, as a
part of the Landscape Maintenance Agreement, all trees and palms up to twenty feet
20') in height by removing dead wood or fronds, fruiting bodies, branches or fronds to a

height of twelve feet ( 12') that are creating a safety or passage problem, suckers, and all

broken tree limbs or fronds resulting from storm damage as part of the contract price.

Trees or palms lost during a storm, or dead trees or palms shall be removed, including
the stump within forty- eight ( 48) hours of the event, by Landscape Contractor as an
extra to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance
Costs. Replacement trees or palms will be installed as an extra to be shared equally by
TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs. Periodically Landscape
Contractor will be asked to remove problem trees or palms and such replacement shall
be an extra to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional
Maintenance Costs.

Landscape Contractor shall make visual inspections for any evidence of fungus, mold,
bark beetle, spider mites, or any other insect infestation. Landscape Contractor shall
treat all trees infested. Landscape Contractor shall supply all labor, equipment, and
material as part of the contract price.  .

Landscape Contractor shall inspect all trees every six ( 6) months to ensure that roots are
not invading walks, walls, utilities, or other structures. Landscape Contractor is to notify
TLQMA' s representative of any problems on monthly reports. If invading roots are
discovered, they shall be cutback immediately. Care must be given to avoid damage to
surrounding structures, plants, irrigation systems and other utilities. Damage to these
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other elements is the responsibility of the Landscape Contractor. Major pruning shall be
performed in the fall and early winter and minor trimming shall be performed at any time.
The cost of cutting- back invading roots shall be an extra to be shared equally by TLQMA
and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs.

Palms shall have their old fronds removed once per year and fruiting bodies shall be
removed once per year. Palm trees that exceed 20 ( twenty) feet total height are an
extra to the contract price to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as
Additional Maintenance Costs.

All new trees will be provided with tree guards to prevent damage from mowing and
trimming equipment which shall be an extra to the contract price to be shared equally by
TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs. Labor to install is also an
extra to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance
Costs. Trees shall be, staked and guyed as necessary. Costs for replacement of normal,
damaged or broken stakes or guys are included as part of and within the contract price.
New stakes or damage due to storms or vandalism are not included and shall be billed to
TLQMA as an extra to the contract price which shall be shared equally by TLQMA and
Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs.

Landscape Contractor shall provide TLQMA with a tree inventory survey and create a
prioritized list of trees that need to be removed during the current contract year
throughout the Benefitted Property.

See Exhibit 2, Tree Trimming Criteria, for additional specifications.

9.  IRRIGATION SYSTEM/ WATER MANAGEMENT

Golf Course shall provide all water necessary for irrigation.

Landscape Contractor shall maintain and repair the irrigation system located within the
PLAs down- stream of the drip zone control valves (" Irrigation System").  For location of

the control valves, please see the as- built irrigation plans, which are available at TLQMA' s
Administrative Office (" Control Valves").  The Course Owner is responsible for the

maintenance, repair and replacement of all Control Valves servicing the Irrigation System.
Any damage to the Irrigation System caused by Landscape Contractor' s operations shall be
repaired by Landscape Contractor without charge to TLQMA or Course Owner.

The Irrigation System, having been inspected by the Landscape Contractor, will be kept
in good working order. The total Irrigation System will be maintained to assure proper
operation and coverage by cleaning out, raising and adjusting heads as needed. Flush
valves shall be opened two ( 2) per month. Landscape Contractor will inspect and
examine the entire drip system portion of the Irrigation System every fourteen( 14) days.
Landscape Contractor shall maintain the Irrigation System in such a manner that it does
not overspray or leak.

Landscape Contractor will take all necessary steps to prevent soil erosion or soil slippage
due to improper grading or lack of proper drainage.
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Labor and equipment needed for minor ( lines of 3/
4" or less) repairs to the Irrigation

System, including the cleaning, repairing, adjusting and replacement of sprinkler heads,
joints of feeder lines, risers, etc., required to provide good coverage to all areas needing
water as required, shall be provided by Landscape Contractor as part of and included
within the contract price. Materials needed for minor repairs shall be an extra shared
equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs.

Labor for major repairs to the Irrigation System, such as repairs to electrical systems or
lines, repairs of main water lines, replacements of entire systems, etc., shall be done in a
correctly approved manner only with the prior written consent of TLQMA ( except in
cases of emergency where TLQMA's General Manager's verbal approval will suffice) and
shall be an extra to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional
Maintenance Costs.

All repairs to the Irrigation System shall be reported to TLQMA's representative
within 24 hours of the repair.

Emergency repairs to the Irrigation System will be handled by Landscape Contractor, and
then immediately reported to TLQMA' s General Manager with a follow- up written report.
Broken water lines shall always be considered emergency repairs.

All materials used in the repair of the Irrigation System caused by conditions for
which Landscape Contractor is not directly responsible,  shall be charged at the
Landscape Contractor' s actual cost and shall be an extra shared equally by TLQMA
and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs. Repairs under this category
would include normal wear and tear of the Irrigation System, vandalism, accidental
breakage by others, so- called Acts of God, etc.

Breakage and/ or damage to any of the irrigation and timer systems or electrical fixtures
caused by Landscape Contractor' s neglect shall be repaired or replaced at Landscape

Contractor' s expense( including materials, equipment and labor) within twenty- four( 24)
hours of said damage. The responsibility for said damage will be at the sole discretion of
TLQMA' s General Manager. Landscape Contractor will cooperate in any imposed or
recommended water conservation or water use limitation program applicable to the
Benefitted Property with TLQMA approval.

10. PLANT AND IRRIGATION REPLACEMENTS/ GUARANTEES

All plant and irrigation installations provided by Landscape Contractor shall be
guaranteed ( materials and labor) for a period of one ( 1) year, except for Acts of God,
vandalism, theft, or other willful acts over which Landscape Contractor has no control.

Any repair or replacement of plant materials damaged or killed by vandalism or
conditions beyond the Landscape Contractor' s control shall be an extra which shall be
shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs.

Landscape Contractor to replace all lawn,  ground covers, shrubs, and/ or trees in
accordance with the original planting plans, unless authorized to deviate. Landscape
Contractor shall furnish TLQMA with an itemized estimate for any extra work, which
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may be required. In no case shall Landscape Contractor begin extra work without
TLQMA authorization.  All removals and/ or replacements shall be done at the

recommendation of TLQMA.

11. INSPECTIONS/ WORK ORDERS

A supervisor of Landscape Contractor shall be available to inspect the PLAs
with TLQMA' s representative a maximum of two ( 2) hours weekly.

All inspection reports and walk-throughs received from TLQMA's representative shall
be completed within a ten( 10) working day period and shall be returned to TLQMA' s
representative with completion dates, initials and comments.

Inspection reports will indicate items noted as warranty work, contract work or pre-
approved extras to be shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional
Maintenance Costs.

All work orders given to the Landscape Contractor, either by phone or in person, must be
completed within five( 5) working days of receipt unless TLQMA directs otherwise.

A supervisor of Landscape Contractor shall be available for committee and Board
meetings with TLQMA' s representatives at least one( 1) time per month.

12. DEBRIS REMOVAL/ CLEAN UP

All debris accumulated as a result of maintenance operations shall be removed from the
site at no additional cost to TLQMA each day of the work week, prior to 5: 00 PM.

Landscape Contractor shall be responsible for removal of all grass clippings, leaves,

branches, paper and all foreign matter, etc., from the Benefitted Property at Landscape
Contractor' s expense. Grass cuttings and/ or debris blown into streets or gutters must be
swept or vacuum cleaned.

All sidewalks and driveways will be maintained in a clean, safe condition, with all

debris removed promptly. After every wind or rain, special attention will be given to
storm debris and dirt erosion.

13. EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE

Landscape Contractor will provide first class equipment in such quantity as may be
required to perform prompt and efficient execution of the work specified in these
specifications. All equipment is to be maintained by the Landscape Contractor at no
expense to TLQMA.

14. DRAINS, EASEMENTS AND CURB GUTTERS

The Landscape Contractor will see to it that all surface drains and curbs within the

PLAs will be kept clean and free of obstruction from grass clippings, litter and leaves
at all times at the Landscape Contractor' s expense.

All plants and shrubs in these areas shall be maintained according to the appropriate
standards.
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All drains shall be checked bi-weekly by the on-site supervisor and corrective actions
taken immediately by the supervisor, if necessary, to ensure the free flow of the drain
systems.

During rainy days, Landscape Contractor shall have a dedicated crew working all day
to keep drains clear and free flowing.

15. EROSION CONTROL AND REPAIR

All minor repairs for acts of God ( costs of less than $ 500) shall be completed by the
Landscape Contractor as part of the Landscape Maintenance Agreement.   Any major

repairs ( over $ 500) for erosion and major damage caused by acts of God shall be an extra
shared equally by TLQMA and Course Owner as Additional Maintenance Costs.
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EXHIBIT 2

TREE TRIMMING STANDARDS

TLQMA shall designate all the trees in the PLAs that are to receive a complete

trimming, pruning and shaping. All trees are to be trimmed according to ANSI A300
standards to promote the trees' health and appearance. The tree trimming crew is to be
trained, supervised, and directed by a certified arborist.

Trees shall be trimmed and pruned in a manner to select and develop permanent scaffold
branches that are smaller in diameter than the trunk or branch to which they are attached;
to provide radial orientation so as not to overlay one another; to eliminate dead, diseased
or damaged growth; to eliminate narrow " V"- shaped branch forks and lack of strength;
to reduce toppling and wind damage by thinning out crowns; to maintain growth within
space limitations and to balance crown with roots.

All trimming and pruning cuts shall be made flush. " Stubbing" will not be allowed.
Landscape Contractor shall use tree seal for cuts six( 6) inches or greater in diameter.

All palms, under twenty feet( 20'), shall have old fronds removed at least two( 2) times

per year and any fruiting bodies removed at least one( 1) time per year.

All trees, regardless of height, in the PLAs, including palm trees, shall be trimmed of
branches and suckers up to a height of 12 ( twelve) feet above ground level.

Date Palms

1.  Trim palms during" fruiting" season May- July and trim fruit, and any damaged fronds
2.  Maintain look of palms full—trimmed 3- 9 vs. 11- 1.

3.  Remove skins as needed.
4.  Fertilize twice a year.
5.  Trim any frost damaged fronds March-April.

Mesquite

1.  Allow Mesquite to bloom in season.
2.  Maintain a raised canopy to clearly see turf areas.
3.  Maintain a clear 8- 12 foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow

access of vehicles.

4.  Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit.
5.  Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May-June).
6.  Blow and clean any debris( beans) during every scheduled visit.
7.  When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should

be cut at least. 5" from the trunk,

8.  Always cut a notch of the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This will
prevent the bark from tearing as the branch falls.
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Sweet Acacia

1.   Allow Sweet Acacia to bloom in season.
2.   Maintain a raised canopy to clearly see turf areas.
3.   Maintain a clear 8- 12" clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow access

of vehicles.

4.   Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit.
5.   Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May- June).
6.   Blow and clean debris( beans) during every scheduled visit.
7.   When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should

be cut at least. 5" from the trunk.

8.   Always cut a notch on the bottom of the branch of the branch prior to sawing from the
top. This will prevent the bark from tearing as the branch falls.

Southern Live Oak

1.   Maintain a raised canopy to clearly see turf areas.
2.   Maintain a clear 8- 12 foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow

access of vehicles.

3.  Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit.
4.   Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May- June).
5.   Blow and clean any debris during every scheduled visit.
6.   When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should

be cut at least. 5" from the trunk.

7.   Always cut a notch of the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This will
prevent the bark from tearing as the branch falls.

Eucalyptus

1.  Maintain a raised canopy to clearly see turf areas.
2.   Maintain a clear 8- 12" foot clearance from the cart path to the tree canopy to allow

access of vehicles.

3.   Remove all sucker growth during every scheduled visit.
4.   Thin out canopy prior to Monsoon Season( May- June).
5.  Blow and clean any debris during every scheduled visit.
6.  When pruning, be sure to avoid any contact with the trunk of the tree. Branches should

be cut at least. 5" from the trunk.

7.   Always cut a notch on the bottom of the branch prior to sawing from the top. This
will prevent the bark from tearing as the branch falls.
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EXHIBIT 3

REQUIRED EMPLOYEES

Phase 1 and Phase 3:    Four( 4) full time employees

Phase 2:    Three( 3) full time employees
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EXHIBIT 4

PERIMETER LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE

STANDARDS PLANTS AND SHRUBS

Cassia

1.  Always allow plant to bloom during season.
2.  Height shall not exceed 6' height at any time during the year.
3.  Width shall not exceed 5' wide at any time during the year ( although pruning will

occur at any width as soon as plants start to encroach into the varieties of plant
material.

4.  Each plant will be shaped into a" V" when pruning does occur.
5.  Prune to the base in the spring to remove frost damage.
6.  Remove bean pods as soon as they turn brown( cut them off the plant).

Lantana/ Rosemary

1.  Always allow plant to bloom during season.
2.  Height shall not exceed 3' 6" high at any time during the year.
3.   Width shall not exceed 3' 6" wide when growing as an individual plant. No width

restrictions when used a groundcover.
4.  Prune to the base in the spring to remove frost damage.
5.  Plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but will not be allowed to

encroach into other plant material.

Acacia Rodolens

1.  Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high at any time during the year.
2.   Shoots should not exceed 5' high.

3.  Plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but will not be allowed to
encroach into other plant material.

4.  Edge plant with curb line not allowing plant to encroach onto the cart pat or turf line.

Acacia Rodolens ( lowboy)

1.  Height shall not exceed 4" high at any time during the year.
2.  Plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but will not be allowed to

encroach into other plant material.
3.  Edge plant with curb line not allowing plant to encroach onto the cart path or turf line.

Deer Grass/ Renal Mist

1.  Do not allow grass to grow into or encroach any other plant material.
2.  Trim grass I time per year to allow new growth. Times of trimming will be March—

July.
3.  Trim all deer grass uniformly not to allow for growth to occur uniformly as per plant

fills-out.
4.  Height shall not exceed 3' 6" high at any time during the year.
5.  Width shall not exceed 3' 6" wide when growing as an individual plant.
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Red Fountain Grasses

1.  Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high.
2.  Width shall not exceed 3' 6" wide.
3.  Trim all grasses uniformly not to allow growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills-out.
4.  Trim grass 2 times per year to allow new growth. Times of trimming will be March-

August.

Bougainvillea( Individual/ Hedge Plant)

1.  Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high( All)
2.   Shoot should not exceed 6" high.
3.  Width shall not exceed 4' 6" wide( Individual)
4.  Dormant( December— March)

5.  As a hedge, let plant grow horizontally
6.  As a hedge, plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but not other plant

material.

7.  Edge ( sides of plant) shall never encroach other plant material and should be cut at
least 1' away.

8.  Trim all plants uniformly not to allow growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills-out.
9.  Let plant bloom in season

Oleander

1.  Height shall not exceed 4' 6" high.
2.  Width shall not exceed 4' wide.
3.  As a hedge, let plant grow horizontally.
4.  As a hedge, plant can grow horizontally into like plant material, but not other plant

material.

5.  Edge ( sides of plant) shall never encroach other plant material and should be cut at
least 1' away.

6.  Trim all plants uniformly not to allow for growth to occur uniformly as the plant fills-
out.

7.  Each plant shall be individual shaped oval.
8.  Let plant bloom in season.

Agave Americana

1.  Height shall not exceed 3'— 4' high.

2.  Width shall not exceed 4' — 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Remove pups around the plant to maintain single
plant look.

4.  Each plant will produce a tall stalk in final season of growth.
5.  Although it is called the century plant, it typically lives only 10 to 30 years. It has a

long spread around 6- 10 ft ( 1. 8- 3. 0 m) with gray-green leaves of 3- 5 ft (0.9- 1. 5 m)
long, each with a prickly margin and heavy spike at the tip can pierce deeply. Near
the end of its life, the plant sends up a tall, branched stalk, laden with yellow
blossoms that may reach a total height up to 25-30 ft( 8- 9m) tall.

6.  Its common name de3ives form its semelparous nature of flowering only once at the
of its long file. The plant dies after flowering, but produces suckers or adventitious
shoots from the base, which continue its grown.
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Agave a ` variegate'

1.   Height 3' — 4' high.
2.   Width 4' — 5' wide.

3.   Little or no maintenance required. Remove pups around the plant to maintain single
plant look.

4.  Each plant will produce a tall stalk in final season of growth.

Agave desmentiana

1.  Height 3' high.
2.   Width 3' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Remove pups around the plant to maintain single
plant look.

4.   Each plant will produce a tall stalk in final season of growth.
Agave weberi

1.  Height 5' high.

2.   Width 6' — 10' wide.
3.  Little or no maintenance required.
4.  Yellowing of foliage may indicated lack of water.
5.  Agave weberi is a relatively short species, the leafy trunks rarely more than 1 m( 3

feet) in height. The leaves, though, can be up to 160 cm ( 5. 2 feet) long and 18 cm ( 7
inches) across.

6.   FIowering stalks can reach a height of 8 m ( 27 feet). Flowers are yellow, up to 8 cm ( 3
inches) long.

Dasvlirion Wheeleri

1.  Height 5' high.
2.  Width 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required.
4.  Dasylirion wheeleri is a moderate to slow-growing evergreen shrub with a single

unbranched trunk up to 40 cm ( 16 in) thick growing to 1. 5m ( 4ft 11 in) tall, though
often recumbent on the ground. The leaf blade is slender, 35- 100 cm long, gray- green
with a toothed margin. The leaves radiate from the center of the plants apex in all
directions ( spherical).

5.  The flowering stem grows above foliage, to a height of 5 m( 16 ft) tall, and 3 cm in
diameter. The stem is topped by a long plume of straw-colored small flowers about
2. 5 cm long with six petals. The color of the flower determinate the gender of the
plant, being mostly white colored for males and purple- pink for females. The fruit is
an oval dry capsule 5- 8 mm long, containing a single seed.

Hesneraloe parvifolia

1.  Height 3' high.

2.  Width 3' wide.
3.  Litlte or no maintenance required.

4.  Hesperaloe parviflora has narrow evergreen leaves with a fringe of white threadlike
hairs along their edges and grows inclumps3- 6ft ( 0. 91- 1. 83m) high and wide. Red or
yellow tubular flowers are borne on branching flower stalks ( inflorescences) up to 5ft

1. 5 m) tall from late spring to mid-summer.
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Yucca data

1.   Height 6' high.
2.   Width 5' wide.
3.   Little or no maintenance required.

4.  This plant grows from 1. 2- 4. 5 m tall, with a sparsely branched trunk. The trunk is
brown, cylindrical in shape and has a small a small diameter and often has holes
drilled by escaping yucca moth larvae. The leaves are arranged in a dense spiral whorl
at the apex of the stems, each leaf 25- 95 cm long and very slender, 0.2- 1. 3 cm broad.
The white, bell- shaped flowers grow in a dense cluster on a slender stem at the apes
of the stem, each flower 32- 57 mm long, creamy white, often tinged pinkish or
greenish.

Bougainvillea rosenka

1.   Height 4' +
2.  Width 4' wide.

3.  Prune off rogue shoots to maintain more compact size, leaves will blacken with cold

frost, do not prune dead branches until frost period is over.
Caesalninea nulcherima

1.  Height 6 high.
2.   Width 6 wide.

3.   Summer flowering shrub. After 2 year of growth, cut back to 12" above ground
during winter. This will promote denser, fuller growth the following year.

CalIiandra californica

1.   Height 5' +
2.   Width 5' wide.

3.  Any pruning should be done late spring. Do not prune too heavily as this will inhibit
flowering during summer.

Eremonhila maculata ` valentine'

1.  Height 4' high.
2.   Width 4' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required, but can be pruned in late spring to contain plant
and promote blooming the following year.

Leuchnvllum laevigatum

1.  Height 5' high.
2.   Width 5' wide.

3.   Little or no maintenance required. Trim plant in spring to shape if necessary.
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Leucphvllum lane. ` Lvnns Legacy'

1.  Height 5' high.
2.  Width 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Trim plant in spring to shape if necessary.

Lantana montevidensis ` Trailing parole'

1.  Height 2' high.

2.   Width 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Trim plant back to 3' diameter after a few years to
promote new growth. Trim back frost damage foliage in spring.

Lantana x ' New Gold'

1.  Height 2' high.

2.   Width 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Trim plant back to 3' diameter after a few years to
promote new growth. Trim back frost damage foliage in spring.

Rusellia equisetiformis

1,  Height 3' high.

2.   Width 4' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Trim off rogue upward shooting spikes to maintain
appearance.

Oleander `petite pink'

1.  Height 5' high.

2.  Width 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required until plant is 5 or 6 years old. Then trim plant in
spring to maintain size.

Bougainvillea ' la iolla'

1.  Height 6' +

2.   Width 5' wide.

3.  Used in zones of beauty to match existing planting. Regular pruning required to
maintain plants at a 4' x4' size. Do not prune dead branches until frost period is over.

Callistemon bottlebrush

1.   Height 3' high.

2.   Width 3' wide.

3.   Little or no maintenance required.
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Leucophvllum ' Rio Bravo'

1.  Height 5' high.
2.  Width 5' wide.

3.  Little or no maintenance required. Trim plant in spring to shape if necessary.

Acacia redolans `desert carpet'

1.  Height 2'- 3' high.
2.  Width up to 15' wide.
3.  Little or no maintenance required. Remove dead wood when necessary.

Dalea greggii

1.  Height up to 2' high.
2.   Width up to 8' wide.
3.  Little or no maintenance required. Shear as neded.

Carissa arandiflora green carpet'

1.  Height 2'- 3' high.

2.  Width up to 6' wide.
3.  Little or no maintenance required.  Cut off any vertical branches to promote

spreading. Frost sensitive, but will recover later in spring.
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EXHIBIT 5

PERIMETER LANDSCAPE AREA

Map attached)
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EXHIBIT C

PLA MAP

See Attached]

The attached map identifies the PLAs and shall replace and supersede the map attached as
Exhibit G to the Declaration.
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EXHIBIT D

GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE STANDARDS

GOLF COURSE LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS

Golf Course Turf

There are a wide variety of turf grasses found on golf courses. Each turf type is
maintained to serve a specific purpose in a particular area of the golf course such as a
green, tee, fairway, or rough. Therefore, it is important that we make sure we evaluate
each turf area relative to the purpose for which it is intended. Higher maintenance
standards are held for our turf grasses in the most critical areas such as greens and tees.
These are the areas that have the greatest impact on both the players" perceptions and

the actual playing of the game of golf. For this reason we have divided these standards
in the two specific areas listed below.

Attractiveness

Attractiveness of the turf can be best be measured by looking at the following factors—
color, mowing height and texture.

Color is one of the most commonly used indicators of turf quality. It can also be one of
the most misunderstood characteristics of turf quality. When we are evaluating turf
color we need to be aware of the expected color that would normally be seen in a
healthy sample of the species we are evaluating based upon its location, time of year
and use.

Uniform mowing height is also an important factor when determining quality of turf
areas. The height of cut can have serious effects on the overall quality of the golf course
experience. Uneven mowing will disrupt the playability of the various turf surfaces.

The importance of uniform texture is another factor in determining turf quality.
Different textures will make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Usability

Usability is a very important factor in golf course turf The two main factors affecting
usability in golf course turf are performance and density. It is important that we
maintain turf that meets these performance and density standards if we want our
customers to play our facilities.

The density is very important factor in determining quality golf course turf. A dense
stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is important for the game of
golf. Dense turf will also be more resistant to disease and weed infestation and will
have a better overall appearance.
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Performance is the measure of how well the turf performs the specific function for
which it is intended. We have different performance expectations for different turf areas
on the golf course.

GREENS

From a player' s perspective, the greens are the most important area of turf on the golf
course and putting green conditions can be a huge determining factor when players make
choices about where they like to play. For this reason, it is important that we focus major
attention on our greens when maintaining the golf courses. Greens are to be mowed daily
unless unforeseen weather conditions arise.

VISUAL

Color

Quality standard: All green quality turf grasses,  be it bent grass, Bermuda grass,
fescue, paspalum,  or Poa annua,  will have appropriate green color for its species
during the part of the season it is being evaluated.

Quality Standard: There is limited discoloration due to water grass or disease
pressure.

Mowing Height

Uniform mowing height is a critical factor when determining quality of putting green
surfaces. The height of cut can have serious effects on the overall quality of the putting
surface.

Quality Standard: The turf is kept at a height between. 120" and. 185" with no ridges or
clipping debris left after mowing, depending on turf type and time ofyear.

Texture

The importance of uniform texture is also important on putting greens. Different textures
will make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Quality Standard: Texture variations are minimized through proper cultural practices
such as aeration, topdressing, dethatching, and grooming.

USABLE

Performance

Performance of putting green surfaces is probably the biggest factor used to determine
overall quality of golf course turfs. There are several important factors to evaluate when
determining the usability of turfs on golf putting greens.
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Quality Standard:  Turf is smooth and uniform and ball roll is smooth and of an
appropriate speed for location. Green speed should range between 9' and 10.5'.

Quality Standard: Greens are of an appropriate firmness to hold shots hit into them.

Quality Standard: 90% ofputting green surface areas are smooth andfirm.

Density

The density of the turf is a very important factor in determining quality golf course turf.
A dense stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is important for the
game of golf. Denseturf will also be more resistant to disease and weed infestation and
will have a better overall appearance.

Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas ofsoil surface are evident upon closer inspection.

Quality Standard: Turf in dense enough to exhibit a minimal disruption of the overall
surface so ball will roll smoothly across the leaf surfaces.

Quality Standard: Cut turf is free of visible differences in cutting heights that would
affect ball roll by causing the ball to bounce when putted.

Quality Standard: Turf is of sufficient density to support a golf ball above the ground
surface.

Quality Standard: Less than 5% of the total green surface is void ofturf

Quality Standard: There is less than 2% weed species on any putting surface.

TEES

Tees are normally maintained less intensively than greens but more than fairways and
roughs. The main goal is tee maintenance is to try and maintain string regeneration of
turf in areas where turf is damaged from player activity. Tees should be mowed 2- 3
times per week depend on growth conditions.

VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard: All tee quality turf grasses bein bent grass, Bermuda grass, ryegrass,
fescue, bluegrass and Poa annua, will have appropriate green color for its species
during the part ofthe season it is being evaluated.

Quality Standard: There is limited discoloration due to water stress or disease pressure.
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Mowing Height

Uniform mowing height is critical factor when determining quality of tee surfaces. The
height of cut can affect the playability of the tee.

Quality Standard: Theturfiskept atauniform height of.400"—. 750" with no visible ridges

left after mowing.

Texture

The importance of uniform texture is less important on tees than on greens. Different
textures will make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Quality Standard: Texture variation are minimized through proper cultural practices
such as aeration, dethatching, and topdressing.

USABLE

Performance

Usable and level tee surfaces are a big factor used to determine the overall quality of golf
course turfs. There are several important factors to evaluate when determining the

usability of turfs on golf course tees.

Quality Standard: Turf is dense enough to exhibit a minimal disruption of the surface, so
a ball will lie smoothly on the leaf surfaces.

Quality Standard: Tee surfaces allow firm footing for the player.

Quality Standard: Tee surface is smooth and uniform andplayers can take a level stance
when teeing up the ball.

Quality Standard: There is sufficient turf on tees to allow markers to be rotated daily to
a new healthy turf area.

Density

The density of the turf is a very important factor in determining quality golf course turf.
A dense stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is important for the
game of golf. Dense turf will also be more resistant to disease and weed infestation and
will have a better overall appearance.

Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas ofsoil surface are evident upon close inspection.

Quality Standard: Less than 10% ofthe tee surface is void ofturf
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Quality Standard: There is less than 3% weed infestation in any tee surface.

FAIRWAYS

Fairways are large turf areas that are subjected to more cart and vehicle traffic than
greens and tees. Because of this, the standard for turf quality is lower because they have
a lower concentration of play and are intended to be the best avenue to access the green.
Fairways should be mowed 2- 3 times per week based on growing conditions.

VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard: Fairway turf grasses that include bent grass, Bermuda grass, fescue,
bluegrass, and iyegrass, and Poa annua on fairways will have appropriate green color
for its species during the part of the season it is being evaluated.

Quality Standard: There is less than 10% discoloration due to water stress or disease
pressure on fairways.

Mowing Height

Uniform mowing height is important for maintaining quality fairway and rough turfs.
The height of cut can have serious effects on the overall quality of play.

Quality Standard: Fairway turf is kept at auniform height of. 400" - . 750" with no

ridges left after mowing.

Texture

Uniform texture is less important on fairways than on greens and tees. Different textures
will make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Quality Standard:  Uniform texture will be maintained by minimizing weed and
undesirable turfs in fairway areas to less than 5% of the total area.

USABLE
Performance

Performance of fairway turf is important to the overall quality of golf course turfs. There
are several important factors to evaluate when determining the usability of turfs on
fairways.

Quality Standard: Cut turf is free ofvisible differences in cutting heights.
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Quality Standard:  Turf is uniform and ball will roll an appropriate distance after
landing in fairways.

Quality Standard: Turf is dense enough to exhibit minimal disruption of the overall
surface so ball will set on top of leaf surfaces to allow for good lies.

Density

The density of the fairway turf is a very important factor in determining quality golf
course turf. A dense stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is
important for the game of golf. Dense turf will also be more resistant to disease and
weed infestation and will have better overall appearance.

Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas ofsoil surface are evident upon closer inspection.

Quality Standard: Fairways will have no more than 5% of total area with bare ground
exposed.

ROUGHS

Roughs are huge turf areas that are subjected to more cart and vehicle traffic than

greens, tees, and fairways. Because of this, the standard for turf quality is lower because
they have a lower concentration of play and are intended to penalize players who are
errant in their shot making. Roughs are maintained to their turf type, landscape, season,
golfing event and/ or player ability. Roughs should be mowed 1- 2 times per week based
on growing conditions.

VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard: Rough turf grasses that include bent grass, Bermuda grass, fescue,
bluegrass, and ryegrass, will have appropriate green colorfor its species during the part
of the season it is being evaluated.

Quality Standard: There is less than 20% discoloration due to water stress or disease

pressure on roughs.

Mowing Height

Uniform mowing height is important for maintaining quality rough turfs. The height of
cut can have serious effects on the overall quality of play.

Quality Standard: Rough turf is kept at a uniform height of 1- 1/ 2" to 2- 2/ 2" with no

ridges left after mowing.
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Texture

Uniform texture is less important on roughs than in other areas of the golf course.
Different textures will make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Quality Standard:  Uniform texture will be maintained by minimizing weed and
undesirable turfs in rough areas to less than 10% of the total area.

USABLE

Performance

Performance on rough is important to the overall quality of golf course turfs. There are
several important factors to evaluate when determining the usability of turfs on roughs.

Quality Standard: Cut turf is free of visible differences in cutting heights.

Quality Standard:  Turf is uniform and ball will roll an appropriate distance after
landing in rough.

Quality Standard: Turf is dense enough to exhibit minimal disruption of the overall
surface so ball will set on top of leafsurfaces to allow for good lies.

Density

The density of the rough turf is a very important factor in determining quality golf
course turf.  A dense stand of turf allows the ball to have uniform lies, which is
important for the game of golf. Dense turf will also be more resistant to disease and
weed infestation and will have better overall appearance.

Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas ofsoil surface are evident upon closer inspection.

Quality Standard: Roughs will have no more than 5% of total area with bare ground
exposed in watered areas, 15% exposed in non- watered areas.

Quality Standard: Roughs are kept at a uniform height of 1- 1/ 2" to 2- 1/ 2" with no

ridges left after mowing.

DRIVING RANGE

Driving Range turf is maintained with minimal inputs since players are not actually
plaint off the surface and therefore lower quality is acceptable.  The main goal is to
maintain as dense a turf cover as possible to allow for balls to be easily picked from the
area. The landing area will be mowed once a week and the driving range tee will be
mowed 2- 3 times per week.
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VISUAL

Color

Quality Standard: Bent grass,  Bermuda grass, ryegrass, fescue and bluegrass on a
driving range will have appropriate green color for its species during the part of the
season it is being evaluated.

Quality Standard: There is less than 25% discoloration due to water stress or disease

pressure.

Mowing Height

Uniform mowing height is important for maintaining quality driving range turf.  The

height of cut can have serious effects on the overall quality of play.

Quality Standard:  The teeing areas height is kept as a found in the FAIRWAY
STANDARD. The range area height will be kept as found in the ROUGH standard.

Texture

Uniform texture is less important on the driving range. Different texture will make the
surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Quality Standard:  Uniform texture will be maintained by minimizing weed and
undesirable turfs on the driving range.

USABLE

Performance

Performance of driving range is of less importance to the overall quality of the facility
than the other turfs. There are several important factors to evaluate when determining the
usability of the driving range turf.

Quality Standard: Cut turf is free ofvisible differences in cutting heights.

Quality Standard:  Turf is uniform and ball will roll an appropriate distance after
landing.

Density

The density of the rough turf is a very important factor in determining quality driving
range turf since the teeing area is in a constant state of repair and the range is not
normally uses as a playing surface. Dense turf will also be more resistant to disease and
weed infestation and will have better overall appearance.
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Quality Standard: Turf appears extremely dense from a distance and only minimal
areas ofsoil surface are evident.

Quality Standard: Driving Range will have no more than 20% of total area with bare
ground exposed.

SAND BUNKERS

Sand Bunkers have become an integral part of the golf course for strategic play, course
hazards, and aesthetics. Because of these, the standards for bunkers are set to create a
hazard while still providing for ease of maintenance and golfer playability.

VISUAL

Sand Color

Quality Standard: Sand bunkers may have any one of a multitude of colors ranging
from white, to brown, to even black, depending on budgets, local vendor supplies and
specifications.

Quality Standard: There is less than 5% discoloration due to sand contamination.

Sand Depth

Uniform sand depth is important for maintaining quality bunkers. The depth may vary
depending on the severity and construction of the bunker.

Quality Standard: Bunker sand is kept at a uniform depth of 4— 6 inches with no ridges

left after raking.

Texture

Uniform texture is important in bunkers for golfer playability. Different texture will
cause difficult shot making and make the surface appear uneven and unsightly.

Quality Standard: Uniform texture will be maintained by utilizing a bunker sand of the
same quality each time the bunker is reworked or sand added. Fairway bunkers should
be firmer than green side bunkers to allow for proper shot selection.

USABLE

Performance

Performance of sand bunkers is important to the overall quality of the facility. There are
several important factors to evaluate when determining the usability of the sand
bunkers.

Quality Standard: Bunkers have minimal amounts of stones, rocks, debris, weeds and
insects.
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Quality Standard:  Sand is uniform and ball will plug when proper USGA
specification sand is used.

Quality Standard: There will be a minimum of two quality bunker rakes per bunker, for
golfer use. More rakes may be added on larger bunkers for golfer convenience.

GOLF COURSE TREES

Trees are an important component to the overall quality of our golf courses. Trees
provide us with various colors, shapes and textures and help define the golf holes.

Trees also contribute to our quality of life by providing oxygen and absorbing carbon
dioxide produced by cars and industry. Tree leafs also trap and filter dust and pollen.
They provide shade in the summer and help block the wind on the courses. They also
provide protection to surrounding homes and businesses from stray golf balls. They can
also shield unsightly views. Threes on the golf courses also provide essential habitat for
birds and other wildlife.

The large number of trees on the golf courses makes it difficult to perform detailed
appraisal of each tree on a annual basis. Routine annual inspection are done mostly
from the ground level and further, more detailed inspections are carried out if there are
any concerns.

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Trees should display at least some semblance of the form common to
the species.  Some allowance shall be made for natural  " character",  but grossly
misshapen trees will not pass inspection.

Quality Standard: Dead trees will be removed unless they are inspected as being safe
and provide wildlife habitat or be a significant contributing factor to the playability of a
hole. There shall be no stubs, dead `flags" or other unsightly distractions.

Quality Standard: Stumps should not be visible.  They should either be removed to at
least twelve inches below ground or hidden by existing vegetation.

USABLE

Quality Standard: Trees planted for a specific reason ( for example to serve as visual
screen, noise barriers, or provide shade) should serve the intended purpose.

Quality Standard: Tree limbs should not interfere with buildings, utility wires, etc.

Quality Standard Tree branches should be high enough above the ground surface to
allow safe operation of mowers, golf carts, and other equipment beneath their canopy.
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The only exception would be a tree species, such as a blue spruce, where the tree
canopy stretches upwardfrom the ground.

Quality Standard: Tree branches should be trimmed as needed to minimize interference

with proper irrigation system operation, trimmed for proper specie form, and trimmed
to eliminate dead, broken, or hazardous limbs.

Quality Standard:  Limbs and/or foliage should not obstruct course signage or
pathways. Tree roots should not interfere with pathways or other features of the golf
course that may interfere with the game ofgolf.

EDGES ROUND THE GOLF COURSE LAKES, PONDS and STREAMS

USABLE

Quality Standard:  Lake and stream edges shall be maintained and trimmed as
appropriate for the local conditions and/or regulations, on a regular basis.

Quality Standard: Lake, pond, and stream edges shall be free or erosion damage.

GOLF COURSE GROUND COVERS AND SHRUBS

Golf course ground covers and shrubs vary in height, leaf texture and form. Most of the
ground covers on the golf course are low-growing evergreen plant materials, which are
encourage to from dense mats where they are used.

Shrubs are generally defined as woody perennial plants, which are relatively low
growing. On the golf course they are generally less than six feet in height.

Both the ground covers and shrubs can serve several landscape functions. They can help
suppress weeds and aid in soil retention. They can also be used to hide certain unsightly
objects in the landscape such as poles, valve boxes etc. They also provide visual contrast
in the landscape large expanses of turf by providing heights, shapes and colors.

VISUAL

Quality Standard: There are no inappropriate bare areas in ground cover areas. One
may see bare ground in close view,  but the planting presents an overall dense
appearance.

Quality Standard: Flower ground covers or shrubs display good distribution offlowers
in appropriate seasons across the entire planting.

Quality Standard: No evidence ofpest or debris from normal viewing distances. Close
inspection reveals minor signs ofpests/ disease.
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USABLE

Quality Standard:  Plants conform to height consistent with species and intended
function.

Quality Standard: Groundcovers will be in areas where they do not interfere with play.

GOLF COURSE AMENITIES

Golf course amenities include the various items that are part of the course set-up
features that add to the player' s comfort. This would include such things as flagsticks,
benches, ball washers, tee markers, signage, yardage markers, hazard stakes, water
coolers,  sprinkler heads,  valve boxes,  etc.  Though they make seem like small,
insignificants items these small detail items are often the difference when players judge
the overall course presentation.

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Flags, flagstick,  cups,  tee markers,  benches,  wastebaskets,  water
coolers/fountains, and ball washer shall be clean.

Quality Standard:   Flags,  flagsticks,   cups,   tee maker,   benches,   wastebaskets,

watercoolers/fountains, and ball washers shall be free ofdamage.

Quality Standard: Tee towels will be clean andfresh. Ball washer fluids will be changed
weekly or when offensive odors or lack offluids exist.

Quality Standard: Trap rakes shall be free ofdamages.

Duality Standard: Sprinkler heads and valve boxes shall be free of damage.

Quality Standard: Sprinkler heads and valve boxes shall be level and trimmed.

USABLE

Quality Standard: Cup liners will be undamaged and support flagstick properly.

Quality Standard: Ball washers, spike brushes and benches shall all be in good working
order.

Quality Standard: Course signage will be located properly and be free ofdamage.
Quality Standard: Hazard and Out- of-Bounds stakes will be located in proper location
where appropriate.
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GOLF COURSE SUPPORTFACILrLIES

GOLF COURSE PARKING LOT

Golf course parking lots also contribute to the first impression s our players have when
they visit our sites. Golf maintenance staff is responsible for coordinating in- house, or
another agency, to assure the Iots are maintained in the proper manner for the safe use
by our customers. Golf maintenance staff is responsible for maintaining planting areas in
the lots and assuring that the lots are attractive for our uses.

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Parking lots will befree of trash and other debris.

Quality Standard: Crews will sweep parking lots on a bi-weekly basis or as needed.

Quality Standard: Plant material in parking lot islands will be regularly maintained and
fee ofweeds.

USABLE

Quality Standard: All signage in parking lots will be maintained so it is visible and
easily readable for visitors.

GOLF COURSE CART PATHS

Golf course cart paths assure the efficient movement of players throughout the golf
course and are important for controlling wear patterns around greens and tees. Well-
maintained paths also add to the overall positive experience for our customer.

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Cart paths are free of turf growth on top of surface and are neatly
edged.

Quality Standard:  Cart path surfaces are clean and free of dirt,  leaves and grass
clippings.

USABLE

Quality Standard: Cart paths will have less than 5% potholes or cracking

Quality Standard: Cart paths will have less than 5% raised areas caused by tree root.
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GOLF COURSE RESTROOMS

While course conditions are the most important consideration in determining the overall

quality of our facilities, the conditions of the restroom can often be a negative factor
affecting the perception of our customers regarding overall conditions. Customer will
notice if restrooms are well maintained or if they are poorly maintained or if they are
poorly maintained. The restroom quality standards are as follows:

VISUAL

Quality Standard: Toilets, urinals, sinks, partitions and mirrors are clean.

Quality Standard:  Toilets,  urinals, sinks, partitions and mirrors are free of graffiti.

Quality Standard: Restrooms are free of odors.

USABLE

Quality Standard: Restrooms are clean.

Quality Standard: Restrooms are odor free.

Quality Standard: Restrooms are functional.

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

Golf Course Applications

Directors of golf and golf course superintendents will develop and implement a Golf
Course Environmental Management ( GEM) Plan that, at a minimum addresses the

following issues:
Create, document, and implement an ecosystem- based overall golf course
management philosophy
Promote environmental safety, education, and awareness
Comply with all applicable environmental standards and regulations
Minimize pollution through an active and comprehensive prevention program
Employ state of the art conservation practices throughout all golf course facilities
Employ best maintenance practices that include an integrated pest management
approach that reduces pesticide use
Practice proactive customer relations and education on environmental issues

The GEM plan will enable the golf course to attain the following goals:
To enhance installations ecologically and economically
To develop environmentally responsible golf courses that are economically viable
To improve, create, and protect habitat for wildlife and plant species in concert with
the KGM mission
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To recognize that every golf course must be developed and managed with
consideration for the unique conditions of the ecosystem of which is a part
Tor provide important green space benefits
To use natural resources efficiently
To respect adjacent land use when planning, constructing, maintaining, or operating
golf courses
To create desirable playing conditions through practices that preserve environmental
quality

To support ongoing research to scientifically establish new and better ways to
develop and manage KGM golf courses in harmony with the environment
To document outstanding development and management practices to promote more
widespread implementation of environmentally sound golf
To educate golfers, managers, commanders, and the local community about the
principles of environmental responsibility and to promote the understanding that
environmentally sound golf courses are quality golf courses

USABLE

Quality Standard: The initial GEM Plan should be accomplished no later than 3 years.

Quality Standard: The GEM Plan should then be updated at least every three years
thereafter.
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